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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the one hundred thirtieth annual commencement are enacted today at the
University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each year on campuses all
over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the graduates' years of study and
preparation for responsibility.
A description of the academic pageantry is provided for your interest and information.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions (Euclid Avenue) and enters the
Coliseum through the four corners of the floor, is led by the University Marshal whose position
is in front of the stage. The University Marshal bears the ceremonial mace, emblematic of the
endorsement of the State and the University. Led by Assistant Marshals, the candidates march
behind the identification banner of the respective colleges which recommended them for their
degrees.
The candidates for advanced degrees enter the floor from the southeast door (see diagram,
next page); candidates for advanced degrees are from the following:
The Graduate School (doctoral and masters candidates),
College of Law,
College of Medicine,
College of Dentistry, and
College of Pharmacy.




College of Human Environmental Sciences,
College of Communications and Information Studies, and
College of Fine Arts.
Entering through the northeast corner (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees
from the following:
College of Arts and Sciences, and
College of Engineering.
Entering through the northwest corner (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees
from the following:
College of Agriculture,
Carol Martin Gatton College of Business and Economics,
College of Allied Health Professions,
College of Social Work, and
College of Architecture.
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of Kentucky
proceed into the Coliseum, entering the floor from the southeast door and wearing the colorful
hoods of their disciplines (see description of colors on page 6) and of the colleges and
universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession brings to the
platform the members of the Board of Trustees of the University, the Deans of the various
colleges, honorary degree recipients, the Chancellors, the VicePresidents, and other University
officials, and guests. The President of the University and the Chairperson of the Board of
Trustees, upon greetings from the University Marshal, lead this distinguished group to the
platform in two columns from the southwest door. The Trustees of the University can be
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All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University
officials, faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The
basic color for most caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different ')
degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps and hoods of various hues draped
down the backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelor's and Master's degrees wear the regulation cap with the
tassel appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated,
with the exception of those who already hold Doctor's degrees and are privileged to
wear gold tassels. Except during the positioning of the Colors, and the playing of the
"Star Spangled Banner" and "America the Beautiful", men in academic regalia are







Education - Light Blue
Business and Economics - Drab




Architecture - Blue Violet
Allied Health Professions - Light Green
Human Environmental Sciences - Maroon
Social Work - Citron
Communications and Information Studies:
Communications - Silver IGray
Library Sciences - Lemon
Journalism - Crimson
Fine Arts - Brown
GOWNS
The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn
closed. The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like
the others. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its
oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is
designed and supplied with fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The
gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on which are three velvet bars
(usually black but sometimes other colors, depending on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate
color (see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution - blue
and white at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes
more of the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the
person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the wide
panels at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The colors
of the edging most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine,
purple for laws; the colors for the honorary Doctor's degrees are purple for laws,
white for arts/letters/humanitites, and golden yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has been
conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his or her honorary




Oh Say' can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
o beautiful for spacious skies, For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties, Above the fruited plain!
America! America! God shed His grace on thee,
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Charles T. Wethington, [r., President
PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (Francis Scott Key)
INTRODUCTIONS President Wethington
COMMENCEMENT REMARKS Governor Gerald L. Baliles
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES AND CONFERRING DEGREES
Dean C. Oran Little
College of Agriculture
Dean Thomas C. Robinson
College of Allied Health Professions
Dean David Mohney
College of Architecture
Acting Dean Donald E. Sands
College of Arts and Sciences
Dean Richard W. Furst
Carol Martin Gatton College of
Business and Economics
Dean Douglas A. Boyd
College of Communications and
Information Studies
Dean Shirley C. Raines
College of Education
Dean Thomas W. Lester
College of Engineering
Dean Rhoda-Gale Pollack
College of Fine Arts
Dean Retia Walker
College of Human Environmental Sciences
Dean Carolyn A. Williams
College of Nursing
Dean Jordan 1. Cohen
College of Pharmacy
Interim Dean Edgar L. Sagan
College of Social Work
Acting Dean Constance 1.Wood
The Graduate School
Dean David E. Shipley
College of Law
Dean Emery A. Wilson
College of Medicine
Dean David A. Nash
College of Dentistry
GREETINGS - ALUMNI ASSOCIATION Hank Thompson
President, National Alumni Association
COMMENTS FROM STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE William David Johnson
CLASS OF 1997
RECOGNITION OF RECIPIENTS OF ALUMNI President Wethington
ASSOCIATION GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
RECOGNITION OF RECIPIENTS OF President Wethington
RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS
PRESENTATION OF WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD President Wethington
PRESENTATION OF ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH President Wethington
H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
PRESENTATION OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Wethington
Dr. Joseph A. Bryant, [r., University Orator
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES President Wethington









Degree awarded August 1, 1996
** Degree awarded December 20,1996
(No asterisks) Degree will be conferred May 10, 1997
if candidates have met all degree requirements
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The Graduate School
Acting Dean: Constance L.Wood
Doctor of Philosophy
David Carlyle Ackley, Florence
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "The Role of Monocarboxylic Acid Transport-I in
Protecting the Brain from Aluminum"
Jeffrey David Anstine'", Cornwall, CT
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Economic Analysis of Curbside Recycling:
Estimating the Demand for Recycling Services and
Examining the Structure of the Material Recovery Facility
Industry"
Hanan Sami Anwar, Cairo, Egypt
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Development of a Three Compartment Oral
Sustained Release Delivery System for Nifedipine: An In
Vitro and In Vivo Comparison With an Osmotic Pump
Delivery System in the Dog"
Randy R Appleton', Naperville, IL
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "Improving File System Performance with
Predictive Caching"
Anthony Akic Arita", Huntington Beach, CA
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Construct Validation of Selected MMPI~A
Content Scales"
Marwan Asri, Yogyaksrta, Indonesia
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Analysis of the Impacts of Financial
Liberalization on Savings and Investment in Indonesia"
Anthony Randolph Back, Lexington
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "E2/Ml Using an Chiral Effective Lagrangian"
Stacey Anne Baer'"', Smithtown, NY
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Strategies of Children's Attention to and
Comprehension of Television"
Yvonne Honeycutt Baldwin'", Morehead
Major: History
Dissertation: "Cora Wilson Stewart and the Illiteracy Crusade:
'Moonlight Schools' and Progressive Reform"
Michael Baranowski, Cleveland, OH
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Executive and Legislative Influence in State
Bureaucratic Agencies"
Edward L. Barnes, [r., New Washington, IN
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Evaluation of the Oral Absorption of Salmon
Calcitonin (sCT) from a Novel Three Compartment Capsule"
Marc LaRoy Bauer", Pleasanton, NE
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Nutritional Regulation of Small Intestinal Glucose
Absorption in Ruminants"
Glenda Spencer Beach, Lexington
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "DNA Damage and It's Potential Role in Prostate
Cancer Development"
Lynnda S. Beavers'", Roanoke, VA
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Management of Privacy Boundaries After
Weight Loss"
David Scott Bellamy", Kingsport, TN
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Individual and Firm Demand for Health and
Wellness Programs"
Samuel Ayuk Besong'". Mamfe, Cammeroon
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Influence of Supplemental Chromium Picolinate on
the Concentrations of Hepatic Triglyceride and Blood
Metabolites in Dairy Cattle"
Chris Beyers", Columbia, MD
Major: English
Dissertation: "Allegories of Form and the Genres of Free Verse"
Deepti D. Bhanti", Bombay, India
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Photochemical and Photoabsorption Processes in
Spherical Particles"
Douglas Christian Bice, South Windsor, CT
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Impact of Mandates and Tax Limitations on
Provision of a Local Public Good: An Application to Fire
Protection"
Gabriel Bikah, Gabon, Africa
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "The Role of COS in B Cells"
Eric M. Blalock, Lexington
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Shift in Ca2+ Channel Type and Modulation in a
Cell Culture Model of Aging"
Kristee Karolyn Boehm'"', DePere, WI
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "The Power of the Mirror: Aging, Gender, and Social
Discourse in Spanish Postwar Narrative by Women Writers"
Philip Raley Breeze'"', Winter Park, FL
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Sharing the Spotlight: Multi-sourcing as an Aid in
Source Recall, and Its Effect on News Release Use"
Stephen A. Brown:". Lexington
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "TlOB9: Mediation of Effective Human
Immunosuppression by a Nonmitogenic Murine Anti-T Cell
Receptor Monoclonal Antibody"
Jennifer Kurt Brueckner, Lexington
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "Modulation of Extraocular Muscle Maturation by
.the Developing Visuomotor System"
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Adrian Dale Buckles, Elizabethtown
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-
Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Psychological Counseling in Community Colleges:
Student Faculty and Student Personnel Professionals
Assessment of Need"
David Ernest Burgio, [r.", Berea
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Effect of P-Glycoprotein Modulators on Etoposide
Pharmacokinetics and CNS Distribution in the Rat"
Thomas Francis Burks, Lexington
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Color Image Texture Analysis and Neural Network
Classification of Weed Species"
Jose J. Cardona-Lopez, Palmira, Columbia
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "La Nouvelle Hispanoamericana Reciente"
Howard Wayne Cecil'"', High Point, NC
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Taxpayer Noncompliance: The Case of High
Income Self-Employed Taxpayers"
Gang Chen, Zheng Zhou, China
Major: Physics








Dissertation: "Molecular Analysis of the Structure and Ligand
Binding Relationship of Thromboxane A2 Receptor"
Pawel Cholewinski", Warsaw
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: /IAutomated Reasoning with Default Logic"
John Ciallella", New Castle, PA
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Expression of Amyloid Precursor Protein (APP)
from Human Endothelial Cells: Regulation by Cellular
Stress"
Michael Wayne Clark'"', Lexington
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Search and Employer-Employee Match Formation"
Paula Anne Clark, Springfield, OH
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Inhibition of Lactic Bacteriophage Proliferation by
Hydrolyzed Bacteriophage Peptide"
James Franklin Coble'", Virginia Beach, VA
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Structural-Metamorphic Development of the
Hayesville Fault, Haywood and Jackson Counties, North
Carolina"
David Paul Cook, Sandusky, OH
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Investigation Toward the
Development of a Service-Based Quality Taxonomy"
Juan Ramon Correa Perez'", San Juan, PR
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Factors Influencing Post-Thaw Status of Bovine
Spermatozoa: Relationships Between Sperm Qualitative
Measurements, Membrane Functional Status and Fertilizing
Ability of Spermatozoa Employed in an Artificial
Insemination Program"
Susan Killeen Corngan'". Wichita, KS
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Malingering on the MMPI-2: An Analogue




Dissertation: "EGR-l Protects Against Cytokine-Induced Growth
Arrest Via Direct Upregulation of C-MYC"
Liwang Cui*
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Functional Studies of the Cysteine-Rich Gene
Family of the Cempoletis Sonorensis (Hymenoptera:
Ichneumonidae) Polydnavirus"
Jonathan Seth Cullick, Shreveport, LA
Major: English
Dissertation: "Making History: The Narratives of Robert Penn
Warren"
Shelly Lynn Curran", Sun Prairie, WI
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Multidimensional Assessment of Fatigue Following
Breast Cancer Treatment: A Controlled Comparison"
Qinghai Dai'", China
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Soliton Solutions for a U(2)L x U(2)RMeson
Theory"
Satyjit Samuel Mohan David
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Properties of Creatine Kinase in
Alzheimer's Versus Non-Alzheimer's Brain: Correlation of
Aberrant Enzyme Activity and Cytosol Membrane
Partitioning with Reduced Active Site Photo labeling and
Nucleotidylation"
Michael Anthony Deibel", Columbus, OH
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "The Evaluation of Trace Elements Related to the
Oxidative Damage Hypothesis of Alzheimer's Disease"
Paul James DeLaLuz, Louisville
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis and Use of Photoactivable
Phenothiazines in the Study of Drug-Protein Interactions
with Calmodulin and Calcineurin"
Dwight Val Denison, Pocatello, ID
Major: Public Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Examination of Municipal Bond
Insurance: Three Essays"
Udaya Sankar Devanaboyina, Vijayawada, India
Major: Toxicology





Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "A Study of Superstrengthening and Formability in
AA3004 Alloys"
Michael John Dorff, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "The Inner Mapping Radius and Construction of
Harmonic, Univalent Mappings of the Unit Disk"
John Matthew Dose'"', Waverly, IA
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "The Role of the Avian Hippocampus in Temporal
Processing"
Jesse Daryl Droddy', Frankfort
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Supreme Court Policy Consensus: Theoretical and
Empineal Models"
James Robert Duncan, Goshen
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Moral Reasoning, Earnings Pressure, and




Dissertation: "Effects of Age-Related Changes in Rat Mesentery
Extracellular Matrix Composition on Transport: A
Videoscpectrophotometry and Image Analysis Study"
Frederick Bruce Engle'". Richmond
Major: English
Dissertation: "Poetic Mobilizations: The Anthoiogical Uses of
Great War Verse"
Danny Milton Ervin, [r.", Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Liquidation Decisions: A Study of Financially
Distressed Firms"
Yolanda D. Estes, Lexington
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Intellectual Intuition in Pichte's [ena
Wissenschaftslehre"
Mark Alan Fairchild, Leoti, KS
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "vDenitrifier Ecology in Subsoil Above Fragipans"
Arnold Lorenzo Parr". Union, SC
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "The Problem of the Unity of Theoretical and
Practical Reason in Kant's Critical Philosophy and Fichte's
Early Wissenschaftslehre, and its Relevance to the
Contemporary 'Rage Against Reason"
John Paul Fellers", Byron, OK
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Potyvirus Nla-Proteinase Derived Resistance:
Evaluation of Resistance and Nla Interaction with the
Potyvirus Polymerase"
Jason Wesley Ferguson, Wichita, KS
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Large Spectral Simulations and Abundance
Determinations in the ISMof Active Galaxies"
Seth Andrew Fichter, Wilder
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Intragastric Protection of Vitamin A Orally Dosed
to Ruminant Animals With Carrier Coconut Oil or
Monensin"
Lynn Zaremba Fuller, Hartford
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Modulation of Signal Transduction Pathways by
Glucocorticoids in Adrenal Medullary Chromaffin Cells"
Somasundar Prasad Cabbita'", Bombay, India
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Modifications in Brain Cortical Membrane Lipids
and Cytoskeletal Proteins Following State 4 Mitochondrial
Respiration: An Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Study"
Bopana K. Canapathy", Bangalore, India
Major: Business Administration




Dissertation: "Comparative Perspectives on Political Culture and
Political Institutions as Approaches to North American
Public Policy Analysis: The Case of Acid Rain"
Mara Lucy Garcia
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "EI protagonista femenino y el uso del espacio en
Castellanos, Garro y Arredondo"
Jan Elizabeth Garrett, Rochester, MN
Major: Electrical Engineering




Dissertation: "Resource Finding by Several Stored-Product Insects
and Its Disruption by Natural Products"
Cesar Gemeno, Madrid, Spain
Major: Entomology




Dissertation: "An Investigation of 3-D Chip Flow, Curl and
Breaking in Machining with Grooved Tools"
Onecia Moore Gibson'"', Berea
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Influence Measures for Multivariate Analysis"
Walter Scott Gilliam", Pikeville
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-
Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Developmental Correlates and Predictors of
Teacher-Rated Behavior Problems in Preschool Children
from Low-Income Families: A Longitudinal Analysis"
Catherine Marie Gillotn'", Dayton, OH
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Individual Differences in the Delivery of Bad News
Among Third YearMedical Students to Patients"
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Maya S. Cowri, India
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "HDL Subfractions from Poorly-Controlled Type II
Diabetic Subjects: Composition and Protective Role Against
Macrophage-Mediated LDLOxidation"
Lorri M. Clover", Lexington, AL
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Hidden Family: Sibling Relations and Kinship
in the Eighteenth-Century South Carolina Lowcountry"
Stephen Craham-Hill'?", Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Small-Firm Business Strategy: A Search for
Relevant theory"
Megan Gregg, Columbus, OH
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Positive Emotional, Interpersonal, and Behavioral
Change Following Cancer Diagnosis: Cancer as a
Psychosocial Transition"
Jay Samuel Cndcr'". Liberty
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Cytosolic Calcium and Sodium Chloride




Dissertation: "Investigating the Conflict in Agricultural Policy
Between the Federal Crop Insurance and Disaster Assistance
Programs, and the Conservation Reserve Program"
Ihab Mohammad Hamdi'"', Cairo, Egypt
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Multimedia Applications in Construction Project
Management: An Owner's Perspective"
Ann Rachelle Hawkins, Dallas, TX
Major: English
Dissertation: "Revising Shakespeare and the Renaissance:
Intertextuality and the Figures of Astarte in Byron'S
Manfred"
Robert Livingston Hebble, Oak Ridge, TN
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Hamil tonicity of Squeezed Spheres"
Susan Creekmore Heim", Greenville, MS
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Maternal Response Style on
Immediate Male Child Compliance"
Carla Dawn Penrod Hermann, Louisville
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Spiritual Needs of Dying Patients: A
Methodological Study"
Scot Christopher Hickey, Buena Park, CA
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The Cycle of Rebellion and Repression in
Protracted Political Conflict"
Robert C. Hodges, Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Making and Unmaking of 'Salt of the Earth': A
Cautionary Tale"
James Matthew Holden, Lexington
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Optical Properties of Carbon Nanotubes and C60"
Richard Earle Holl*, Bowie, MD
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Corporate Liberals and the Roosevelt
Administration Preparedness Program, 1939-1941"
Dean Matthew Homan, Lexington
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Charge Transfer from Directed Rydberg Targets"
[in Tae Hong'", Korea
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Mechanisms and Roles of Eicosanoids in Cell
Proliferation by the Peroxisome Proliferator Ciprofibrate"
[u-Lun Hong'". Hang Zhou, China
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Role of Bronchopulmonary C-Fibers in Airway
Responses to Irritants"
Yi-Ling Hong, Fujian, China
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Characterization of the RNA-Dependent RNA




Dissertation: "Effects of Light, C02 and Temperature on
Carbohydrate Metabolism in Marigold (Tagetes petula)"
Cynthia Maureen Howell'"', Los Angeles, CA
Major: English
Dissertation: "Rereading Agrarianism: Despoliation and
Conservation in the Works of Wendell Berry, Lee Smith, and
Bobbie Ann Mason"
Chung-Chi Hu, Taiwan, China
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Differentiation and Molecular Characterization of
Two Subgroups of Peanut Stunt Virus"
Chiung-Ying Shirley Huang, Taiwan
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Ornithine Decarboxylase Gene Transcription
Regulation During Monocrotaline-Induced Pulmonary
Hypertension: Potential Role of C-myc"
Shaohua Huang",
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Genomic Organization and Expression of a DSRNA
Totivirus Infecting the Plant Pathogenic Fungus
Helminthosporium Victoriae"
Janis Lynne Huston, Napoleon, OH
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-
Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Factors of Success for Adult Learners in an
Interactive Compressed Video Distance Learning
Environment"
Edward Carl Hyhn. Honolulu, HI
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "A Stochastic Model for Small-Scale Turbulence"
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Marit Jagtoyen*, Trondheim, Norway
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "Synthesis of Activated Carbons by the Phosphoric
Acid Activation of Wood"
Chenhong [iang'", Shanghai
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "A Precision Measurement of the Neutron-Neutron
Scattering Length ann VIA (-d ((nn"
jeffrey L. johnson, Wyandotte, MI
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Role of Financial Stability and Optimal
Seigniorage in Explaining Nominal Interest Rate Smoothing
by the Federal Reserve"
joel Andrew johnson". Chicago, IL
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Parameter Estimation in Stochastic Compartmental
Models the NIMCEM Algorithm"
John Travis jones". Radcliff
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Transborder Transportation Regulations and
Trade"
Kevin L. [ones", Oak Ridge, TN
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Undergraduate Retention in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky: An Analysis of Academic, Social, Financial, and
Psychological Elements"
Ricky Lee jones, Atlanta, GA
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The Fraternal Self:Violence in Black Greek-Latter
Fraternities and the Questions of BlackMale Identity"
Susan Marie Jones", Norristown, PA
Major: Education & Counseling Psychology -Counseling
Psycholoy
Dissertation: "Attributions About Women Who are Lonely:
Effects of Loneliness, Gender, Attractiveness, and
Competence"
Jacqueline Alice Jordan, Nashville, TN
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Pulmonary Antioxidant Enzyme Activity




Dissertation: "Military Politics in South Korea: The Case of
Intervention in 1979-1980"
Sri Sulaksmi Damayanti [usuf Jakarta, Indonesia
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "Proteins of Leptospira interrogans Serovar Pomona
Type Kennewicki Reactive With Serum Antibodies of
Aborting Mares and Their Fetuses"
Cecilia Mary Kearns, Baldwin, NY
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "The Neuroprotective Effects of GDNF Against 6-
Hydroxydopamine In Vivo"
Grover Sandlin Kearns, Richmond
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Alignment of Information Systems Strategy With




Dissertation: "Involuntary Resettlement and Ethnomed ical
Systems: Health Impacts of Dam Construction in North
India"
John Franklin Keener, Charleston, WV
Major: English
Dissertation: "Magical Disturbances: Biographical Narrative and
the Historical Figure in Contemporary Fiction"
Michael D. Kercher, Springfield, OH
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Evaluation of Biomordtoring to Characterize Metal
Toxicity at a Gaseous Diffusion Plant"
Susan Lee Vachon Kirby", Phoenix, AZ
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Moderating Effects of Principal-Agent
Relationships on Escalating Commitment to a Course of
Action"
Lakshman Krishnamurthy, Madras, India
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "AQUA An Adaptive Quality of Service
Architecture for Distributed Multimedia Applications"
Hyo-Sung Kwak'",
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Investigating the Mechanisms Involved in Drilling
Difficult-to-Machine Materials Using Abrasive Waterjet"
Michael John Lauer", Neenah, WI
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "The Ecology of Intersexual Conflict in the Water
Strider, Aquarius remigis Say"
Teri Lee Lear, Louisville
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "Comparative Molecular and Cytogenetic Studies of
the Equidae"
Wonhee Lee", Korea
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "Adsorption and Surface Characterization on Coal-
and Wood-Based Chemically Activated Carbons"
Ann Marie Stallings LeMaster, Coxs Creek
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "Characterization of Transgenic Mice that
Overexpress Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor in the
Epidermis"
Karen Sue Lenhoff", Erlanger
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology -
Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between Childhood Sexual Abuse
and Adult Medical Problems in a Nonclinical Sample"
john Douglas Lepter". Nashville, TN
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "A Root Metaphor Analysis of Nazarene Discourse
Regarding Media Attendance"
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Francois Le Roy, Lezardrieux, France
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Mirage in International Affairs, 1958-1970"
Lai Kwok Leung'". Hong Kong
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "Mechanisms of the Reduction of Hepatic
Eicosanoids by the Peroxisome Proliferator Ciprofibrate"
Aron Marc Levin, Iowa City, IA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Context Effects in Brand Judgement: An
Investigation Into Consumer's Reactions to Dual Branding"
Michael 1. Levy'. Union, NJ
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Regional Polarization in British Elections: The
Effects of Thatcherism on the Party System, Labour Policies,
and the Attitudes of Labour Backbench Members of
Parliament"
Marianne Wheelwright Lewis, Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Advanced Manufacturing Technology Design: A
Multiparadigm Study"
Michael Earl Lhamon, Lexington
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Implementation Theory of Distortion-Invariant
Pattern Recognition for Optical and Digital Signal Processing
Systems"
Ke u-. Beijing, China
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Complex Regulation of Alpha-Fetoprotein (AFP)
Transcription by Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor 3 (HNF-3)"
Min Li, Beijing, China
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Structure of Levels in 206Pb via Gamma-ray and




Dissertation: "The Role of Saccharomyces cerevisiae SGEI in
Pentamidine Efflux and Susceptibility"
Yixin Li", Beijing, China
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "The Mechanisms of Biological Effects of
Peroxisome Proliferators: Increased NF-KBActivity by
Ciprofibrate"
Terrence Daniel Likes", Elizabethtown
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Relationship of Television Network Affiliation
Switches to Station Shares and Audience Viewing Habits"
James Weldon Lillard, [r.?", Lexington
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Genetic and Functional Analysis of the Hemin
Storage Locus from Yersinia Pestis"
Min M. Lin, Shanghai, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Development of Advanced Techniques for




Dissertation: "Toughness Enhancement of an Impenetrable
Interface by Tethered Polymer Chains"
Wensheng Lin", Quanzhou, China
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Molecular Cloning and Expression of Bovine
Poly(ADP-ribose) Glycohydrolase"
Kathleen Ann Lindsay". Lexington
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Gender Bias in Self-Report Personality Disorder
Inventories: Item Analyses of the MCMI-III, MMPI-2, and
PDQ-4 in a Clinical Population"
Bin Liu, Qingdao
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Transcriptional Repression of the Platelet-Derived
Growth Factor A-Chain Gene"
Yong Liu", Hubei, China
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Prolactin Increases Hepatic Basolateral and
Canalicular Taurocholate Transport and Expression of Bile
Acid Transporters"
Mitzi A. Lowe, Lexington
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "The Phenomenology of Student Engagement in the
Implementation of High School Restructuring: An
Ethnography of a School Undergoing Change"
Ming Lu, Hangzhou, China
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "The Effect of Pregnenolone 162-Carbonitrile on the
Pharmacokinetics and Drug Metabolism of Dapsone in Rats"
Kimberley Lucas, Vienna, VA
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Risky Business: Agricultural Diversification and
Social Relations in the Southern Highlands of Tanzania"
Donald Karl Lumm, Lexington
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Subsurface Geometry and Petrography of Clastic
Rocks of the Beech Creek (Barlow) Limestone Through the
Springfield Coal (Desmoimian) Across the LaSalle Anticline,
Lawrence County, Illinois"
Zhenxu Ma'", Guangdong, China
Major: Statistics




Dissertation: "The Development and Use of X-Ray Fluorescence
(XRF)to Monitor the In-Vivo Release of Proteins in Hydrogel
Matrices, Retention of Immunological Adjuvants, and
Transdermal Absorption in Drug Delivery"
Rosalie O'Dell Mainous'"', Lexington
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Physiological and Behavioral Responses to Pain in
the Preterm Neonate"
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Prasetijono Widjojo Malangjoedo'", [akartal, Indonesia
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Foreign Direct Investment in Indonesian
Manufacturing: A Sectoral Analysis"
Robert Wayne Malone'", Washington, PA
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Field Assessment and Modeling Surface and
Subsurface Metribuzin Transport Under Three Treatments:
Yard Waste Compost Amended, No-Till, and Conventional-
Till"
Sonia Machelle Rogers Manuel", Greensburg
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Oxidants and Signal Transduction in Hypoxic
Pulmonary Vascular Disease"
Khalid Mohammed Marghalani, Saudi Arabia
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Viewers Utilization of Direct Broadcasting Satellite
Programs in Saudi Arabia: A Uses and Gratifications
Analysis"
Robert John Mark'".
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "Cellular Pathways Mediating Amyloid {Peptide
Induced Disruption of Ion Homeostasis and Neurotoxicity"
[yothi Rajinder Matharu, Bombay, India
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Novel Melphalan Analogs as Substitutes for the
Large Neutral Amino Acid Transporter [System L]"
Louis McWilliams McDonald, [r., Lexington
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Characterizing Metal Sorption Reactions to Clay"
Christopher Andrew McGrath*, North East, PA
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy of the Stable Xenon
Nuclei"
Milton Ray McLean, Baxley, GA
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Metabolism of Polychlorinated Biphenyls to
Reactive Species: Binding to DNA Bases and Redox Cycling"
Munish Mehra'', Lexington
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Proportional Hazards in the Surviving Fractions
Model (A semi-parametric mixture model for regression with
censored data to estimate cure rates)"
Rakesh Hasmukhbhai Mehta'"; Bhavnagar, India
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Development of Microporous Membranes from




Dissertation: "Approximation of Infinite-dimensional Linear
Programming Problems"
Masoud Meshkat, Kerman, Iran
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Modeling and Laboratory Evaluation of
Evaporation and Moisture Redistribution for Drip/Trickle
and "Sand Tube Irrigation" Using Undisturbed and
Reconstructed Soils"
Artur Piotr Mikitiuk", Warszara, Poland
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "Rational Default Logic and its Applications to
Logic Programming"
Marilyn S. Miller", Columbia, MO
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Creating Cross-Cultural Roommate Relationships
Between American and Foreign Undergraduates"
Terri Lynne Miller, Little Rock, AR
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Psychosocial Risk Factors for Alcohol Use and
Abuse Among Black Americans"
Eddie Eugene Mitchell", Dublin, GA
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Addressing the Regie- and Stereo-Selectivity Seen
in P4502A5 Mutants with DHEA"
Stephen Robert Morin, Omaha, NE
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Common Property and Exchange in a Natural
Resource Management System: A Case Study From Aceh
Province, Indonesia"
Michael Scott Morton, Temperance, MI
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "The Synthesis, Characterization, and Reactivity of
Some Cydopropenylidenes and Cydopropenium Cations of
Group 6-8 Metals"
Russell Shelby Morton", Georgetown
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "A Comparative Framework for Multiparticipant
Decision Support Systems With Emperical Results"
Chairul Muluk'", Medan, Indonesia
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Utilization of Near Infrared Reflectance
Spectroscopy for Food Corn Hybrid Evaluation"
David Wayne Musick'", Elizabethtown, TN
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Ethics Education at the University of Kentucky
College of Medicine"
Supinan R. Na Phuket, Thailand
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Investigation of L-Canavanine and Its Derivatives
as Potential Chemotherapeutic Agents for Pancreatic Cancer:
Synthesis, Structure-Activity Relationships and Metabolism
Studies in the MIA-PaCa-2 Pancreative Cancer Cell Line"
Prakash Narayan Nair, Bombay
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Role of Downstream Transcription Factors in the
Programmed Cell Death (Apoptotic) Pathway Invoked by
EGR-l"
Jerry Wayne Napier, Winchester
Major: History
Dissertation: "Mines, Miners and Machines: Coal Mine
Mechanization and the Eastern Kentucky Coal Fields, 1890-
1990"
Richard W. Nemec, Corpus Christ, TX
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Firm Layoffs: An Analysis of Shareholder Value
and Firm Performance"
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Mary Frances Ann Nesbit, Dayton, OH
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-
Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "The Racial Identity of African American and
European American Preschool Children: Two-Factor Model"
Octavien Ngarambe**, Kigali
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Income Inequality Vs. Economic Growth in United
States: Examining Causal Relations"
Vani Nilakantan, New Delhi, India
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "The Use of Catalase Transgenic Mice to Elucidate
the Mechanism of Action of Peroxisome Proliferators"
Suzanne Numan'", Westboro, MA
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "Neurotrophins and Their Receptors in the
Mesostriatal System"
Gregory Gene Oakley, Lexington
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Mechanisms for Cenotoxicity and Oxidative
Damage by Polychlorinated Biphenyls"
Bee Lan Ong'", Malaysia
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Reconstructing Knowledge and the Power of Self-
Consciousness: Perspectives of Women Graduate Students
from the Third World"
Sandhya Parameswaran",
Major: Biomedical Engineering
Dissertation: "Age-Related Changes in Rat Mesentery
Extracellular Matrix Properties and Composition"
Suryachandra Shanubhai Patel'"', Irvington
Major: Biomedical Engineering
Dissertation: "Effects of Temperature on Surface Pressure
Induced Changes in Perfusion"
Paul Matthew Percy, Forest, VA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Relationships Between Interpersonal Power and
Followers' Satisfaction: A Leadership Approach"
Melissa Louise Philley, Morehead
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Biochemical and Functional Analyses of
Neurospora Crassa mt a-'l Polypeptide"
Priyono Prawito", Indonesia
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Pedogenesis on Karst Toposequences of Kentucky"
Sandra Prima, Indonesia
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Surface Mechanisms of Atrazine Absorption by 2:1
Clays in the Presence of a Surfactant"
Naresh Gobind Punwani, Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Effect of Alpha-Interferon on Circadian Rhythm of
5-Fluorouracil Pharmacokinetics"
Theresa Ann Nisa Rajack", Trinidad
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Neither Peasant Nor Proletariat: The Paradox of
Development for Caribbean Women and Men in Peasant
Households"
Venkatasubramanian K. Rajagopal". Madras, India
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Mechanistic Model Compounds for Coal




Dissertation: "Development and Hydroconversion Studies of
Model Compounds Representative of Coal"
Tennore Ramesh", Madras, India
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Developmental and Tissue Specific Activity of
Alpha-Fetoprotein Regulatory Elements in Transgenic Mice"
Deborah Baker Reed", Harrodsburg
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Occupational Rehabilitation of Farmers With
Upper-Extremity Amputations"
Orlando Curtae' Richard, Farmerville, LA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Examination of Workforce Diversity's Impact
on Organizational Effectiveness: Universalistic and
Contingency /Resourced-Based Views"
Bettye Denise Ridley". Nashville, TN
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Regulation of Expression of a Juvenile Hormone
Esterase-Related (JHER)Gene of the Cabbage Looper
Trichoplusia Ni"
Robert Lowell Robertson". Springdale, AR
Major: Mathematics




Dissertation: "Occurrence, Transport, and Fate of Polychlorinated
Biphenyls in Selected Aquatic Systems in Kentucky"
Bradley Neil Robson, Frankfort
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Seismic Isolation of a Highly Skewed, Prestressed
Concrete Bridge"
Christopher Dewayne Rock, Hodgenville
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "The Physical and Mechanical Properties of a
Nonocrystalline 77AT%NB-AL System Prepared By
Mechanical Alloying and Electro-Discharge Consolidation"
Jimmy Alan Roden, Chattanooga, TN
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Broadband Electromagnetic Analysis of Complex
Structures Using the Finite Difference Time-Domain
Technique"
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Amy Lynne Roe, Williamstown
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "The Role of Xenobiotics, Physiological Stimuli, and
Pathophysiological States on Cytochiome P450Gene
Regulation and Expression"
Audrey Elisabeth Heyman Rooney, Cleveland, OH
Major: History
Dissertation: "An Altered Presence: The Cathedral of St.
Mauritius, Magdeburg in Political and Artistic Context"
Gary Howard Ross'", Madison, WI
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Risk Happens: The Risk and Performance
Relationship in Commercial Banking"
Erik Paul Sandefer'?', Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Contributions of Gamma Scintigraphy to the In
Vivo Evaluation of Oral Dosage Forms: Implications of
Gastrointestinal Transit Times and the Effect on Drug
Absorption"
Douglas Wesley Schelling, College Station, TX
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Identification and Characterization of the Juvenile
Hormone Esterase Core Promoter"
Derek David Schramm'"', Tampa, FL
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "Flavonoids and Flavonoid Metabolites Inhibit
Monosaccharide-Induced Protein Damage of the Advanced
Glycation End Product (AGE)Type"
Albert William Schueller 1lI*,Bensalem, PA
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Eigenvalue Asymptotics for Self-Adjoint, Fourth-
Order, Ordinary Differential Operators"
Laura Mann Schueller", Virginia Beach, VA
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Pairs of Quadratic Forms Over Arbitrary Fields"
Rebecca Lyn Seipelt'". Ripley, OH
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Regulated Alternative mRNA Processing in Tissue
Culture Cells and Transgenic Mice"
Anup D. Shah, Bombay, India
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Computer Controlled Scanning Electron
Microscopy and Its Applications in Combustion Studies"
Rupa S. Shetty",
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis of Triaromatlc Steroid Biomarkers"
Rajesh Ramesh Shinde"
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Development and Characterization of Hydrophilic
Membrane Systems from Polyetherimide/Poly (Vinyl
Pyrrolidone-co-Vinyl Acetate) Blends"
Ann-Marie Simeone". Exeter, RI
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Ammoniation as a Detoxification Procedure for
Endophyte-Infected Tall Fescue"
Charles Mason Smith, Central City
Major: English
Dissertation: "Quickness of Fancy': Raymond Chandler's Philip
Marlowe"
Patricia Wells Soto. Lexington
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology -
Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "The Relationship of Curriculum Program and
Gender to Career Maturity Among Older Adolescents"
Caedmon Bertrand Staddon'", Vancouver
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Democratisation, Environmental Management and
the Production of New Political Geographies in Bulgaria: A
Case Study of the ]994-95 Sofia Water Crisis"
James Patrick Stansbury", Los Angeles, CA
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Culture and Caretaking: Maternal Belief,Child
Care Practice and Growth Status in Highland Ecuador"
James Ray Stone, [r., Wilson, NC
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The Global Economy, the Crisis of the Liberal
Public Sphere and Corporate Funding for Academic
Research: A Comparative Study of Two Research Parks"
Ramachandran Subramaniam, Madras, India
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Electron Paramagnetic Resonance and Biochemical
Studies of Biological and Biofunctional Membranes. 1.
Structure-Function Relationship of Serine Protease Subtilisin:
Strategies for Immobilization. 2. Toxicological Effects of
Amyloid Peptides and Lipid Peroxidation Products:
Relevance to Alzheimer's Disease"
Vellorimo Suminguit, Iosepina
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Indigenous Knowledge Systems of Agroforestry
and the Restoration of a Despoiled Environment: A Case
Study in Northwestern Mindanao, Philippines"
Scott Ronald Swanson, Madge, WI
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: 'The Art of Service Recovery: Attributions and
Consequences"
Bassam Tashtoush'", Jordan ~
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "N-Chloro-N-methylglucamine and Penta-Ocacetyl
Nrchloro-Nemethylglucamine as Potential Germicidal Agents
and Oxidizing Agents in Radiolabeling Techniques"
Ghassan Mousa Tashtoush
Major: Mechanical Engineering:
Dissertation: "Experimental Investigation on Flame Spread Over
Liquids Using Holographic Interferometry"
Barbara Romano Teague, Lexington
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology -
Educational Psychology




Dissertation: "Differential Mechanism of Action of the Tobacco
Alkaloids, Nomicotine and Lobeline on Striatal
Dopeminergie Functions Comparison With Nicotine"
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John Lamont Tolle', Angola, IN
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Location of Inhomogeneities in Elastic Media"
Ashraf Traboulsi, Horns, Syria
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Kinetics and Mechanism of Reactions of Penta-O-
Acetyl-N-Chloro-N-Methylglucamine With Model Water
Contaminants"
Stewart Milton Tung'", Moscow, ID
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Monge, Optimality, and Feasibility Sequences in
Capacitated Transportation Problems"
Iae-Yong Urn, Seoul. Korea
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Thermal Analysis of Spray Cooling and Its
Application in Metal Cutting"
Daniel James Van Dalsem", Los Angeles, CA
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Trace Element Determination in Biological Tissues
with a Novel Neutron Activation Analysis Technique for
Aluminum Measurement"
Ronald F. Vandenhouten''. Manitowoc, WI
Major:Mathematics
Dissertation: "Stability for the Biharmonic and Polyharmonic
Obstacle Problems"
Srivatsa Venkata Subba Rao'", Bangalore
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Controlled Immobilization of Biotinylated
Horseradish Peroxidase in the Development of Novel
Biosensors and Bioreactors"
Phyllis M. Vincent, Frankfort
Major:Music
Dissertation: "A Study of Community Choruses in Kentucky and
Implications for Music Education"
Teresa Gail Vincent, Louisville
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "The Comparative Analyses of the dhod Gene in
Four Different Species of Drosophila"
Daniel Norman Waldner", Dimuba, CA
Major:Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effect of Casein Infused Into the Abomasum of
Sheep on the Activity of Pancreatic Enzymes in Intestinal
Digesta and Plasma Cholecystokinin"
Liqun Wang, Hangzhou, China
Major:Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Dental Implant Biomechanical
Behavior Using a Robot Simulation System"
Liyan Wang*, Beijing, China
Major:Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Temperature Effects on Curled
Chip Formation in Metal Machining"
Zhen Wang'". Shanghai, China
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Expression and Gene Regulation of Human
Prostaglandin Endoperoxide H Synthase-Z"
David Charles Weatherly, New Orleans, LA
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Additive Turbulent Decomposition With Chaotic
Map Subgrid Models for Computation of Turbulent
Compressible Fluid Flow"
Cheryl Lynne Weaver, Holbrook, MA
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Passionate Love in College Students: An
Investigation of Related Cognition and Behavior"
Larry Bernard Weinstein*, Dayton, OH
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Decision Support for the Integration of
Maintenance Activities With Front End Production Planning
Activities"
Gina Collins wesley" Berea
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Affective Orientation: TtsRole in Compliance-
Gaining in Physician-Patient and Nurse-Patient Interactions"
Michael William whitney". Incline Village, NV
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Analysis and Design of Bridges Susceptible to
Barge Impact"
Bozena Barbara Gainska widanski'", Lexington
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "Interaction Between Uric Acid and Nitric Oxide;
Effects on Microcirculatory Blood Flow in the Rat Tail
Capillary During Heat Stress"
Gregory K.Widener, Richmond
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Interethnic Black Preaching Style of Cynthia L.
Hale"
David Walter Williams"; Richmond
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "The Rolets) of Dew in the Epidemiology of Dollar
Spot"
Robert Chris Williamson**, DeFiance, OH
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Behavior and Ecology of the Black Cutworm in
Golf Course Turf"
David Earl Wooster, Reno, NY
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Emigration Responses of Stream Prey to Predators
and Predator Impacts on Prey Density"
Zhiqiang Wu, Kunming, China
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Trace-Class Estimates for Elliptic Operators and
Weyl's Law on Exterior Domains With Fractal Boundaries"
Side Xi, China
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "Effects of Fish Oil on Cytokines and Antioxidant
Defenses in Mice with Murine AIDS"
Youqing Xiang, Hubei, China
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Incremental Torque Control of a Synchronous




Dissertation: "Flat Covers of Modules"
Xianghe Yan'"', Hubei, China
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Studies of Signal Sequences for Cell-Wall Targeting
in Plants, and Wall-Targeting of a Glutamine Binding
Protein-Metallothionein Fusion Protein to Affect Cd Tissue
Partitioning"
Yunpeng Yang'", Beijing, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Numerical Simulation of Turbulent Flow over an
Airfoil via Additive Turbulent Decomposition"
Phillip Alan Yates, Florence
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Studies of Mutations Affecting Partition and
Replication of Plasmid mini-F in Escherichia Coli"
Minfang Yeh, Taiwan
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Search for Two-Phonon Octupole Excitations in
208Pb"
Okyeon Yi", Kwangjoo. Korea
Major: Mathematics




Dissertation: "Molecular Dissection and Regulation of a Pathogen
and Elicitor Inducible Sesquiterpene Cyclase Gene Promoter"
Valerie Mary Young, Dublin, Ireland
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "Effects of Fatty Acids on Endothelial Cell
inflammatory Mediators"
Doctor of Education
Earl H. Blair, Richmond
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Selected Management Competencies for
Occupational Safety as Received by Certified Safety
Professionals and Safety Education"
Cynthia Faye Bohn", Louisville
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "An Investigation of the Implementation of
Computer-Based Instruction of a Substance Abuse Program
With At Risk Students"
Mark R. Brown, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "School Based Decision Making and the
Implementation of Instruction, Scheduling and Assessment
Practices in Kentucky's Middle Schools"
Jennifer Dale Buie-Hune, North Little Rock, AR
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Effects of Problem Solving Strategy on Problem
Solving Behaviors of Preschool Children"
Susan Chambers Cantrell, Winchester
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Students' Acquisition of Basic Literacy Skills in
Kentucky's Primary School Programs"
Becke Adams Cleaver, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "School Districts' Central Administration Response
to Imposed Systemic Reform"
Deborah McGee Cox", Madisonville
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "The Role and Worklife of Women in Higher
Education: Examples from a Community College System"
Kasundra D. Cyrus"""",LaPlace, LA
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Family Resource and Youth Service Center
Coordinators: An Identification of Leadership Roles"
Carol Diane Hanley, Frenchburg
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Effects of the Learning Cycle on the Ecological
Knowledge of General Biology Students as Measured by Two
Assessment Techniques"
Shelia Gale [ackson-Fobbs. Monroe, LA
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "Significant Steps for Instituting Mergers in Higher
Education"
Pamela Morris Jukes, Pippa Passes
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "An Analysis of the Establishment, History, Student
Population and Principles of Instruction of the Literacy
Program of the James Still Learning Center, a School for
Students with Dyslexic Characteristics"
Jacqueline Farmer Kearns, Eddyville
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Role of the Principal in Professional
Development"
Lori Frances Kincaid, Bethel, OH
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "The Influence of the Educational Trust on a State's
Educational Reform Movement: The Connection Between
Teachers College, Columbia University and Education in
Kentucky"
Bruce Arthur Larson, Germantown, OH
Major: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dissertation: "An Examination of the Effects of Participation in an
Adventure Camp Program on the Self-Concept of
Adolescents with Behavioral Problems"
Gene McSweeney""*, Portsmouth, OH
Major: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dissertation; "Changes in Intimate Relationship Satisfaction of
Married Couples Living a Full-Time Mobile Retirement
Lifestyle"
Timothy Edward Morse", Pensacola, FL
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Teaching Elementary School Students with
Moderate Intellectual Disabilities How to Shop for Groceries"
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Nola Faye Hayes Newsome, Hyden
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Transforming Curriculum"
Andrea Cravens Peach"; Bowling Green
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Effects of Knowledge and Type of Instructional
Objectives on Intentional Learning With World Wide Web-
Based Linear and Hypermedia Instruction"
Rodney B. Stanley, Morehead
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Effectiveness of Color and Dynamic Visuals as
Cuing Techniques in Computer Assisted Instruction"
Jessica Elizabeth Stephens", Lawrenceburg
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Student Persistence: Psychological, Social, and
Cultural Perspectives of First-Year African-American
Students at a Predominantly White University"
Michael George Stocker, Mt. Vernon, IN
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "A Workforce Training Model for the Community
College"
Robert John Storer, Erlanger
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Transformational Leadership Characteristics of
High School Principals in School-Based and Non-School-
Based Decision Making Schools in Kentucky"
Rosa Lee Conover Weaver, Ft. Mitchell
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Innovation Propensity of Teachers and Their
Acceptance and Implementation of the Primary School
Programs in Kentucky"
Carolyn S.Wells, Lancaster
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Changes in the School Superintendency in
Kentucky in the Aftermath of Mandated Statewide Education
Reform: Perceptions of Role Incumbents"
Henrietta Halcomb Williams, Lexington
Major: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dissertation: "The Status of Environmental Health Education in
the High School Health Education Curriculum"
Melinda [o Richardson Willis, Morehead
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Second and Third Graders'
Oral Responses to Humorous Children's Literature"
Doctor of Musical Arts
Clyde Edwin Beavers, Greensboro, NC
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "A Survey of the Solo Works for Violoncello and
Piano by Sergei Rachmaninoff"
Educational Specialist
Jennifer Lea Borders"; Toledo, OH
Jane Dawson Dreidame, Lexington
Susan Rosson Coggin", Danville
Lisa Ellen jackson", Danville
Jennifer Elizabeth Merris", Lexington
Deneia Best Thomas"; Lexington
Ellen Allen Whitley, Lexington
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Master of Arts
Christopher Rex Abel", Amherst, MA
David Bryan Abner", Manchester
Keziban Acar"
Richard Thomas Adams, Murray
Audrey Marilyn Adkins, Lexington
Arben Ahmetaj'"
Stephen Tempest Aldrich, Pueblo, CO
Mayumi Amaike'", Saitama, Japan
Richard Dawson Aylor", Goshen
Michael Todd Beggarly", Owensboro
Christopher J. Baker, Louisville
Josiah Robert Baker'". Orlando, FL
James Francis Ballenger, Columbus, OH
Michael Kazimer Baranowski'", Cleveland,
OH
David Nathan Bartholomew, Atlanta, GA
Melanie LeAnne Beals'", Waterford, PA
John Joseph Bemardo'", Lexington
Timothy David Berry'", Lexington
Anthony Joseph Bevelacqua
Paul Michael Binkley'", Avon, MN
Curtis Crauder Bowman'"', Cincinnati, OH
Yucel Bozdaglioglu'", Aydin, Turkey
Scot A. Brannon, Lexington
Allison D. Brashear, Williamstown
Matthew T.L. Brotherton, Rome, GA
Jennifer Jane Bull'", Lexington
Douglas Wayne Carter, Virginia Beach, VA
James Noah Greear Cauthen'", Louisville
Gerald T. Cecil, Winchester
Chiang-Su R. Chang, Toronto
Greg K. Chatham, Lexington
Wai Hsien Cheah, Kuala Lumpur
Bridget Mary Collins, Baltimore, MD
Jill Suzanne Collins, Arcata, CA
Teresa M. Contenza, Wickliffe, OH
Kristen Dorothy Cornett, Winthrop, ME
John Matthew Cotter, Lexington
Mary Katherine Crabb, Richmond
Elizabeth Ann Daly, Haverhill, MA
Daniel B. Davis, Glasgow
Edmundo Brnesto Delgado, Peru
Stephanie K. Del.ong'", Chadds Ford, PA
Roger Morris Dowell, Louisville
Julie Ann Eckerle, Ft. Thomas
Matthew Ward Engelhardt", Barrington, lL
Douglas Paul Evans, Ephrata, PA
E. Stephanie Cramer Fiala, Frankfort
Robert J. Flynn, Dover, MA
Edward Wayne Fossett, Hebron
Connie Gerads Fournelle, Albany, MN
Thomas Edward Fouts
Michael William French, Mena, AR
Douglas Lee Fulkerson, Upton
Kerry Michelle Rogers Gasperson**, Athens,
OH
Brad Goheen*, Calvert City
Scott Steven Gordon**, Murray
Jennifer Stacey Graff**, Bethlehem, PA
John Paul Green III*,Grayson
Maria Vanessa Guzman**, St. Louis, MO
Randolph Eugene Haasl, Oshkosh, WI
Rebecca Stratton Hanly, Frankfort
Hope Leigh Hartman*, Lexington
Lisa Lea Hastings, Wooster, OH
Jeffrey Jay Healion**, Boulder, CO
Karen Sue Heavin, Littleton
Janet Kelty Hicks, Lexington
Raymond Albert Hodges, Shepherdsville
Danny Wayne Hollis, Frankfort
Jason Richard Horger, Lexington
Jonathan Joseph Hu, Lexington
Jeffrey D. Irwin, Roanoke, VA
Cindy Rachelle [esper'". [abez
Joan Carnes johnson", Frankfort
Valerie Noelle Shaner johnson'", Morton, IL
Iinsok jun. Seoul
Timothy Michael Keane'", Morrow, GA
Geordie Fitzsimmons O'Banion Kelly,
Versailles
Kathryn Elizabeth Kerber, Eastlake, OH
JeanAnn H. Kerr", Maysville
Jeremy Don Kerr, Lake Charles, LA
Nino Demuri Khurtsidze'", Kutaisi, GA
XinYing Kimmel'", Jeffersonville, IN
Elizabeth Lyle Kinkead, Lexington
Hannah Katherine Kirsch'", Evansville, IN
Leanne Kittrell'", Frankfort
Daniel Owen Klinedinst'". York, PA
Carla Mary Koford, Portland, OR
Patricia Christine Koltys". Detroit, MI
Sujatha Korappath'". New Delhi
Beth A. Lamprecht, Lexington
Cecil Bryant Lawson'", Salt Lick
Sunryoung Lee, Kyung
Amy Marie Lelievre", Dartmouth, MA
William Hughes Lowthert IV, Lexington
Amy Elizabeth Maher, Elton, CA
Tina Mangieri'". Moscow, PA
Keri Lynn' Manning, Marietta, GA
Maurice Walker Manning", Danville
Nicole Marie Maola, Pittsburgh, PA
Andrea Loren Mcbride, Henderson
Karen Glancy McClanahan, Lexington
Kelley Lynn McClung, Lexington
Mollie Ann McClure*, Cincinnati, OH
Victoria Louise Meadows'". Cincinnati, OH
Monica Pugh Mehanna, Lexington
Kimberly Anne Miller, Lafollette, TN
Rachel Koenig Mitchell, Santa Cruz, CA
Christopher James Morgan, Indiana, PA
Marsha Joanne Moyer, Springfield, MO
Brett James Noel", Grinnell, IA
Jill Justine Norton'", Seattle, WA
Gary Andrew O'Dell", Frankfort
Michael Joseph O'Hara, Lexington
Ruth Marie Page, Louisville
Christopher Scott Peters'", St. Louis, MO
Teresa Renee Phillips'", Ashland
Mary Leigh Pittenger*, Murfreesboro, TN
Elizabeth Anne Prather, Lexington
Alan Senet PurcelI**, Brodhead
Marina Sansostri Ratchford**
James Henderson Rikard, Kings Mountain,
NC
John Gardner Rogers, Paris
Todd Eric Rutland, Okelika, AL
Leila Witherspoon Salisbury, Lexington
Kevin Jon Sapp, Erlanger
Cheryl A. Boice Sauffer**, Beardstown, IL
Kimberly Eve Sims, Lexington
Amy Lynne Sink**, Boone, NC
Scott Jude Stauber, Villa Hills
Jennifer Stimson, Lexington
Monica Anne Stoch**, Hoyt Lakes, MN
Michael Jay Stottman*, Louisville
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Tracy J. Taylor, PikeviUe
Sharon Anne Thomas", Brandon
Sean David Townsend, New Castle, IN
Geoffrey Brian Trumbo'". Lexington
Kathleen Ruth Urch, Frankfort
Deborah Ann Uttenreither, Baltimore, MD
Kimberly Ann Vogel, Bowling Green
Michael T. Wagner, Amelia, OH
Karl Richard Wall hausser, Berea
Craig Paul Warkentin", Pasadena, CA
Darren Edward Warner, Clare, MI
Lynn Scott Webb, Lexington
Raymond John Webb, Frankfort
Jay Hugh Wilder, Miracle
Victoria Claire Williams**, Morgantown, PA
Neal O. Woods, Lacey, WA
Shay Elizabeth Wright'", Louisville
Christopher Allen Yung, Kettering, OH
Stephen Christopher Yungbluth'".
Cincinnati,OH
Kevin Zanelotti, Baltimore, MD
Zuojun Zhang'", Baoton, China
Master of Arts in Education
Ruth Pendexter Ackerman", Lexington
Leanne Leet Adkins, Mt. Olivet
Tricia Roberts Barth", Versailles
Bernadette Bisczat, Lexington
Sandra Kay Blackburn", Lawrenceburg
Janet Samuelson Blank", Lexington
Yolanda Francine Brack, Paris
Jean Campbell Bryant, Harrodsburg
Thomas Glenn Buchanan, Lexington
Jo Anna Burks", Elizabethtown
Susan Michelle Caldwell, Lexington
Patricia Lynn Calico, Ft. Mitchell
Patricia Ann Namest Carlin, Lexington
Christine Lee Deel", Ft. Thomas
Rebecca 1.Derenge, Point Plesant, WV
Karen Suzanne Edwards", Danville
Jeanne Holleron Elam", Lexington
Betty Taylor English", Paintsville
Pamela Denise Evans", Bloomington, IN
Susan Willoughby Faw'", Lexington
Myer David Fine, Lexington
Cristina Leigh Fleshman", Ashland
Julia Sue Genton, Madisonville
Charlotte Lynne Cossett", Vine Grove
Charlotte Sawyer Green", Owenton
Sarah Katherine Hammond". Hazard
Elizabeth Lynn Hardaway, Lexington
Harvey Dean Harris, Pikeville
Jonathan Kirk Haynes, Henderson
Linda Jane Hill*, Shelbyville
Melanie Anne Hogan**
Elizabeth Davis Jones**, Corpus Christ, TX
Dawn LeAnn Kelly, Lexington
Sara Ellen Kesten*, Lexington
Barbara Tyler King*, Lexington
Sara Hutton Lindsey*, Danville
Matthew Jason Logsdon, Taylor Mill
Melinda Bryant Malin**, Lexington
Jennifer Leigh Mangeot*, Louisville
Jennifer Wilson Marcum**, Lexington
JuJie Ann McIntire, Lexington
Terri Lee McKinney, Glasgow
Peyton Prichard Nunley*, Louisville
Lisa House Padgett*, Versailles
Amy Whitney Paugh, Cincinnati, OH
Timothy Alan Peterson", Lebanon
Jennifer Versie Provano", Louisville
Rebecca Schrader Puckett", Lexington
Avi A. Reibman. Lexington
Camellia Abdelmonem Rizk", Lexington
Phyllis Peterson Schlich, Lebanon
Cherie Lynn Shields", Lawrenceburg
Margaret Mary Simms, Springfield
Elizabeth Mary Smigielski, Fraser, MI
Diana Lynn (Masters) Smith", Frankfort
Tonya Renee Smith, Covington
Mary Kathleen Spears, Taylorsville
Elizabeth Marye Stone, Bowling Green
Christine Plummer Taulbee", Lexington
Karen Tess Taylor, Winchester
Mary Helen Walden, Louisville
Rebecca [o Watson, Lexington
Paula Denise Biggerstaff white", Lexington
Jennifer Lee Wilson, Lexington
Master of Arts in Interior
Design
Brenda Pickett McClanahan**, Lexington
Master of Arts in Interior
Design, Merchandising &
Textiles
Maria Soledad Dunn". Quito, Ecquador
Carrie Leigh Phillips, Youngstown, OH
Master of Business
Administration
Kathryn Sullivan Anderson'", Pikeville
Robin Kelly Bell-Johnson, Cynthiana
Scott Robert Bingham, Lexington
Richard P. Bruszewski, Lexington
Kevin Joe Bunch, Flatwoods
John Wiley Cain Il'". Somerset
Renee Michele Cannon, Louisville
Arnold Robert Coleman, Ashcamp
Patricia Lee Coleman, Lexington
Kellie Sue/Erb Considine, Lexington
Lei Deng'"
Severine Dhers
Eric Scott Edwards, Frankfort
Douglas H. Eskew, Lexington
Mike Richard Feldman, Frankfort
Julius Floyd II, Cincinnati, OH
Rosalyn Carr-Eldot, Toronto, Ontario
Aaron Todd Hackworth'<
Sabine Johanna Ham, Forchheim
Marian E. Hambrick'". Louisville
Zaijin Hen'", China
Julie G. Harper, Elkton
Charles Bradford Harris, Somerset
Kenneth James Harshbarger, Lexington
Donna Carol Hart'", Lebanon
Atsukoyokoyama Hildebrand'"
Mary Layne Holloway, Cullman, AL
Shu-hua Huang'", Taiwan
Tsuyoshiinoue, Tokyo
Willa Rena' Johnson, Lexington
Catherine Elinor Jones, Frankfort
Linda Faye Kelver, Lexington
Brian Daniel Krause, Lexington
Steven Douglas Kreis'", Williamsburg
Stephen Douglas Laxton, Crittenden
Taunya Ann Lewis'", Henderson
Alan Thomas Malek'". Richmond
William Harold Meadows III**,Lexington
Leisha Messer'". Kermit, WV
Alisha Michelle Miller'". Middlesboro
Thomas Moeller'", Luebbecke, Germany
Joseph Benton O'Nan 1lI**,Morganfield
Genevieve Dawn Pinto, Portland, OR
Anthony [abbar Pollard'". Hopkinsville
Candy Jean Pope'", Shelbyville, TN
Anthony Wayne Potts, Mayfield
Joseph Christopher Razum'", Lexington
Shawnne Monique Roddy'". Columbus, OH
Wesley Russell Rosenbalm, Pineville
Melanie Allyn Rowe'", Frankfort
Daniel Paul Ruh'". Ft. Mitchell
Robert Allen Rupp, [r., Nicholasville
Ted Anthony Rutkowski, Lexington
Michaela Schaefer, Berlin, Germany
Wendell Short, Winchester
Eric 1. Simpson, Crestwood
Clarence Maurice Sparrow III, Lexington
Phyllis Jeanne Spencer'", Lexington
Kevin Glen Steely'"', Corbin
John Michael Sullivan, Lexington
Yu Wen Sun, Shanghai, China
William Bradley Sutherland, Owensboro
Tsyr Jiang Tan'", Malaysia
Cherie Anne Tipton'", Lexington
Kelly Scott Walters'", Georgetown
Jeffrey Lee Whitaker, Lowes
Robert Lloyd Williams, Madison, IN
Anna Marie Grimes Young'", Owingsville
Brian Ware Young, Lexington
Guochua Zheng'", China
Lifeng Zhou'", Beijing, China
Master of Fine Arts
Lawrence Hawthorne, Richmond, VA
Young-Do Kim, Clarksville, TN
Michael Lindsay Maxson, Lexington
Master of Health
Administration
Gina Marie Augustine, Valders, WI
Ashley Woods Baesler, Lexington
Robert Keith Bragonier, Paris
Catherine E. Bretz'", Lexington
Jeffrey Allen Carr, Ashland
Alice Marie/Shade Cissell'". Henderson
Tammy L. Curry, Campbellsville
Harold Thomas Dobson, Louisville
Amy Diane Fidler'", Belle, WV
Elizabeth Fay Hargis Jamison, Cynthiana
Angela E. Phillips Johnson, Louisville
Sarah Jane Kuhn, Louisville
Shelly Jean Miller", Hawesville
Sarah Joy O'Malley-Vyalkova'"', Lexington
Mark Justin Onishi, Burlington
Leslie Craig Rogers, Hazard
Jason Brian Seraphine, Louisville
Steven Dale Shadley, Barneveld, NY
Kirk William Strack", Lexington
Eric Bryan Warren, Louisville
Cynthia J. Wyatt'", Lexington
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Master of Music
Amanda Martine Amis. Hopkinsville
Daniel Thomas Barger, Hamilton, OH
Michael Eugene Bohner'". Plant City, FL
Angelique Clay, Louisville
Douglas Earl Dee, Ft. Thomas
Andrea Sue (Marcum) Frasure", Crum, WV
Jane Kristen Hagness, Richmond
Daniel Troy Koehn, Aurora, IL
Katharine Louise O'Connell'", Santa Barbara,
CA
Wanda Faye/Turner Osborne", Lexington
Julia Phillips Randel'", Ithaca, NY
Jennifer Kirsten Ruhl, Louisville
Anita Catherine Small", Oak Hill, WV
Courtney Elise Wolfe, Bowling Green
Master of Public
Administration
Kathy E. Bailey, Louisville
Asim Balci", Turkey
Angela Denise Bandy, Louisville
Sarah Lydon Barker, Louisville
Richard William Bertelson, Bowling Green
John Douglas Blevins'"
Kevin Jay Breeding, Cookeville, TN
Jeff A. Carroll, Wilmore
Chuck O.B. Ellis, Lexington
Rebecca Elisabeth Fleischaker, Louisville
Christina A. Gilgor, Lexington
Patrick Cecil Haggerty, Brockport, NY
Daniel Clarence Heil, Louisville
George E. Higgins'", Versailles
Christopher Adam Hunter, Converse, IN
Jay Edward Ingle, Lexington
Jennifer Lea johnson", Paducah
Bryan David King, Hillsville, VA
Leo Lansden King, Henderson
Margaret Elizabeth King'", Lexington
Catherine Mclcinney'". Georgetown
Norman Christopher McRae, Maysville
David Lloyd Meacham'". Lexington
Norma Froehlich Northern, Lexington
Stacie Harrod Otto, Frankfort
Matthew Richard Pickford, Lexington
Wade Redford Stone, Glasgow
Carol LeeAnn Tracy, Louisville




Melissa A. Aguilar, Bay City, MI
David Thomas Beach'", Dry Ridge
Holly Annette Brown'". Dayton, OH
Jennifer Fister Collins'", Lexington
Cindy R. Cox'". Louisville
Heather Amelia Crown'", Paris
Brenda Kaye Eadens, Louisville
Debra Leigh Ehrenberg, Haworth, NJ
Alison Michele Feikema'". Rockford, MI
Mary Martha Frank, Paris
Julia E. [ohnson'". Lexington
Katherine Nicole Kempf'", Hoosick Falls, NY
Nancy Argast Little", Lexington
Melinda Bradley Marion, Harrodsburg
Parimala Muthoo, Bangalore, India
Myja Ann Rhule'", Prospect
Dena Michelle Sanders'", Louisville
Jody Lynn Schweitzer'", Spartansburg, PA
Monica Shannon Thomas'", Glasgow
Pamela Roark Wallace, Pine Mountain




Aaron Clell Anderson'". Nicholasville
James Charles Anderson III, Baltimore, MD
Perry Lamar Anderson", Lexington
Mohammad Abdullah Behattab'". Lexington
Robert William Bandy, Ashland
David Ziman Barget
Christopher Douglas Barton, Lexington
Robert Michael Berry, Mayslick
James W. Betancourt, DMD*,Miami, FL
Marcio Rodrigues Bittencourt", Vitoria,
Brazil
Colby Anthony Blair'". Owensboro
Barry Wayne Boardman, Lexington
Robert Edward Bossie". Livonia, MI
Susan Sessions Brannum'", Lexington
Margaret Colette Brewer, Bronx, NY
William Ellis Brooks". Henderson
Eric Matthew Buckman", Louisville
Stephen Dale Burchett'", Glasgow
Thomas R. Byars, Royal Oak, MI
Shane M. Cadwell, Wall Lake, IA
Wei Cal, Tianjin, China
Rikki Ann Cannioto", Brockport, NY
Wuhong Cathy Cao**,Beijing,China
Alberto Carrillo, Denver, CO
Kris Sung Carter, Downers Grove, IL
Sharon Sianna Castillo", Sacramento, CA
Cholludda Changchit". Thailand




Ben Arthur Childers, Somerset
Pamela Sue Cole'". Jeffersonville, IN
Brigette Rose Cook
Stephanie Jane Ruff Corum, Shippensburg,
PA
Regina Rae Creech, Corbin
Kerry Lynn Cremeans, Wheelersburg, OH
Zhongjie Da, Lujiang, China
Shelley Covington Daniel, Richmond
Karin Leigh Mundell Davies, Bridgeport
Thomas Frank DeFilippo*, Ballston Spa, NY
Kerda Isa Maria DeHaan**, Georgetown
Michael James Demakis, Freeport, NY
Yuhua Deng, China
Praveen Devulapalli
Papa Boubacar Diallo, Dakar
William Alfred Dozier TIl,Opelika, AL
Kenneth Edward Dunn*, Richmond
Amy Mari Eckland, Toledo, OH
Barbara Ellen Elzey, Lexington
Michael Louis Ergas**,Smyrna, GA
Kyna Keeton Estes, Burkesville
Hui Fang*, Tianjin, China
Yurdagul Ferhatoglu
Jerry Lee Finley, Pt. Pleasant, WV
Cynthia Lynne Hensley Finneseth, Corbin
Kevin Ray Ford, Lexington
Jeanne Ann Fortner
Patrick Douglas Prench'". London
Carrie Reneigh Gatka, North Vernon, IN
Vigen Sasha Chazarian, Armenia
Grant Kristian Cilkerson'", Lexington
Manjula Condi", India
James D. Gordon III, Teaneck, NJ
Lisa Todd Graddy", Midway
Gregory A. Graf, Vernon, TX'
Richard David Guarino". Lexington
Jeffrey Clay Hammonds, Henderson
Harjanto'", Yogyakarta
Michele Cummings Hart'". Baton Rouge, LA
Karen Monique Hawkins, Florence, SC
Robert Jason Hayslett, Lexington
Jennifer Sue Healy'". Homestead, FL
Dhiraj Hegde'"
Yogi Allen Henderson'". Indianapolis, IN
Richard Todd Hendricks'". Bardstown
Lori Dawn Henkemeyer", Lexington
Regina Leigh Hicks'", Princeton, WV
Brian Abram Higgins, Lawrenceburg
Kwee Peng Hong, Malaysia
Beverly Jane Howard", Bardstown
Wissam Hashem Ibrahim, Lebanon
Dennis Bradley Imwalle. Cincinnati, OH
Uttra [amikorn, Bangkok, Thailand
Ann 1.Iewell'", Kokomo, IN
John Franklin Johnson H*,Joplin, MO
Owen Johnson, Jamaica
Walter Karl Johnson, Louisville
Christopher Douglas Jones, Benton
Jason Chadwick Jones, Winchester
Richard David [ones.Mays Lick
Dimitra J. Kaftani", Greece
Thomas Denton Kay, [r.t", Berea
Anita Sheba Kingsley
Hubert Scott Kinslow'", Louisville
Jennifer Elizabeth Klebaur", Palm City, FL
Brian Scott Klink, Lawrenceburg
Elizabeth Ann Knapp", Lexington
Kristofor Matthew Kocan'", Villa Hills
Shobhan Madhav Lakkapragada,
Hyderabad, India
Darran Matthew Lavrin, Lexington
William Wen-Tse Lee, Atherton, CA
Luis Paulo Marques Leite, Sao Paulo, Brazil
LaShina Lewis'", Chicago, IL
Lawrence O'Neal Lewis, Springfield
Peiyin Li*,China
Yu-Ying Lin, Taiwan
Kimberly Ann Bartley Lindsey*, Chatsworth,
GA
Barbara Sue Loeffler**,Almont, MI
Mei Lu, China
Michael P. Ludlam
David Starling MacMillan, Massillon, OH
Monica Sue Malcein
Jennifer Moore Mangum*, Baton Rouge, LA
Adam Christopher Maung
Christina Jane McManus**, Versailles
Stephen Warren McMurry*, Lexington
Heidi Lynn Melcher, Kouts, IN
Indaue Ieda Giriboni de Mello, Brazil
Christopher Norcross Miller*, Lexington
Roya Nazila Mirkhan*, Lexington
Elizabeth Doll Montgomery*, Manchester
Raul Eduardo Moreno, Argentine
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Erin Leigh Murphy, Trenton, NJ
Ronald Wayde Murray, Miami, FL
Wooi Fang Ng*,Malaysia
Kimberly Nicole Nicholas, Lexington
Kristy Gillenwater Nichols", Kingsport, TN
Richard Dean Noland, Bowling Green
Codelive Ntirampeba
Mehmet Ogut, Turkey
Penny 1.Padgett, Newberry, IN
Amy Lyn Parker, Lexington
Shankar Pasupathy''
Julia Mary Patton, Atlanta, GA
Rhonda S. Peebles". Louisville
Carl Petersen, [r.:", Gorham, ME
Justin Matthew Petty, Louisville
James Lewis Pierce", Campbellsville
John Raymond Powell, Versailles
Joseph Andrew Powers'", Spencer, IA
Lisa Marie Ralenkotter", Lexington
Jennifer Lambert Ralston'", Alta Lorna, CA
Tashawa Leigh Reaves, Frankfort
Tanya Dee Reed, Colorado Spr, CO
Daniel Reverte Salcedo'". Murcia, Spain
Amir Sadr", Lexington
Hemedi Mkuzi Saha", Mombasa
Robert Jeffrey Schimmel, Champaign, IL
Shane R. Schmidt, Louisville
Tracy Mark Segar". Lexington
Craig Anthony Seither'", Edgewood
Thomas Herbert Silver, Louisville
Jennifer M. Silvio'", Barrington, IL
William Jay Sims'", North Little Rock, AR
Rabih Mohamad Slim'"
John E. Smith, Ir., Salem, MA
Rebecca Kathryn Smith, West Chester, PA
Robert Glenn Smith", Georgetown
Ryan Allan Smith", Walton
Sharon Anne Smith
Stacy Lynn Smith, Lexington
Vladimir Ivanovich Sorokin, Kharkov
Vladimir Ivanovich Sorokin". Kharkov
Olena Sorokina, Lexington
Myra Katherine Stafford, Lexington
Margaret Ann Stickney, Springfield, OH
Mary Leanne Stockton, Spokane, WA
Sridhar Subramaniam'", Madras, India
Virginia Marie Sullivan
Suichu Sun, Hangzhou
Timothy Roland Symons, Lexington
Larry Christopher Taylor, Lexington
Lisa Marie Terranova, Syracuse, NY
Wendy Weger Tietjen, Shelbyville
James Eugene Tittle II**,Louisville
Kathleen A Torna, Lexington
Maquel Lynn Turner, Somerset
Lisa Jane Ulrich**,Cleveland, OH
Bradford Jameson Underwood, Columbus,
OH
Chad David Vickery, Cincinnati, OH
Phillip Anthony Vittorio, Ft. Wright, IN
Boyce Dewhite Watkins, Louisville
Lori Beth Waxenberg*, Chattanooga, TN
Fenn Holden Welch, Grayling, MI
James Anthony White, Cook, MN
Adam Stanislaw Widanski**
Cassady Barr Wiggins*, Lawrenceburg
Jennifer Anne Willford, Port Clinton, OH
Roger John Williams, Ann Arbor, MI
Michael G. Woodard, Danville, IL
David Robert Worthen, Providence, RI
Yan Wu, China
Zhiqiang Wu, Kunming. China
Mei Xiao'". Beijing, China






[ian Ping Zhi, China




Mary Elizabeth Holbrook", Pippa Passes
Sara Jane Miller, Lexington
Ericka Nishan Muncy'", Lexington
Robyn Monique Napier", Hindman
lrinov Novikov, Kiev
James Wayne Pauly, Visalia
Lekshmi Vinod Pillai"
Deanna Dale (Peers) Ramsey", Georgetown
Jason Lee Roland'", Oshkosh, WI
Heidi Marie wagner'". Louisville
Wei Wang'", Shanghai, China
Master of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
Rebecca Carol Freels, Island
Sefa Tarhan'", Turkey
Master of Science in
Biomedical Engineering
Allison Kaye Griffln'", Louisville
Eric Christian Herrman", Hilton Head, SC
Charles S. Kim, Fayetteville, AR
Mahesh S. Krishnan", Madras, India
Ryan Cameron Lakin, Farmington, CT
Quanhong Lei'". Dalian, China
Sachin Mullick, Delhi, India
[o Anne Riess, Dayton, OH
Laura Carroll Taylor, Knoxville, TN
Susan Marie Wojcik, Scott Depot, WV
Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering
AipingHu
Juan Bautista lbieta Ill, Lexington
Chengliang Jiang*, China
William Carrier Mangum, Wilmington, NC
Susan Marie Mawhinney*, Waynesburg, PA
John Sheldon McEwan, Paducah
LifengQi, Henan, China
Sumit Kumar Singh
Master of Science in Civil
Engineering
Luis Jorge Arduz**, Lexington
Bradley Bart Asher**, Frankfort
Brian James Belcher, Glasgow
Donald Ray Bell, LaGrange
Anthony William Bischoff**,Louisville
JoeArthur Burchett, Jr., Prestonsburg
William Edward Chamberlain, Louisville
Earl W. Coffey", London
Philip Alan Creamer", Richmond
Eugene Culton IV, Winchester
John Edwin Day, Winchester
Andrew Mason Dodds, Whangarei, New
Zealand
Bernadette Sarah Dupont'". Lexington
Vibert Carnpbelle Forsythe", Lexington
Jeffrey Norwood Garrison, Manchester
Charles Anthony Hunley, Pineville
Samantha Sullivan Jones, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Krause'". Lexington
Veronica Ann Lockett, Versailles
Paul Cyrus Looney, Frankfort
Jon Richard Marcum'", London
Jennifer Michelle Miller, Lexington
Valerie Ann Miller, Paducah
Joseph Aaron Mudd, Louisville
Elizabeth Nancy Gingerich Nodurft.
Lexington
Sudhir Palle
Antonio Elier Pousa'", Santiago, Spain
Traci Michelle Powell, Madisonville
William Moore Quenernoen, Dublin, OH
Jose Enrique Rodriguez
Brian Douglas Scott, Hardy
Peter Jason Szak'", Naperville, IL
Chaya Rao Thota, Secunderabad, India
Theodore William Verst, Alexandria
Jennifer Rae Walton, Flemingsburg
Zhenming Wang, Pujian, China
Joel Mark Weber, Whitesburg
Jay Travis White, Neon
Brian Keables Wood'". Louisville
Bradford Arthur Young, Ashland
Master of Science in Clinical
Nutrition
Karen Gail Calfee, Waynesburg
Samantha Leigh Flack, Charlotte, NC
Jia-Horng James Hsieh'". Hillsborough, CA
Ellen J. Karle, Liverpool, NY
Amy Elizabeth Loghry, Lexington
Kim Lea Thompson", Nashville, NC
Mary Grace Wall Hahn'", Steamboat Springs,
CO
Mary Jane White'", Lexington
Karen Elizabeth Wolfkill, Broken Arrow, OK
Master of Science in
Communication Disorders
Teri Ann Benge, Danville
Brandy Lynn Blackburn Brown, Hardy
Holly Anne Donahue, Loretto
Kristie Nola Draper, Corydon
Shannon Lee Grissom*, Pine Knot
Julia Kincaid Hollon, Lexington
Kendra Lee Hughes, Manchester
Donna M. McMahan*, Lexington
Dee Ann Miller, Tulsa, OK
Nachelle Leigh Nead, London
Jessica Lora Scalf**,London
Jeannine W. Stutts**, Versailles
Karl Andrew Wheeler, Lexington
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Master of Science in
Education
Jennifer Lynn Allen, Paris
Rosemarie Lawrence Allen'", Crittenden
Salih Ates
Kevin Michael Bellew, Cincinnati, OH
Ann Blackhurst, Lexington
Joanna Cayle Booher", Campbellsville
Ann Camille Boone", Bardstown
Rachel Spears Branham, Ashland
James A. Brumagem, Mt. Olivet
Jeffrey John Cain'". Bethelridge
John David Cliburn, Scottsville
Andrea Blount Cobuluis'". Orlando, FL
Bridget M. Cohee, Lexington
Julie Ann Cole, Paris
Kara Lee Colvin'", Union
Barbara Powell Cook'"
Melissa Lynn Davis, Wilmore
Stacey Adrienne Jenkins Davis'", Louisville
Heather Lynn Doty'", Jacksonville Beach, FL
Frances Ciaravino Dundon'", Frankfort
Brian Keith Durham, Lexington
Lori Ann Durham", Mt. Washington
Clifford John Peltham'", Lexington
Teresa Eilerman Fugate'", Edgewood
Janis Lansdale Gilbert", Lexington
Allan Henry Claesser, Harrodsburg
Richard Charles Coldsworthy'", Lexington
Erica Virginia Craves", Morgantown, WV
Timothy Dale Gray", Harrodsburg
Beth Deann Greene", Vanceburg
George Andrew Haddad, Lexington
Margaret Michelle Hallman'", Lexington
M. Nicole Hamilton'", Cincinnati, OH
Lori Anne Hodde'". Owensboro
Alisa Renee Howze". Erie, PA
Arlene Harrison [acina, Lexington
Samuel Ross Jones II**, Belmont, WV
Karolyn Owen Kell'", Omaha, NE
Barry William Kiger". West Liberty
Elizabeth Morris Kingsland", Lexington
Karen Lynne Kiviniemi'". Lexington
Thad R. Manning, Lexington
Leatrice Evond Mcfilvene'". Ballston Lake,
NY
Amy Jean Mcintyre, Louisville
Patricia A. Miller'". Lexington
Patricia Ann Millett'", Lexington
Kay Leech Mobayed'"', Hazard
Mark Twining Mojesky*, Lexington
Tamme Burger Morse**, Danville
Joseph David Myers*, Mt. Sterling
Duby Nagda, Lexington
Ellen Thompson Napier, Lexington
Kristen Lynn Neubauer, Slidell, LA
Brett Hamilton Page**, Lima, OH
Tony Palmer*, Raceland
Maria Pamela Pappas, Lexington
Kathy A. Parrott, Versailles
Rebecca Rene Perkins**, Lexington
David Allen Perry, Russell
Elizabeth Anne Prather, Lexington
David Linn Ramsey, Cave City .
Chloe E. Ricci, Lexington
Tracy Johnson Richardson*, Louisville
Janet Shepherd Ross*, Freehold, NJ
Lori Beth Royse, Georgetown
Todd Andrew Savage'". Minneapolis, MN
Timothy James Schmutte, Muncie, IN
David Edward Scott, Louisville
Sarah Carroll Scott, Frankfort
John W. Shelburne'", LaGrange
Ruby Jewel Stevens Smith, Lexington
Jamie Ann Sterowski, Bloomsburg, PA
Cynthia Anne Stringer, Union
Ronald Anthony Strong", Hickman
Tonya Lynn Tarvin, Nicholasville
Melissa Diane Taylor'". Morristown, TN
Barbara Romano Teague", Lexington
Dorothy Rich Timberman, Middlesboro
Denise Leigh Tippett, Versailles
Harold Raymond Tokle, [r., Lexington
Shannon Renee Walch", Maysville
Glenn Richard wesr-'. Lexington
Jay Hugh Wilder, Miracle
Cynthia Jeanne witt". MT. Vernon
Kenna Lynn Womack, Rush
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Kranthi Kiran Bala Adapa, Hyderabad, India
Christopher Alan Adkins, Barbourville
Sarmad Hazim Albanna, Baghdad, Iraq
Bruce T. Amold'", Madisonville
Brian Edward Boling'", Lexington
Carey Gwynne Buxton'", Lexington
How Yan Cheah, Penang. Malaysia
Raymond Charles Daley, Williamstown
Pradeep Elamanchili, Vizag. India
Ping He'", Beihing, China
Zhiming Huang, China
Manoz Ganesh Krovvidy, India
Eric Seng-Kar Lee, Taiping
Hai Kien Luong, Fairfax, VA
Madan Manoharan
Wilda Emily Moore, Lexington
Norbert A. Owona, Yaounde
Ahmet Ozmen'", Lexington
Deepa N. Pandalai'"', India
Gayatri Rallapalli, India
Barron Eric Rulon, Lexington
Koon Keong Shee'", Ipoh
Sowmya Seshadri
Anil LN. Telikepalli", Hyderabad, India
Stanley Coy Tungate, [r.t", Campbellsville
[ing Zhang
MingZhang
Master of Science in
Engineering Mechanics
Yu Du**
Hongwei Jiang**, Yantai, China
Michael J. Rodgers*, Atlanta, GA
Master of Science in Family
Studies
Judy E. Adkins**, McKee
Martha Susana Aparicio**, Ecuador
Donna Lynn Autlman, Richburg, SC
Mathew David Baker**,N. Hampton, NH
Kimberly Anne Barnes**, Ft. Collins, CO
Kathryn Ann Chastain, Lexington
Angela Marie Collura**, Sutton, MA
Robin Best Crawford, Nicholasville
Cheryl Lynn Hammelman Elam'",
Winchester
Devon Marie Fluty, Lexington
Anne E. Billingsley Helmers, Lexington
Donna Rose Isaecs'", Lexington
Hazel Bowling Jackson, Mt. Vernon
Nancy Ann Jones, Miami, FL
Dana LaVerne Keller, Somerset
Amber Lynne Lawrence'", Papillion, NE
Sarah Smith Marshall'"
Melanie Love Morris", Roanoke, VA
Deborah Denise (Belle) Morrow",
Madisonville
Kenneth Edward Newell'". Lexington
Brenda Gay Sams Rogers". Bristol, TN
June Marie Tanner'". Athens, OH
Cheryl Lynn Teply". Nicholasville
Arnie Carleen Winn'", Lexington
Master of Science in Forestry
Manuel Brian Arnett, Lexington
Michael Darren Baker", Owensboro
Beth Ann Blankenship
Eric Christopher Gracey, Lexington
Gene Keith Hilpp. Crestwood
Tracy Elizabeth Hurst, Dunedin, FL
Gary Eugene Raulerson", Sf. Petersburg, FL
Laurie Ann Taylor'", Lexington
Master of Science in Interior
Design, Merchandising &
Textiles
Andrea Beth Shaw", Huntington, WV
Tricia Lynn Vogelpohl'". Taylor Mill
Master of Science in Library
Science
Sharon Newkirk Akers, Stanton
Cecilia Kay Alexander'". Richmond
David Young Birkhead'", Echols
Joan B. Blaylock, Opalocka, FL
Gilbert Andre Boissonneault'". Lexington
Lode Ann Bonapfel, Cincinnati, OH
Thomas Brevik", Bergen, Norway
Carmen Marie Brewer'", Yates City, IL
Sharon E. Brock, Elizabethtown
Sarah Elizabeth Brown*, Lexington
Peter Whinnen Brush, Plattsburgh, NY
Douglas Ray Bryant, Busy
Stephanie Trosper Buchanan**, Paris
Lee Swafford Burchfield*, Louisville
Amy Warner Candela**, Louisville
Diana h..obbins Carter**, Cincinnati, OH
Caroline Regan Cone, Lexington
Adrian Craig Conley**, Lexington
J. Michael Corboy
Jennifer Ruth Cunningham**, Lexington
Kelli Palmer Dean**, Lexington
Evangeline Marie Diel, Lexington
Jeanne Elizabeth Dietrick, Loveland, OH
Leslie Anne Diminnie, Louisville
Susan David Dwyer*
Shannon Ann Eck*, Cincinnati, OH
Wendy Lee Evans, Bowling Green
Thomas Edward Finley*, Quincy, IL
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Paulette Layne Flagg*, Phelps
Jeannie Gay Calloway", Lancaster
Catherine S. Hackett'", Sf. Louis, MO
Viviane N. Hartz", Cincinnati, OH
Holly Ann Hedden", Versailles
Karen Sue Hodge, Lexington
Brenda M. Graves jackson", Lexington
Clifford Cary Jones, Albion, IL
Kathy Alleen Kennedy'", Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Beard Kiernan", Lexington
Sandra 1.Koontz, Elyria, OH
Albert Lambing Lang", Maplewood, NJ
James c. Lutz'", Warrenton, VA
James Edmond Manasco". Beaver Dam
Rachel Anne/Brehm Marchetti, Cincinnati,
OB
Randall Jay Matlow'", Shepherdsville
Phyllis McElravy, Cincinnnati, OH
Nils Eric Mikkelsen, Fayetteville, NC
Stephen Douglas Miller", Lexington
Patricia Lally Minton, Louisville
Betsy June Kivett Morelock". Lexington
John Christopher Morgan, Athens, GA
Leslie Obermeyer'", Cincinnati, OH
Lori Ann O'Connor", Winchester
Deidra Ann Payne", Louisviile
Jeannie Schimian Perry, Cincinnati, OH
Joan Elizabeth Pierce'", Louisville
Stephen Kristian Presdorf Sturgis
Christine Wheeler Rabold, Lawrenceburg, IN
Tricia Lynn Racke". Alexandria
Jane Margaret Rosenfeld", Cincinnati, OH
Janis c. Saylor, Lexington
Cynthia Elizabeth Schaupp", Fair Play, SC
Sarah Ann Schellenger, Cincinnati, OH
Robert S. Shoemaker, Lexington
Jennifer Nicole Sias'', Dunbar, WV
Wilson David Slaughter'", Lexington
Jodi Lynn Spillane, North Charleston, SC
Jason John Andrew Stephenson", Lexington
Nancy Louise Stokes"
Stacy Michelle Stroud'", Henderson
Alison Watson Stutz'", Berea
Bethany von Kohn Thompson, Georgetown
Cheryl Renee Tingle'", London, OH
Elizabeth Chamberlain Trotter", Georgetown
Raamesie Diaba Umandavi". Franklin
Nancy J. Vinsel", Louisville
Vida Sabina Vitagliano, Lexington
Patricia McGimsey Wallace, Cincinnati, OH
Douglas Lewis Warren*, Berea
Sarah Jane Wesson, Cincinnati, OH
Janet Marie Wetzel, Cincinnati, OH
Elizabeth Webster White**, Cincinnati, OH
Sally Jane White**, Lexington
Laura Victoria Witte, Cincinnati, OH
Karen Elaine Wood**, Alexandria
Belinda Wilson YH**,Louisville
Master of Science in
Manufacturing Systems
Engineering
Robert Arland Bohanan, Lexington
Richard B. Detty, Lexington
Mark William Erlenbeck*, Flushing, Ml
David Chad Mellinger, Louisville
Girish Sreeram, India
Master of Science in Materials
Science and Engineering
Jessica Laurel Mayes, Lexington
Rajesh Pappu", India
Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Balaji Alagar Krishnan'". India
Stig R. Alstedt'". Oslo




Qian Huang, Changsha, China
Gabriel Isaac Knowles, Paintsville
Lloyd James Mclntyre, Elizabethtown
Ramesh Ramalingam'". Lexington
Hamit Saruhan
John Lawrence Stehr,", Queens, NY
Hongwei Wang, Beijing
David Howard White, Huntington, WV
Master of Science in Mining
Engineering
Steven Mark Brooks, Utica, Ml
Steven John Hicks, Prestonsburg
Joel Scott Hogue, Richmond
Tianjin wang", Beijing, China
[iqing Zhang'", Beijing, China
Babu Rao Varna, India
Master of Science in Nursing
Suzanne Wells Applegate'", Madisonville
Mary Margaret Baldridge, Prestonsburg
Elizabeth Ann Wetzel Bary, Corydon, IN
Elizabeth Renee Bennett, Lexington
Lois Carroll McLain Bergmans, Shelbyville
Jill Emmett Blake, Middlesboro
Tammi Merelene Bradford", Harrodsburg
Elizabeth Benton Broderson, Lexington
Jan Burdine, Lexington
Marleen 1. Burns, Lawrenceburg
Lisa Marie Cappal, Kaneohe, HI
Barbara Ann Crosby", Mill Hall, PA
Lois Ann Davis'", London
Sharon Davis"
Keith Allen Everitt'", Scottsburg, IN
Elisa Caroia Fernandez'". Caracas,
Venezuela
Donald Edward Pisher'". Lakeshore, OR
Angela Kaye Liptrap Calloway'",
Nicholasville
Sue N. Carland", Paintsville
Tracy Lynn Gibson, Muncie, IN
Brent Edward Gooden, Tulsa, OK
Sheri Suzanne Brooks Gooden, Hitchcock,
OK
Lorna Lynn Bahnson Gray, Cincinnati, OH
Stephen Kirk Hall**
Cynthia J. Hearn, Lancaster
Deborah Howell, Ferguson
Mary Kathleen Irene Hueske, Hastings, NE
Mary Margaret Hughes, Columbus, WI
Norcie Whittaker Jervis, Prestonsburg
++Awarded Posthumously
Jill Yvette jones'". Lexington
Lillian Gale (Studer) Kincade'", Cynthiana
Karl William Lambert, Hazard
Khrista K. Lee'". Richmond
Julie Celeste Lomax'". Oxford, MS
Janie Caroline Maddox, Fisherville
Linda Ann Engle McNamara, Lexington
Julie Ann Miller, Union
Rebecca [o Mullins
Jennifer Roth Parr". Lexington
Evelyn Marie Parrish, Burkesville
Janice Hanks Payne
Shelley Caldwell Pletcher", Harlan
Rebecca Ann Salisbury Renfroe, Berea
Pamela Jordan Freeman Rickerson
Leslie Michelle Stupples Rowland, Marion,
IN
Fontaine Sands'". Lexington
[uawanna Lynn Schuller, Lexington
Leslie Kennard Scott, Lexington
Kathleen Marie Stevens'", Magnolia
Beth Enders Sturgill, Lexington
Charles R. Teter, lr.. Lexington
Donna Christine Allen Thomas, Garrett
Barbara Lynn (Wise) Vanderveer'".
Lexington
Jinny Rae Vicroy, Lexington
Susan M. Wente", Lexington
Tamara J. White, Cincinnati, OH
David Melvin Whittaker, Louisville
Linda Williams, Feds Creek
Master of Science in Physical
Therapy
Joseph Anthony Brosky, [r.", Independence
Robert Clifford Hall", Longview, TX
Rachel Butterfield Neal, Missoula, MT
Master of Science in Public
Health
Sue Kimberlin Billings, Danville
Cecil Butler
Timothy Shawn Caudill, Ashland
Sara Kathryn Dawson". Frankfort
Dominic G. Ciambri, j-, Winfield, IL
John O'Leary Haight". Morehead
Rene J. Harper, Lexington
Karen Monique Hawkins'". Florence, SC
Matthew F. Jackson, Bowling Green
Colleen Marie Kaelin'". Louisville
Michele Anne Kettles'", Pittsburgh, PA
Douglas John Lanska'", Milwaukee, WI
Amy Kristen Major, Lexington
Michael Blair McGonigle, Owingsville
Rebecca Ann Noel, Maysville
John A. Patterson'"', Lewisburg, TN
Amy Lynn Scheerer, Clyde, OH
John Baptist Stea'". Lexington
Paul Everett Swoveland, Lexington
Master of Science in
Radiological Medical Physics
Kenneth Wayne Cashon'", Paducah
James Joseph Duce, St. Louis, MO
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Stephen Brian Easterling, Frenchburg
Bret Howard Heintz, Chico, CA
Stephen D. Holcomb". Bowling Green
Jennifer Lynn Johnson, Jensen Bch. FL
Richard Vincent Lehmkuhl, Alexandria
James Dean Martin, Stanford
Gennady Neyman, Clevland, OH
Joseph Anthony Webster, Florence
Albert Chengwei Yan, China
Yashan Zhang, China
Master of Social Work
Laura Elizabeth Abbott", Atlanta, GA
Debra Robinson Abukwaik, Lexington
Dana Kirkwood Adkins
Sarah Elizabeth Ahern, Syracuse, NY
Robert Louis Allen, Lexington
Debra 1. Anderson, Oconta Falls, WI
Patricia Ann Anderson, Lexington
Carolyn Wilkinson Baker", Lexington
Jon David Banks, Whitesburg
Tara 1. Baumer, Oldenburg, IN
Heather Therese Beck", Radcliff
Paula Kay Benton", Walton
Karen Marie Blank", Alexandria
Janet Carden Blount'". Lexington
Willie Thomas Boddie, Jr., Florence, AL
Jessica c. Bollinger, Lexington
BarbrAann Bond-Iackson'"', Sanford, FL
Betty Jean Bradford". Newport
Alecia Sue Brantingham, Nicholasville
Christine Payne Bryson, Dove Canyon, CA
Elisa Joan Caldwell", St. Louis, MO
Kristen Carol Cannon, Ceorgetown'"
Deborah Gail Ruble Carey, Shelbyvillle
Christa Rene Carnahan". Cincinnati, OH
Bernard A. Carter", Ironton, OH
Sandy 1.Castle", Louisa
Jane A. Chapman", Ashland
Melissa Lena Faye Childress
Christina Ruth Clark, Los Alamos, NM
David R. Clark, Lexington
Leonard A. Clark'", Lexington
Vashawn Kianga Clemons, New Orleans, LA
Robert J. Cooper II**,Lexington
Victoria Regina Copelton, Taylor Mill
Duane David Crowe", Florence
Sherry Huff Culp, Jeffersonville
Mary Barnes Cvitkovich'", Elizabethtown
Michael C. Dalessio". Warren, NJ
Mendy Joe Daniels'". Paintsville
Lora Ann Davis". Wilder
Cassandra Jean Denning, Richmond
Marian Diane Dennis", Lexington
Tracy Lyn Diefenderfer, Chapel Hill, NC
Karen A. Dimon", Lexington
JoAnn M. Dodick". Southgate
Lori Lynn Dowler, Frankfort
Melanie Siders Ellerbrock", Worthington
Dena Roseanne Elliott, Marietta, GA
Tiffany Suzanne Elswick", Morehead
Laura Elaine English*, Cincinnati, OH
Robert T. Evans". Morehead
Julie Anne Ferry", Wayne, WV
Kelly Marie Field", Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Lee Finfrock, Piqua, OH
Leigh Ann Walters Fitzpatrick, Lexington
Linda A. Flynn, Lexington
William Lee Fowlkes", Perryville
Karen Elam Fuller, Winchester
Tvy M. Cerrein", Park Hills
Karen Lynn Goetz, Louisville
Elizabeth Eileen Grader", Amelia, OH
Denise Louise Creenhalgh'", Downington,
PA
Robert Keith Hall", Hazard
Ann T. Halloran, Lexington
Nelson E. Hamel", Latonia
Michael Gene Haney", Grayson
Deborah F. Harris", Pikeville
Susan Renee Hartsock, Eureka, IL
Lawrence Bruce Harvey", Hebron
Arthur Hayden, Jr., Owensboro
Stephanie L. Haynes, Amburgey
Geoffrey C. Heard, Chicago, IL
Stephanie Kirstine Heilman
Susan Michelle Hentz", Lakeside Park
Donna Marie Herrmann-Vogel", Covington
Bruce Edward Hey'", Dayton, OH
Amy Moore Holland", Goshen, OH
Susan Hoover", Rochester, NY
Lynette R. Houston, Lexington
Jonathan P. Howard, Lexington
Rosie Marie Jiles Hudson, Dermott, AR
Melissa Lynn Humphrey'", Morgantown,
WV
Michael W. Hutchens, Wilmore
Chompoonuch [itasombuti .., Khonkaen,
Thailand
Pamela Jones Johnson", Hindman
Barry Thomas Jones, Edgewood
Karen Johnson Jordan", Hamilton, OH
Kevin Edward Katlic, Lexington
Tanya H Kaup", Wilder
Anne Gethin Keenan", Lexington
Martha Wells Keys'". Lexington
Marcie Lynn Lainhart", Lexington
Pamela K. Larson, Pikeville
Sarabeth Leukefeld, Silver Spring, MD
Gail Bunn Lightner"
Kelly Edelen Lightner, Shelbyville
Pamela Marie Loheide", Covington
John Lett III", Maysville
Melonie Channing Lowe", Pikeville
Jennifer Jane Males", Cincinnati, OH
John Francis Mallery", Florence
Tricia K Martin", Xenia, OH
Amy Renee' McCord, Lexington
Trudy Elisabeth McDaniel, Coupeville, WA
Sherry Hall McDavid", Grayson
Sandra Jean McGuire", Grayson
Jennifer Lynn Mcl-Iale", Ft. Wright
James Allen Mcfiugh'", Florence
Elizabeth Ann White McMaster, Charleston,
WV
Sallie Carroll McNeill", Maysville
David Ryan Messer", Grayson
Ingrid Leigh Miller"
Kelly Lee Miller", Ft. Thomas
Lucy E. Roark Miller, Harlan
David Weston Moore, Lexington
Eva Marie Morkoski", Hendersonville, NC
Jeffrey S.Morrison'", Lexington
Emily Jean Gaskins Mullins, Petersburg, IN
Quinton Murdock, Amelia, OH
Shannon Marie Neiheisel", Taylor Mill
Siratwena Isabelle Nelson", Ironton, OH
Arlene Burkett Nickell", Paintsville
Susan Kay Nicolai
Kirstin Kay North, Roseburg, OR
Greg Scott Oerther, Louisville
Paula Gayle Owens, Mousie
Pamela Claire Packard, Kenner, LA
Thelma Page, Lexington
Kathy Jean Helton Palmer", Grayson
Elizabeth Burklow Perry", Frankfort
Sheila Kay Piecoro, Lexington
Steven Joseph Popham", Edgewood
Julie Carol Porter'", Eugene, OR
Connie Denise Parker Prichard", Grayson
Allison Brooke Davis Pulliam, Wilmore
Susan K. Quinn", Lexington
Ellen T. Quinton, Nicholasville
Melissa Ann Rainwater, Wilmore
Gregory Allen Rausch", Manchester, OH
Carolyn [olane Renfrow
Yvonne Elizabeth Rettie'". Lexington
Margaret Sample Riley", Pikeville
Melinda B.Roberts, Lexington
Jill Denise Robinson", Ashland
Amy Marie Sanborn, Cedar Rapids, IA
Lisa Louise Sanders", Hazard
Christy J. Sawyer, San Diego, CA
Julie Eileen Schenck
Leslie Elizabeth Schreck, Elgin, IL
Dawn Sunley Scott, Lawrenceburg
Dorothy Kay Selter. Lexington
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Darlene Sharon, Radcliff
Rebecca Ann Sharp", Benton, AR
Sharon Pounders Simmons", Lawrenceburg
Jennifer Ann Slough, Lexington
David C. Smith", Lakewood, OH
Dawn Ellen Smith", Rochester, NY
Stanley L. Smith", Wheelersburg, OH
William Stephen Smith, Louisville
Andrea Cy Stamatis, Lexington
Norma Jean Stamper'". Newport
Deborah Marie Staton-Mcbleal", Wilmore
Michaelyn Ann Smart .., Lexington
Caroline Regan Sullivan, Lexington
Billy Ernest Swanson", Paducah
Christopher Louis Tapia, Lexington
Kathy Anne Theobald, Louisville
Alicia Marie Thompson, Fairbury, IL
James S. Titus, Lexington
Paul J. Trickel", Erlanger
Tonya Michelle Trumbo", Louisville
Theta Vinegar, Georgetown
S. Delight Voignier", Lexington
Julia Lee Ward, Lexington
Kari Kristine Ward", Covington
Sterling R. Ward, Lexington
Crystal Yvette Weatherford-Johnson",
Russellville
Cometa D. webb". Atlanta, GA
Kathy webb'«. Raccoon
Angela Lynn Whitaker, Nicholasville
Mechiko White, East St. Louis, IL
Donella E./Branham Williams", Worthington
Lee Annmarie Williams, Lexington
Scotty Allen Williams", Wooten
Valerie Louise Williams, Paducah
Ronald Alex Wilson, Lexington
Sara Elizabeth Winters, Owensboro
Delane K Wright", Jenkins
Deborah Ann Finch Zech, Hayfork, CA
Lisa Ann Zimmer", Cincinnati, OH
Master of Science in
Vocational Education
Jennifer BiceCocanougher, Versailles
Robert Huston DeHaven, Hardinsburg
Pamela Kay Moore, Nicholasville
Michael Keith Petitt, Sharpsburg
Darryl K. Sargent, Falmouth
Deana Durham Shewmaker, Hodgenville
College of Dentistry
Dean: David A. Nash
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Patrick Buchanan Arnold, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Brigid Anne Bakanowski, Louisville
Carl Benjamin Beard, Crestwood
Andrew Madison Burt, Lexington
Rodney Dean Coleman, Pikeville
Dana Newsome Corbett, Lexington
Mary Whitaker Crockett, Mt. Sterling
Christopher Scott Davis, Stambaugh
Derek Price Durbin, Elizabethtown
William David Gover, Monticello
Niesje Lynn Hunter, Ft. Thomas
Sara Lynn jackson-Cothron, Scottsville
Gary 1.Jennings, Columbus, GA
Tamara Lynn White Karelis, Georgetown
Scott Kenneth Kareth, Villa Hills
Jason Mantle Koch, Paducah
Emma Margaret Latham, Canada
Michael Brent Maggard, South Shore
Scott Michael Maloney I Peoria, IL
Michelle Jeannette Mayerchak. Cumberland
Jane Elizabeth Ross Mays, Florence
Heather Hopkins McGurk, Rome, GA
Timothy Clayton Mercer, Lexington
Gina Ann Mills, Barbourville
Nicholas William Misischia, Schererville, IN
Joseph Matthew Naas, Elizabethtown
Troy Randall Napier, Hyden
Donald W. Norton, Lexington
David Mallory Pittman, Bowling Green
Tena Hoffman Powe, Winchester








David Lloyd Wells II
with Distinction




Creshinda Denise Ragland, Lexington
Cynthia [o Ratliff, Elkhorn City
Kristin Twite Risse, Dunwoody, GA
Charles Woodford Rolph, Jr., Flemingsburg
Lea Davis Rushing, Clearwater, FL
Carol Suzanne Shope, Miamisburg, OH
Ronda S. Smart, Carlisle
Thomas Robert Smith, Union
Mark Clay Stephens, Cynthiana
Bryce Douglas Tremblay, Canada
Rhina Urn, Lexington
Dennis James Van Meter, Wellsville, OH
Allen Pryor VanOverbeke II, Tampa, FL
Elizabeth A. Wagner, Elkhart Lake, WI
Robert Gene Wagoner, Paris
David Lloyd Wells II, Toledo, OH
College of Law
Dean: David E. Shipley
Juris Doctor
Charles Douglas Aaron, [r., Bowling Green
Bryce Hale Amburgey, Hindman
Robert Joseph Arnold, Louisville
Michael Anthony Augustus, Louisville
Sheila E. Auslander, Bardstown
Joseph F. Bamberger III"", Florence
Steven Scott Basil, Glasgow
Bryan Howard Beauman. Paris
Dawn Michele Bellis, Richmond
Gary Paul Bilski
Ramona Lynn Bowling, Combs
Travis Houston Brashear ...., Lexington
Eric Anthony Braun, Louisville
Monica DeLane Bryan, Henderson
Kevin Lee Bryant, Lexington
Douglas Gordon Buk, Shelby Township, MI
Charles Richard Burchett, Glasgow
Wesley Reed Butler, Bonnieville
Samuel Glenn Carneal, Madisonville
Robert R. Carr, Evarts
William Curtis Caywood IV, Winchester
Michael Shea Chaney, Pine Knot
John Paul Chappell, London
Mark Patrick Christians
Edwin Hemphill Clark, Lexington
Joseph Matthew Clark, Louisville
Bill Clemons, Hardshell
Sean Cody, Olive Hill
Charles David Cole, Harlan
Stephanie Dawn Compton, Elkhorn City
Amy Denise Cubbage, Leitchfield
R. Roderick Cyr III, Butte, MT
Kara Leanne Daniel, Corbin
Elizabeth Alta Davidson, Springfield, IL
Amy Sue Dean, Berea
Geoffrey Brasnett Dendy, Louisville
Hirenkumpr Bharatkumar Desai
Kathleen Campbell Deskins
Carl D. Devine, Springfield
Robert Henson Eardley, Lexington
Eric Sean Edwards, Corbin
William Alex Edwards, Paducah
Benny Charles Epling TI,Pikeville
Stephen Douglas Fish, Walton
Jason Shea Fleming, Hopkinsville
Julius Floyd II, Cincinnati, OH
Mary Elizabeth Forester, Lexington
Joseph Darrol Wayne Foster, Campbellsville
Anitria Michelle Franklin, Louisville
Stephen Douglas Gilley ...., Morehead
Leslie Brooke Goff-Sanders, Leitchfield
Paul Kevin Hackworth, Paintsville
Dustin Chadwick Haley, Prestonsburg
Jason Thomas Hall, Lexington
Matthew R. Hall, Lexington
Charles Bradford Harris, Somerset
Jean Thomas Harrod, Frankfort
David Lancaster Helmers, Owensboro
Joseph Todd Henning, Harned
David Jack Herzig, Cleveland, OH
Marshall Reid Hixson, Bowling Green
Janet Gray Hodge, Henderson
Thomas J. Hodge, Elizabethtown
Bradley Caudle Hooks, Louisville
Jason Glenn Howell, Fulton
Steven Wayne Hughes, Owingsville
Jay Edward Ingle, Lexington
Patience Wanda Reese [azdzewski,
Wautoma, WI
Lettricea Jefferson-Webb, Los Angeles, CA
Brian Michael Johnson, Versailles
Evan Bennett Jones, Frankfort
Della Mae Justice, Pikeville
Melissa F. Justice, Williamsburg
Vicky Nyambura Karugu, Kenya
Daniel Laurence Kesten, Lexington
Leo Lansden King, Henderson
Ann Jouett Kinney, Cynthiana
Victoria Stryker Kinzy ...., Corpus Christi, TX
Chad Michael Knight, Brandon, MS
Nelson Lamkin III, Lexington
Laura Elizabeth Lawson, Murray
Pamela Jane Ledford, New Albany, IN
Marc Alexander Lehotsky, Cleveland, OH
James Thomas Blaine Lewis, Lexington
John Christian Lewis, Nicholasville
D. Brent Marshall, Washington Court House,
OH
Brian Early Mattone, Lexington
Glenn Stephen McClister, Jamestown
Chris Miniard, Baxter
Sadiqa Nom Moore, Lexington
Carrie Celia Mullins, Mt. Vernon
Deborah Rachel Murphey, Glen Carbon, IL
Shannon Michael Naish, Seattle, WA
Willie Merit Neal, Jr.", Radcliff
Christopher Michael Olds, Frankfort
Richard Joseph Ornstein, Louisville





Gregory Perrone, N. Kingstown, RI
Charles Max Pollock ..
Milton Hance Price , Georgetown
William Clinton Prow, Providence
Gregory Keith Puckett, Lexington
James Rodman Redd III, Cadiz
John Edward Reynolds, New Orleans, LA
Andy Gene Rickman, Murray
Andrew Martin Rink, Geneseo, 1L
Dennis Michael Ritchie, Louisville
Erwin Roberts, Brandenburg
Stephanie Anne Roberts, Knoxville, TN
John Christopher Robinson, Shelbyville
Jesse Ward Rowe II, Lexington
Eric Scott Safford, Bowling Green
Kendra Elizabeth Samson, Parkersburg, WV
Alex Layne Scutchfield, Lexington
Rhonda Gail Seabolt, Lexington
Mary Witt Sharp, Danville
Mark A. Shouse, Lexington
James George Simatacolos, Canton, OH
Andrea Catherine Simpson, Monticello
Michelle Marilyn Slone, Lexington
Bradly Franklin Slutskin, Severna Park, MD
Karen Diane Smith, Frankfort
Alicia Antoinette Sneed, Big Stone Gap, VA
Thomas Nelson Sneed, Madisonville
Ronald Scott Spears, Berea
Chrystal Dawn Stanley, Belfry
Roy William Stephens, Pine Knot
Jeffrey Adam Stepner, Union
Laura Kay Stratton, Lexington
Sarah Boyd Eichelberger Tankersley,
Charlottesville, VA
Thomas Edward Tatro, Paducah
John Andrew Thomason, Henderson
James N. Tilson, Marion, VA
Dana Maria Todd ...., Lawrenceburg
Scott Steven Truesdell
Marty Shane Turner, Columbia
Jason Patrick Kennedy Underwood,
Louisville
William C. Waskey, Richmond, VA
Bradford Charles Weber, Lawrenceburg, IN
Trevor Wayne Wells, Lexington
Matthew Ryan Westfall, Jr.", Louisville
Mary Gay Whitmer, Lexington
Heather Renee Whitney, Lexington
Todd Douglas Willard, Louisville
Michael Gregory Wilson, Lexington
~~J
College of Medicine
Dean: Emery A. Wilson, MD.
Doctor of Medicine
Jeffery Wayne Adkins, Ashland
Robert M. Angert, Skokie, IL
David Eric Arterburn, Louisville
Donald Joseph Aubrey, Frankfort
Jonathan Quin Bailey, Danville
Dhruv Kumar Bansal, Lexington
Andrew Charles Beach, Springfield, MO
Bart Richard Besinger, Mishawaka, IN
Terrance Lee Blackford, Lexington
William M. Bone, Lexington
Robert Horton Brewer, Flemingsburg
Steven Brook, Lexington
Rochelle Vanessa Brown, Lexington
Kelly Jane Butler, Louisville
Michael Peter Cardosi, Fort Mitchell
Emily Ann Carrico, Madisonville
Elizabeth Ann Case, Park Hills
Mark Baolin Chang, China
Warren Franklin Chumley, Owensboro
Jonathan Raymond Clark, Danville
Michelle Dee Collins, Louisville
Jessica [eneen Combs, Red Fox
Jan Gordon Cornell, Owensboro
Ricky Cottrell
Durrett Carter Craddock, Munfordville
John Pierce Craddock, Munfordville
James Kipley Crager, Morehead
Vibeke Odoom Dankwa, Lexington
Catherine Alexander Defoor, Harrodsburg
Christopher Philip DeSimone, Lexington
James Jim D. Duncan, Lexington
Kelly Lynn Frye, Frankfort
Leigh Anne Gaines, Lexington
Kelli Elizabeth Gambill, Paintsville
Alexander F. Gloria, Flatwoods
Jeffery Wayne Golden, Williamsburg
Matthew Alan Graves, Lexington
Joseph Granville Gregory, Mt. Vernon
Reginald Vinson Hall, Lexington
Elizabeth Carol Hamm, David
James A. Harper, [r., Louisville
David Andrew Hawse, Lexington
[o Sharon Haydon, Williamstown
Robert Francis Herfel
Molly Young Hester, Sarasota, FL
Paul Gregory Houlihan, Lexington
Bryan Christopher Howze, Beaver Dam
Anson Hsieh, Bowling Green
Kimberly A. Hudson, Berea
Winston Wook Huh, Houston, TX
Norrisa Nichelle [ohnson'". Louisville
David Keith Johnston, Lexington
Jeffrey S. King, Flat Lick
Jeffery R Long, Williamstown
Robert Timothy Mabry, Melber
G. Perry Majors, Lexington
Brian Scott Masters, Winchester
Monica Anne Miller, Villa Hills
Suzanne Michelle Morton, Corbin
Rita Joyce Mullins, Jenkins
Arthur Judson Nash, [r.'?", Jenkins
Mikhail Novikov, Ukraine
Date of Graduation for College of Medicine: May 24, 1997
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Thanai Pongdee, Middlesboro
Gay Best Richardson, Independence
Allene Faye Salcedo, Saratoga, CA
Tracey Darlene Sams, Detroit, MI
Neville Bahadur Sarkari, Paducah
Alexander Taro Schneider, Murfreesboro,
TN
Andrew Robert Schneider, Nicholasville
Charles Alexander Seabury, Paducah
Andrea LeAnn Simmons, Lexington
Andrea Leigh Chapman Skaggs, Cape
Girardea, MO
Susan Rowland Slade, Lexington
Gerasimos Stefantos Stevens
Eric Thorleif Stedje-Larsen, Wingate, NC
Mark Alan Tackett, Madisonville
Shannon Andersen Thomas, Russell
Raju Varghese Thundathil, India
Marcie Riches Tomblyn, Fort Thomas
Peter Mark Turlo, Michigan City, IN
Elizabeth Dawson Veeneman, Louisville
Paul Anthony Vesco, Ellwood City, PA
Jay M Wallin, Dayton, OH
Christopher Scott Weaver, Bowling Green
Benjamin Wayne Wiley, Frankfort
Patrick Murray Williams, Hardinsburg
Charles Stephen Woolums, Wilmore
Alicia Dawn Wright, Pikeville
Ronald Joseph Wurth
Andrew Clay Young, Kuttawa
Steve Anthony Zent. Matt, ND
College of Pharmacy
Dean: Jordan L. Cohen
Doctor of Pharmacy
Douglas J. Ackley, Florence
Kevin John Adams, Hopkinsville
Suellen Polley Alexander, Oakland
Carla Sue Allahham, S. Williamson
Michele Rachael Durham Arledge",
Louisville
Robin Bellamy Ashford'". Huntington, WV
Eric Matthew Atwell, Somerset
Rebecca Gay Bailey, Cumberland
Karen Potter Bohuski". Bowling Green
Jennifer Lee Burkhead, Lexington
Francis Iva Caldwell, Richmond
Israel Cardenas-Miranda, Guatemala
Wai Man Chan, Hong Kong
Paul Douglas Cheek, London
Gregory Alan Chenault, Stanton
Jennifer L. Clair, Seabrook, NH
Adam E. Crone, Floyds Knobs, IN
Bobbi Dunagan Decious, Monticello
Stephanie Rose Dowdy, S. Portsmouth
Jackie Kendell Dunbar, Lexington
Michelle Lynn Dusing, Villa Hills
Lana Sue Emery
John B. Evans III, Henderson
David James Feola, Buckhannon, WV
Kristin Buchanan Fiepke, Elizabethtown
Merritt Lee Fowler, Lexington
Anna Marie Watson Gibson, Henderson
Melissa Ann Tibbs Goff", Pikeville
Joan Barker Haltom, Somerset
Jeffrey Thomas Hamrick, Scott Depot, WV
Jennifer Renee Hardeman", Vanceburg
James Michael Haupert"
Tara Lee Head, Owensboro
Alka Renee Herald, Harlan
Heather Ann Higgins, Bedford
Kimberly Dru Hopper, Bowling Green
Janet Hill Jenkins, Lebanon
Tena Louise Wheeler Jessing, West Liberty
Elizabeth Sallez Jessup
Carrie Lynn Johnson, Owensboro
Jennifer Hope Justice, Chapmanville, WV
Gregory Martin Killmeier, Louisville
Krista Koleske Killrneier
Kassandra Lyn Kornell, Jeffersonville, IN
Rie Kubota, Japan
Bobbi Michelle Little, Campton
Jane Ellen Luttrull, Trenton
Nicole Denise Maroudas, Williamson, WV
Pamela Kay Mclfevitt"
Vickie Ann Mcl'eak, Glasgow
Larry Kenneth Menshouse II, Ashland
William Joseph Merrick, Louisville
Amy Suzanne Mounce, Somerset
Melissa Ann Nelson, Glasgow
Tejal Patel, Canada
Samuel S. Pepper", Hodgenville
Joseph Michael Pietranton", Louisville
Darren Lavell Pulliam, Bardstown
Nicole Dawn Raymer, Union
Kimberly J. Richards, Mt. Vernon
Susan Leslie Rose, Pikeville
April Lynn Roth, Fairborn, OH
Elizabeth Ann Sansone, Winchester
Sarah Louise Shires, Maysville
Sarah Jane Smith, Paint Lick
Walden R. Smith, [r., Louisville
Lisa Ann Spears, Huntington, WV
Tracy Lynn Stakelbeck", Paris
Jeffrey Wayne Stone, Dry Ridge
Bryan Kwok-Leung Sum, New Zealand
Robert Ray Tatum, Lebanon
Jennifer Susan Turner, Madisonville
Teresa L. Watson-Heidari'", Monticello, OK
Jonathan Craig Wells, Nicholasville
Teresa M. Wells, Prestonsburg
Melissa [o Whitehead, Sturgis
Bachelor of Science in
Pharmacy
Douglas Julian Ackley", Florence
Kevin John Adams", Hopkinsville
Suellen Polley Alexander", Oakland
Carla Sue Allahham", S. Williamson
Eric Matthew Atwell", Somerset
Rebecca Gay Bailey", Cumberland
Jeffrey Alan Baize
Kimberly Io Barnes, Mt. Vernon
Pamela Blankenship Bonarski, Lexington
Debra 1.Anderson Brackett, Leitchfield
Tracer Lee Bryant, Louisville
Jennifer Lee Burkhead". Lexington
Francis Iva Caldwell", Richmond
Wai Man Chan", Hong Kong
Paul Douglas Cheek". London
Gregory Alan Chenault", Stanton
Jennifer L. Clair", Seabrook, NH
Susan Gail Coffey, Russell Sprgs
Jeffery Wayne Cook, Whitesburg
Adam Eugene Crone", Floyds Knobs, IN
Brandi Lee Deborde, Mt. Vernon
Bobbi Dunagan Decious", Monticello
Oliver E. Dittus, Burlington
Stephanie Rose Dowdy". S. Portsmouth
Jackie Kendell Dunbar", Russell Springs
Michelle Lynn Dusing", Villa Hills
David James Feola", Buckhannon, WV
Scott Caitskill Ferguson, Lexington
Janet L. Foshee, Paducah
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William David Gill, Lexington
James Allen Gish, Sebree
Jeffrey S. Goetz, Whitesville
Jennifer Murphy Gregory, Burnside
Amy Eibon Griesser, Paducah
Joseph Anthony Hamm, Cincinnati, OH
Tara Lee Head", Owensboro
Alka Saggi Herald". Harlan
Heather Ann Higgins", Bedford
Kimberly Dru Hopper", Bowling Green
Tena Louise Wheeler [essing", West Liberty
Jennifer Hope justice", Chapmanville, WV
Nancy Reeves Kemp, Hopkinsville
Kassandra Lyn Kornell", Clarksville, IN
John Michael Komet, Lexington
James Michael Lile, Elizabethtown
Bobbi Michelle Little", Campton
Cheryl Renee' Little, Larkslane
Anna Marie Loyd, Louisville
Molly Peck Lucas, COVington
Jane Ellen Luttrull", Trenton
Nicole Denise Maroudas", Williamson, WV
Kevin Daniel McCloud, Olive Hill
Paul Brian McCreary, Harlan
Vickie Ann Mcl'eak", Glasgow
Larry Kenneth Menshouse II*, Ashland
William Joseph Merrick". Louisville
Pedram Mohammadi, Hartford, CT
Amy Suzanne Mounce", Somerset
Melissa Ann Nelson", Glasgow
Stevie Newsome, Teaberry
Patrick Michael Noonan, Louisville
Heather LeRae Caddell Parnell,
Williamsburg
Tejal Patel", Canada
Clarence Kevin Price, Shepherdsville
Darren Lavell Pulliam", Bardstown
Nicole Dawn Raymer", Union
Robin Edward Roach, Hanson
Susan Leslie Rose", Pikeville
April Lynn Roth", Fairborn, OH
Elizabeth Ann Sansone", Winchester
Michael Keith Schweighardt, Lexington
Sarah Louise Shires", Maysville
Sherry Dawn Sizemore, Manchester
Sara Jane Smith", Berea
Scotford Kirk Smith, Taylor Mill
Jeffrey Wayne Stone", Dry Ridge
Bryan Kwok-Leung Sum", Lexington
Robert Ray Tatum", Lebanon
Georgia Lynn Taylor, Lewisport
Jeff Morris VanArsdale, Oakland
Anna Marie Watson*, Henderson
Jonathan Craig wells", Nicholasville
Teresa M. wetts-, Prestonsburg
Melissa Io whitehead". Sturgis
College of Agriculture
Dean: C. Gran Little
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Economics
Michael Christopher Henning, Hardinsburg
Ann Kristel Hockensmith'", Frankfort
Donald James Howard, Erie, PA
Veronica Manoukian, Argentina
Mark Alan Nett, Louisville
Arnold Hope Payne, Zimbabwe
Robert Patrick Waldron, [r.. Hopkinsville
Noriko Watanabe'". Japan
Bachelor of Science in
Agriculture
Marci Lynn Adkins'", Ravenswood, WV
Harold Eugene Akers II"*,Stanford
Michael Edward Anderson, Leitchfield
Phillip Dale Ashby, Corydon
Thomas W. Atmore, Danville
Shad J. Baker, Hazard
David Lloyd Beiswenger, Monticello, IN
Christie L. Bellomy, Catlettsburg
Royce Brent Bishop'", Lexington
Scott Elliott Boggess ...., Lexington
Aleta Gale Botts, Denniston
Jerry Lewis Brackett, Jr "", Upton
Ford Wayne Branch, Jr.,Princeton
Erin Nicole Burger, Versailles
Kimberly Dawn Burgess, St. Albans, WV
Matthew B.Campbell'", Mayslick
H. Chris Carson'". Louisville
Wyndee Gail Carter", Lexington
Melissa Elaine Cavin'". Rose Hill, VA
Janna Lea Chalfant'", Winchester
Joey D. Clark'", Monticello
Richard Stephens Cluck", Lexington
Krist Tina Coil, Bloomingburg, OH
Robert Lee Cole, Jr., Lily
Craig Allen Coleman, Winchester
Carlos D Collins, Cincinnati, OH
Kendall Brian Combs, Estill
Peter James Connerth, Hopkinsville
Stephen Michael Danner, Cicinnati, OH
Paul A. Deatrick, Louisville
Matthew Steven Delker, Henderson
Daniel F. DeZarn, jr., Dry Ridge
Jennifer Ellane Dickey, Louisville
Robert Lewis Doyle, Cynthiana
Laura Ann Durbin, Calhoun
Jennifer Marie Dworak, Madison, WI
Lee Edwards Eaton II, Lexington
Charlie B Edgington, Lancaster
Troy Allen Elmore, Campbellsville
Brian T. Elza", London
James Wray Emmons", Pikeville
Lee J Faulkner"", Clay City
Neal Christian Floyd, Nicholasville
Lesley Lynn Fritz, Ashland
Cristin Enelle Fuller, Lexington
Gregory A. Gerhard, Brooksville
Suzanne Gimmel, Lexington
Michelle Ann Classman'", Paris
Nanetcee Criffith'". Ripley, OH
Brad Chaney Cross'". Frankfort
Carla M. Haas, Cleveland, OH
Jennifer Marie Haas"", Ft. Wright
Stephen 1.Hagen'". Owensboro
James Kirby Hancock", Greensburg
Jennifer Lucille Hansen, Somerset, WI
Matthew David Hayden, Owensboro
David S Helland, Waldorf, MD
Lynne M. Herrmann, Ft Wayne, IN
Edward Anthony Hicks", Lexington
Julie Gail Hicks, Sacramento
Jeremy Wade Hinton, Sonora
Alexis Nicole Holeman'", Tucson, AZ
Jill Sharon Hopkins, Charleston, WV
Stephen Jerome Hom'", Dry Ridge
Jason Layne Howard", Flemingsburg
William Patterson Isaacs'", Munfordville
Jason C Jenkins, Lexington
Kerry 1.King, Villa Hills
Kerry Louise Kirk, Somerset
Andrew Edward Kozenski. Frankfort
Bradley Matthew Kremer, Louisville
Leah Ann Kuhnt, Cunningham
Brian Edward Laws, Villa Hills
Mark Edward Lehmann, Corbin
Michael Alan Leslie, Emma
April Michelle Lynch, Crestwood
Pasha Ann Lyvers, Loretto
Timothy A. Machenheimer'", Highland Hgts
Mark Allen Mains, Morning View
Dana Elizabeth Marshall, Cincinnati, OH
Darryl Jason Matherly", Taylorsville
Adam FMcCraith, Danville
Cara Ellen McDermott, Louisville
Terry Glynn Meade'". Fleming-Neon
Suzanne Alicia Meers, Louisville
Donald Bradley Mefford [r., Frankfort
Jennifer Leigh Miller, Elizabethtown
Jodi Lee Morgan", Ekron
Cynthia Barker Morrison'". Grand Haven,
MI
Kristy Gail Green Muncie, Winchester
Shea William Murdock'", Princeton
Alicia Beth Eden Bisk Myers, Lexington
Nancy Lynn Napolski. Downers Grove, IL
April Katrina Norvell, Corbin
. Sean Robert O'Donnell, Villa Hills
Jeffrey S. Oldfield, OWingsville
Jennifer Lynn Osten'". Wilmore
Clifton Edward Owens II"", Taylorsville
Stephanie Anne Parsons, Ravenswood, WV
E. Daniel Patterson III, Louisville
Jason Boone Peake'", Hodgenville
John Nicholas Petroze'". Newport
Joshua Bouldin Piel'", Glenshaw, PA
[utta Renate Veronika Pils, Germany
Warren Wade Pinkston, Sacramento
Cameron Clark Poe, Franklin, IN
Rodney M. Polk, [r., Kuttawa
Laura Ann Powers, Hawesville
Robert Tyler Prince, Ashland
Kimberly Michelle Proffitt, London
Katherine Theresa Reding, Howardstown
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Jennifer Leigh Reece'", West Paducah
Phyllis Marie Rennekamp, Ft. Mitchell
Robert Dale Richerdson'", Paris
Robert Michael Richardson 11,Danville
Seth Riggins, Lexington
Brian Edward Ring'", Louisville
Ralph Abdelmonem Rizk'". Lexington
Richard Ray Roberts'", Greenville, SC
Lesli Brooke Robinson, Morganfield
Christopher Eric Roby, Owensboro
Amy Elizabeth Ruprecht'", Villa Hills
Amy Elizabeth Salsbury'". Burlington
Mark Brian Sampson, Carlisle
Brian Patrick Schrader'", Lexington
Richard Jeffrey Schumann, Enon, OH
Alison Kate Schwegrnan'". Lexington
Christopher Darren Scott, Maysville
H. Douglas Smith, Mt. Vernon
Anthony Coral Stevenson'". Nancy
Travis Chad Sullivan, Campbellsville
Daniel Lee Tandy, Bedford
Nathan Ashley Teater, Lexington
Daniel Alan Thompson, Henderson
John 1.Twehues, [r., Williamstown
Charles Michael Venable'", Pembroke
Jennifer Cara Vessels, Louisville
Heather Renee Vidourek'"', Hillsboro, OH
Noriko Watanabe'", Japan
Theresa Io Weddington, Lexington
Paul William weis'", Louisville
Christina McDaniel West, St Simons Is, GA
Christopher Daniel Westerfield,
Hopkinsville
Shea Brashear Wlutaker'", Lawrenceburg
William Shane whitaker'", Xenia, OH
Tracy Nichole Wimsatt, Whitesville
William Bryan Withers, Clifty
Jacqueline Suzanne Wright, Maysville
Mark Andrew wyland-". Muncy, PA
Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Charles Brady Barlow, Nancy
Kevin Philip Drayton, Barbados
Nancy Sharmini [ose'". Indonesia
Bachelor of Science in
Forestry
Robert Earl Ballard, [r., Lexington
Benjamin David Campbell, Alexandria
Amy Lynn Carmicle, Liberty
John Joseph Gibbons, Rockford, IL
Christopher Robin Harney, Cynthiana
Michael Edward Harp'", Louisville
James M. McDaniel, Lexington
Jason Austin McGaughey, Russell
KaDonna Cheryl Randolph, Murray
Samuel Wayne Rhea, Crawfordville, FL
Matthew Craig Richey, Lexington
Brian Christopher Sandefur, Corydon
Donald John Scully, Lexington
Lawrence Lee Stewart, [r., Mt. Washington
William Ray Thomas III,Middlesboro
Robert Allen Tindall, Shelbyville
Pamela Broadston Waggoner, Lexington
Paul Joseph Welch, Lexington
Bryan William Wender, Woodstock, VA
Connie Marie Woodcock, Science Hill
Bachelor of Science in
Landscape Architecture
Kyle Nathan Adamson", Lexington
Lasserre Bradley III, Cincinnati, OH
Catherine Whitehouse Cotton, Westbrook, CT
Dennis Tyler Andrews Dingle, Canada
Aaron Daniel Edelson, Louisville
Joseph M. Hamilton'"', Bardstown
Mark Louis Kaltsas, Lake Bluff, IL
Joseph Anthony Morgenroth, Cincinnati, OH
David Clyde Nobel, Gladstone, MI
Michelle L. Olup, Lexington
Steven Michael Raiche, Russell
Tamara Ristich. Lexington
Karen Anne Quinn Schopp, LaGrange
Jeffrey L. Singer'", Stamping Ground
John Anton Swintosky, Nicholasville
Peter Frederick van de Venne, Murrysville
Billy Franklin Van Pelt, j-, Versailles
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Justin M. Ewing, Leitchfield
John Anderson Henderson Ill, Louisville
Michael Alan Leslie, Emma
Gregg Colin Munshaw, Canada
Joseph Edgar Ulrich, Augusta
Dean: Thomas C. Robinson
College of Allied Health Professions
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Tara Abdul-Aziz
Angela Devonna Adams", Jeremiah
Kim A. Annis'", Milwaukee, WI
Christopher Lee Arvin'", Irvine
Mary Jill Ayers". Louisville
Rozan M. Aziz, Lexington
Carolyn Marie Bailey", Bledsoe
Russell Glenn Baker". Busy
Larra Crews Baldridge, Elizabethtown
Maria Marrale Bartley'". Elyria, OH
Lori Sue Begley, Richmond
Jonna Lyn Benedict", Virgie
Barbara Ann Bem'". Chicago, Il.
Austin Carroll Black, Louisville
Sabrina L. Blake"",Madison, IN
Bryan David Bonzo", Hazard
Jodi Ann Brammell'", Grayson
David Neil Broneugh'". Lexington
Allison Joette Brooks, Benton
Melinda Leigh Brown, Morehead
Adrienne Bundy, Shaker Heights, OH
Lara Anne Bunton'". Lexington
Michele Bushong, Lexington
Tara Lynn Cammack, Louisville
Carrie Beth Case, Crittenden
Sherri Beth Chastain". Richmond
Adeline Seow Hooi Chua, Malaysia
Amber Suzette Clary'", Lexington
Noel Tiffany Colegrove, Greenup
Amber Zoe Cooper'", Lexington
Carla Io Cornwell'"
Maher Atallah Dabit'", Lexington
Neisha Janette Daniel, Owensboro
Rachel Lea Day'", Lexington
Myra Martin Del.uca'", Lexington
Michelle Lynn Derbin'". Lexington
Darshana Desai, Owensboro
Kimberly Helen Desmond, Lexington
Tammy Lee Dotson, Versailles
Rita Sallee Faulkner", Stanford
Kelly Jo Floyd, Somerset
Sabrina Renee Flynn, Nancy
William Scott Portney". Corbin
Eric Scott Friedman, Louisville
James Scott Cagel'". Jeffersonville, IN
Rebecca Ruth Ceorge'". Mt. Sterling
Kathleen Anne Gesenhues, Ft. Thomas
Andrea Margaret Corringe'". Lexington
Christi Ann Greenwell, Waverly
Marilee Grace Hamblin, Hazard
Anissa R. Hergis'". Lexington
Laura S. Harry, Cincinnati, OH
Kristi Lynn Hawkins'", Henderson
John C. Hendrick'", Lexington
Karen Diana Kime Hershfeld", Annapolis,
MD
Kimberly Hillman", Hazard
Jeffery Alan Holderby'", Paintsville
Adrienne J. Holt, Lexington
Larry Steven House". London
Angela Dawn Howard", London
Paula Nicolle Howard, Salyersville
Amy Williams Howell'", Marietta, OH
Kimberly Dee Hurd, Lexington
Montserrat Iglesias-Perez'", Lexington
Deborah Lynne Ienkins'", Lexington
Tammy Lynn Dixon [ordan'", Cadiz
Adrian Simon Judy, Louisville
Trisha M. Kirk", Wittensville
Stacy Lea Kirn, Glasgow
Vanessa Lynn Kurtiak, Pittstown, NJ
Joanne Chungman Kwong, Frankfort
Amanda Leigh Lawson, Grayson
Todd Whitney Lester'". Huntington, WV
Pui Fun Leung, Hong Kong
Cindy Marie Marcukaitis'", Lexington
Laura Beth Martin'", Corbin
Susan Nicole May, Liberty
Gary D. Mayfield'", Owensboro
Melissa Dawn McCorkle, Ravenswood, WV
Nicole Renee McCracken, Owensboro
M. Jennay McGary*, Hardinsburg
William Joseph Meadors'". Lexington
Karen Lynn Messick", Seaford, DE
Remis Mark Moore'", Hustonville
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Jamie Marie Morgan'", Stearns
Jennifer Lee Mudd, Springfield
Jennifer Lynn Naegele, Covington
Rebecca Ann Nelson'". Lexington
Christie Lavette Nourse", Russellville
Robin LeAnn Harris Oney, Loyall
Ralph Darrin Patrick, Clay City
Shawn Michael Perry". Ashland
Sherry LeAnn Prater, Prestonsburg
Sue Carol Riggs, Lexington
Sherry Lynn Reppert, Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer R. Rochussen, Nashua, NH
Megan Malette Rowles, Lancaster, OH
Dana Ann Rucker, Lebanon
Kevin Horace Sanford'", Lexington
Jennifer Elaine Schott, Shepherdsville
Amy Elizabeth Schrecker, Louisville
Heather Mae Schweighardt, Lexington
Brian C. Seidenfaden, Louisville
Joseph T Shelton'", Corbin
Kimberly Ann Shelton, Louisville
Connie H Simpkins", Stafordsville
Karla Sue Slagle", Monticello
Jason Davis Smith". Lawrenceburg
Laura Sue Spicer", Shelbyville
Kimberly Rochelle Stout". Keen Mountain,
VA
Laura Lynette Sturgill, Pikeville
Monica Leigh Tinsley". Paducah
Rebecca Marie Trauth, Alexandria
Marcus Dewayne Tumley'", Hopkinsville
Heather Ann watts", Garner
Angela Kay Wells, Greenup
Kristie Lee Brooks wheeler'", Paris
Eric Steven williams'", Versailles
Heather Michelle Williams, Paducah
Ashley Katherine Woodring, Sturgis
Eric Joseph Woolen, Greensburg, PA
Marcy Rebecca Workman'", Nicholasville
Jason Corben wrighr'", Lexington
Carolyn Allen Yaden'", London
Amy Michelle Yost'", Wheeling, WV




Anthony Joseph Archer", Louisville
Ben David Barlage, Edgewood
Paul John Beachem [r.:", Nicholasville
Dean A. Belcher, Mt. Sterling
Oscar Julio Benavides, Venezuela
Carl Coleman Bennett'", Paducah
William Wilson Branch'", Louisville
Robert Michael Carbon, Louisville
Curtis Andrew Coleman, Chillicothe, OH
Christopher L. Coyle", Birmingham, AL
Chritopher Packer Eaton, Lexington
Sean Patrick Feeley, Lexington
Scott Daniel Friedman, Henderson
Mario Orlando Gentile, Oceanside, NY
Deborah Lynette Gillum"", Carlisle
William Brent Girdler Jr.", Louisville
Gregory Scott Cuelda", Louisville
Derek Dwayne Guffey, Tipton, IN
Brian Gifford Hardham", Virginia Beach, VA
Judd David Hubbard", Quicksand
Melanie 1. Huisman". Louisville
Walter A. Isley", Louisville
Jeremiah Benjamin Gabriel Joseph, Lexington
Takuya Kanazawa, Japan
Paul Ray Kleykamp", Ashland
Vu Le, Louisville
Denis G., Littrell, [r., Louisville
John Michael Maryanski, Tallahassee, FL
Matthew Armon Mattone'"
Neil G. McComb, Lexington
Andrew Bryan McCrery"", Louisville
Michael Brendan McKay, New Orleans, LA
Michael Gerald Meyer", Pewee Valley
Christopher Michael Morehead, Los Angeles,
CA
Eric John Neiser. Cold Spring
William S. Noble, Lexington
Mark D Nobriga, Germany
Joshua Clemens Otto, Rockledge, PA
Jeffery James Phelps, Lexington
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Jeffery David Pickett", Greensburg
Daniel Lorenzo Piselle, Orange, CT
Ken Douglas Pollard, Glyndon, MD
Peter Thomas Preisler, Denmark
Mark Joseph Radicci, Johnson City, NY
Tracy Michelle Ratliff, Owensboro
Anthony William Rawe, Cold Spring
Jeffrey Lawrence Ray". Charleston, WV
Lary H. Ritter", Lexington
Gregory Basil Rouses, Fairfax Stati, VA
David Neal Silvernell. Cincinnati, OH
Robert Andrew Snyder", Lexington
Regina Ann Stratton, Lawrenceburg
Martin Raymond Summers'", Henderson
John Michael Thomas"", Blue Bell, PA
Curtis Ryan Thrush, Louisville
Kevin David Timmerding, Covington
Edward Adams Trammell Il, Lexington
Adrian Stuart Worobetz, Owensboro
Sarah Gene Young, Louisville
College of Arts & Sciences
Acting Dean: Donald E. Sands
Bachelor of Arts
Garry Richard Adams'". Louisville
James Eric Adams, Frankfort
Kristin Regina Adams", Lexington
Polly Louise Adams, Hopkinsville
Lori Renee Adcock, Central City
Christopher Shayne Adkins", Pikeville
Jennifer joy Aiken", Dayton, OH
Eric Scott Akers, Stamping Ground
Daniel Thomas Albers Jr.*", Louisville
Mary Claire Alexander, Ft. Thomas
Brent Wesley Allen, Cauatin. TN
Callie Lynn Allen, London
Margaret Jennifer Allen, Lebanon
Ryan Nicholas Allen", Campbellsville
Steven Nicholas Allen", Brandenburg
Judith Ann Amburgey:", Wheelwright
Sharon Kathleen Amos, Bardstown
Karen Lynn Anderson, Georgetown
Michele Denise Anderson'", Lexington
Stephen Anthony Anderson", Lexington
Debra Kay Arthur, Maysville
Donald Willis Aubrey'", Louisville
Janet Elaine Backert'", Louisville
Benny Ray Bailey 11**,Hindman
William Jesse Baird TV,Pikeville
Dwayne E. Baker Sr., Lexington
Matthew Shane Baker'", South Shore
Ronald R Baker", Lexington
William Mace Baker, Viper
Cheryl Christine Ball"
Betty Ellen Barker'". Peoria, 1L
Cheryl Lynne Barker'", Delaware, OH
Tawnya Ann Barker, Lexington
Joseph Douglas Barnes, Adairville
Todd Harriman Barnes, Lexington
Patrick Andrew Barnett'", Louisville
Amanda Marie Barnum", Columbus, OH
Kathleen Anne Bartlett'"
John William Barton", Georgetown
Anita Renee Bateh'"
Justin Ray Bates, Williamstown
Vishal Nandkumar Bathija, Middlesboro
Leah Jon Bauman, Louisville
Alan Bearman, Hopkinsville
Carrie Renee Beasley, Cheshire, CT
Chad Daniel Beauchaine, Raleigh, NC
Anna Kathryn Beauchamp, Lewisport
Alicia Kaye Becker, Corbin
Jonathan Samuel Beery, Bardstown
Jason Stewart Belcher", Millard
Shannon Elizabeth Bell, Asheville, NC
Letisha Rae Bentley, Louisville
Grandon Parker Benton III", Lexington
Emily Tish Bernier, Lexington
Monica Marie Berry'". Louisville
Andrea Ellen Best, Cincinnati, OH
Sarah Alair Bible, Benton
Oliver Benjamin Bingceng'". Nicholasville
Kimberly Kay Blair, Anderson, IN
Scott Anthony Blair, Versailles
Jennifer Marie Blanchard, Flint, MI
Paul Matthew Blanton, Campbellsville
Mary Ann Boden, St Albans, WV
Karla Diane Boggs, Falmouth
Wendy Nicole Boggs'". Cumberland
Beth A. Behringer", Millville, NJ
Ethan Alton Bond'", Louisville
Juliann Bosko, Cresent Spgs
Beth Anne Bowers, Denver, CO
Robert Leo Bowling", Louisville
Amy Patricia Brewer, Dayton, OH
Shannon Lane Bridgman, Owensboro
Jason Michel Britt'". Lexington
Thadd Ramsey Britt"*, Brookfield, WI
Bethanie Renee Brogli, Cynthiana
Kimberly Combs Broughman, Lexington
Andrew Stephen Brown, Louisville
Christopher Berton Brown'", Paris
Nevia Alida Brown", Louisville
Kristen Kay Broyles'". Lexington
Christopher Patrick Bruner'", Louisville
Rhoda Lea Bruner'"', Louisville
Charles Lawrence Bryant TI"*,Lexington
Kelly Elise Bryant, Paducah
Steve Logan Bryant'", Lexington
La Tasha Arnae Buckner, Glasgow
Dawn Marie Buehler", Springfield, VA
Christopher Troy Bullock'", Somerset
Burland Jason Burdette, Lexington
Lucia Barker Burke, Hopkinsville
Gilbert Lightfoot Busby JII"*, Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Bush, Beattyville
Joshua Kane Wendell Bush'", Ravenswood,
WV
Maurice Randall Buskirk", Inez
Adrienne Denise Byers, Louisville
Eric Campbell'". Lexington
Adria Price Campbell", Santa Claus, IN
Michelle Dawn Campbell, Danville
William Foster Campbell, Hopkinsville
Brian Thomas Canupp, Carlisle
Michael William Carlos, Columbus, OH
Chad Ryan Carr, Cynthiana
Christy Virginia Carroll'". Lexington
Stacey Brett Carter, Lexington
Joseph William Castlen IV", Owensboro
Steven Douglas Chaffin'". Lexington
Pey Sy Chan, Malaysia
April Acree Chapman'", Mayfield
Elizabeth Anne Ciszak, Alden, NY
Shu-chen Chen'", Taiwan
Shirley Kaye Claborn, Albany
Daniel Alan Clark, Owensboro
Christopher James Clements, Louisville
Julie Lynn Cooper Clevenger, Winston
Salem,NC
David Leslie Coffey", Monticello
David Leslie Coffey'". Monticello
Adam Peter Joseph Collins, Lackey
Alison LoAnn Bailey Collins, Manchester
Michael Wheeler Collins", Louisville
Mark Collinsworth, West Liberty
Robert Matthew Colon
Shannon Lora Colville, Louisville
Karyn Hayes Cook'", Shepherdsville
Richard Perry Cook, Frankfort
Stacy Elizabeth Coontz, Danville
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Bridget Nicole Coppage, Crescent Park
Rita Marie Copperwhead, Louisville
Shannon Denise Corbin", Louisville
Laura Catherine Cornett", Loyall
Shannon Elaine Cornett, Nicholasville
Claudine Marie Costich, Rockville, MD
John Richard Cote', Mount Laurel, NJ
Charles D. Cottle, Lexington
George Andrew Cox", Lexington
Vickii Cox", Lexington
Jamie Alison Crabtree, Pine Knot
Sherry Waddle Crabtree, Somerset
Amy Elizabeth Craig'", Henderson
Jennifer Lynn Craig, Simpsonville
Heather Camille Crain, Crofton
James Allen Crawford, Versailles
John Damien Crawford, Versailles
Melany Kirsten Crawford, Sharpsburg
Marcus Dean Creasy ...., Lexington
Bennie Ed Cunningham, Lawton, OK
Vanessa Catherine Daffron, Lexington
Michael Brian Dailey", Louisville
Timothy Ryan Darby, Florence
Jason Tige Darnell, Mt. Washington
Lisa [o Darsie
Hanna Lydia Darst, Crestwood
Patrick Scott Daulton", Elizabethtown
Brian C. Dausman'", Louisville
Melissa LeAnne Davenport
Basheer John David, Villa Hills
Andy Craig Davis'". Liberty
Blake Allen Davis, Walton
Jason Craig Devis'". Ft. Thomas
Nancy Marie Davis, Wallingford
David Lee Dawkins", Frankfort
Jonathan Andrew Dean'", Jacksonville, FL
Kurt Miguel Deaton, Lexington
Jonathan David Dejvlersseman", Danville
Kristina Leigh Dennis, Nicholasville
Stephanie Nichole DeRossett, Prestonsburg
Donald Kyle Deskins", Pikeville
Mary Michelle Deskins, Paintsville
Scott Edward Dickison", Grayson
Gordon Robert Dill, Ashland
Joann Trina Manire Diuguid, Hopkinsville
Melissa Rae Dix'". Campbellsville
Carrie Elizabeth Dixon, Somerset
Mitchell Lindsay Holman Douglas'",
Louisville
David Hunter Downing"
Sunitha Ennu Downing", Louisville
Melinda Louise DuPont, Lexington
Deborah Christine Durham", Louisville
Kriston Patrick Dyer, Lexington
Yulonda Diane Eadie"
Valerie Sue Easley'", Lexington
Parker Davis Eastin, Bowling Green
Chris Allen Edwards'", Owensboro
John Dixon Eggum, Hinsdale, IL
Barry Dean Elliott", Somerset
Judd Armstrong Ellis, Lexington
Christopher Elmore", Somerset
Stephanie Dawn Curtsinger Emmons,
Lawrenceburg
Amy Christine Empson'", Louisville
Shawn Oscar Enderle, Morehead
Anna M Ensor, Crestwood
Molly Newman Evans, Philpot
Clint Pairweather'", Warminster, PA
Mariam Susanne Fallahzadeh, Somerset
Rachel Marie Fauber, Louisville
Christy LeeAnn Pelty'", Ashland
Angela Kristen Pendley'", LaGrange
Glenn T. H. Ferrin, Glasgow
Jill Lindsey Fields, Chillicothe, OH
Ashlee Lynn Finster, Lake Worth, FL
Amber Marie Fischer, Louisville
Thomas Gregory Fischer, Virginia Bch,VA
Timothy Lawrence Fisk
Laura Layne Fister, Lexington
Joseph Wesley Flower, Columbia
Elizabeth Ashley Folger, Stanford
Andrew Arbuckle Forderhase, Richmond
Kimberly Ellen Fraley, Louisville
Elizabeth Maria Freeland, Prospect
Matthew Alan Frey, Owensboro
Jeremy Joseph Fultz, Flatwoods
Cynthia Anne Galvin, Lexington
[enifer Lorena Gamble, Louisville
Tammy Sue Garland, London
Rebecca Blair Cateskill", Lexington
Brian Christopher Causpohl. Crest View
Hills
Kimberly Lynn Gehrke, Naperville, IL
Angela Christine Geiger, Huber Heights, OH
Xenia Georgiadou, Cyress
Jennifer Ann Cera, Glencoe, IL
Holly Kae-Brangwyn Gersch, Kokomo, IN
Eric Michael Gertelman, Norwalk, CT
Phyllis Giberson
Anjanette Gifford", Mt. Olivet
Jennifer Adrienne Cilbert'", Harrodsburg
Elizabeth Anne Cilliam'", Havelock, NC
Eric Matthew Gilliam, Pikeville
Laurie Dee Cimmon", Lexington
Kimberly Beth Gipson, Flatwoods
Enrique Luis Giraldo, San Juan, PR
Benjamin Leighton Girdler, Lexington
Ryan Mark Cold'", Versailles
Robert Porter Goodman [r.", Lexington
Matthew Noel Gorham, Lexington
Jay G. Gorman, Louisville
Jennifer Robyn Gravett, Ft. Thomas
Richard Ray Graviss II"'''',Louisville
William Jamie Cray'". Barbourville
Michael Brian Green, Morehead
Ryan Winsor Creen'". Lexington
Stephen Carroll Creen'". Louisville
Stacey Carolyn Creenwell'", Henderson
Heidi Lynne Gregorini, Lompoc, CA
Scott Allen Gregory", Louisville
Steven Ray Cregory'". Stearns
Amanda BlackCriffin'". Hawesville
Heather Jean Mosey Criffith'", Lexington
Paul David Grimes, Paducah
Meghan Grimshaw, Hull, MA
Kelly Lynn Grubb, Louisville
William Carl Gruen III"',Louisville
Matthew Scott Grunkemeyer, Mason, OH
Paula Noel Cunselman'"', Louisville
Norieta Maye Darcus Hagerty'", Flatwoods
Kimberly Lynn Haggerty, Elizabethtown
Tracy Anne Haisley, Carrollton, GA
Derek Kane Hale, Harold
Frank Baldwin Hale, [r., Lexington
Rachel Kay Hale'", Lancaster
Whitney Suzanne Hale, Richmond
Jon Anthony Hall, Louisville
Kelly Denise Hall, Waynesburg
Crystal Lee Halsey'". Lexington
Gwendis De'Nee Hamblin, Louisville
Eric Allen Hamilton, Hardyville
Jill Katherine Hammerstone, Nicholasville
Christopher Alan Hansford
Robert Glen Harbison'". Russellville
Russella Lynn Hardin, Inez
Scott Francis Hardy, Lexington
Jeremy RHargrove, Mayfield
jennifer Lila Harr'", Lexington
Harvey Dean Harris". Pikeville
David Timothy Harris, Hopkinsville
Phillip Martin Hartlage, Louisville
jennifer Lynn Hawley, Lexington
Mexico Hayden III"'''',Cincinnati, OH
Roberta Pedicini Hayden'", Lexington
Scott James Hays, Lebanon, IL
Stacy Lynn Heineman, Ashland
[enifer D. Gross-Hendrix, Louisville
Kevin Michael Henson, Louisville
Joshua David Herr, Cincinnati, OH
Melanie Gayle Hettinger, Lexington
Jason Wayne Hickman, Hickman
Laura Susanne Hightower", Danville
Charles William Hill'"', Louisville
Amy Lee Hillerich'", Louisville
Craig Alexander Hilts, Tucson, AZ




Marion Jack Hoffman, Ft. Thomas
Joseph Terril Hohman'", Louisville
jessica Clarke Homer'". Louisville
Tony Ray Hopkins, Lexington
Elizabeth Hope Hopwood, Hamilton, OH
Ashley Diane Hoskins, Louisville
Rachel Lynn Howard, Winchester
Charles Horton Huber [r., Louisville
Amy Cassandra Huddleston, Marietta, GA
Heather Anne Huddleston, Naples, FL
Demonica Gail Huff, Hyden, KY
Agnes Susan Hughes, Lexington
Kimberly Hauser Huff, Versailles
John Wesley Hughes, Newfield, NJ
Nancy Elizabeth Humphrey, Lexington
Carter Allan Hunt
Charles Edward Hutchinson", Barrington, IL
Sallie Jane Ingram, Warsaw
John W. Ireland, Lexington
Stephen Wayne Irvin, Danville
Daniel Mark Isaacs, Lexington
Jennifer Anne Jackson, Lexington
Michelle Annette Jacobs, Lexington
Jonathan Lee Jenkins, Berea
Christopher David Jessie, Forest Hills
Steven Scott JeW"',Jackson
Jennifer A Johns, Lexington
Ashley Ray Johnson, Mortons Gap
Tanya Rae Johnson, Mt. Sterling
William David johnson, Louisville
Zachary Paton Johnstone, Louisville
Dana Steven Jones, Lexington
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Fredrick Douglas Jones, Franklin
Jennifer Lynn Jones, Edgewood
juanita Renee Jones, Louisville
Raymond Kirk Jones
Nathaniel Brian Jones, Banner
Sally Ann Jones, Lexington
Shayne Edward Jones, Morning View
Stephanie Mae Jones, London
Allison Whitney Kehoe, Ft. Thomas
Charles Edward Keith, Manchester
Stephanie jo Kelley'", Carrollton
Leah Faye Kenyon'", Nyack, NY
Christina Marie Kephart, Shelbyville
Angela Lynn Kerrick, Bowling Green
Robert Gil Kidwell, Lakeside Park
Robert Allan King II, Springfield, MO
Erin Marie Kirchgessnee'", Louisville
Jason Matthew Kitten, Louisville
Mark Raymond Klassen, Lexington
Jordan Myers Klevenow'", Columbia, MD
Kevin Richard Kochvar, Danville, IL
Karin Elisabeth Kohl", Cincinnati, OH
joshue Marc Konowe'", Chappaqua, NY
John Richard Korkin, Louisville
Julie Elise Kraus", Paducah
Lisa Marie Krawczyk, Crestwood
Susan Elizabeth Kring, Lexington
Kirsten Hildur Krogsrud, Placerville, CA
Anne Christine Kunkel, Bedford
Jonathan Craig Kuzman, Villa Hills
Kimberly Eve Laatz'", Marseilles, IL
Stuart M. Lackey, Henderson
Susan Nancy Lavelle. Lakeside Park
Lynne Adele Levy, Lexington
Walter John Leaumont", Lexington
Cuat Ngoh Lee,Malaysia
Christopher Byron Legere, Radcliff
Denise Sarah Patmore Leider, Waterloo, IA
Brian John Leith'". Owensboro
Patricia A. LeMonds, Columbus, OH
Richard Dean Lentz II "",Lexington
Robert Dale Leonard II, Lexington
Julia Leann Leveridge, Burnside
Dianne Lee Lewis", Louisville
lonna Francesca Lewis, Hyden
Landra Darlene Lewis'", Hyden
Michael Anthony Lewis'". Union Lake, MI
Rachael Lindenbaum'". Geneva, NY
Molly Elena Lindsay, Lexington
Julie Alyse Lipschutz, Louisville
Robert Bryan Litt'". Henderson, NC
Margaret Rhea Litton, Corbin
Justin Matthew Lloyd", Lexington
Kimberly Dawn Logan, Louisville
Linda Lou Long, Winchester
Dawn Elizabeth Lonneman. Elizabethtown
Stephanie Michelle Lother, Ashland
Lezell [erod Lowe (Smith), Harlan
Monica Kay Lowery'", Louisville
Joshua Lanier Lukins'". Danville
Ruth Renee Lynn, Stamping Ground
Danielle Leigh Madayag
Meredith Leigh Maddox, Owensboro
Sameer Hashim Makada", Walnut Creek, CA
Sean Cameron Mann, Lexington
Jayne Manseill, Radcliff
Jon Jose Robeto Francisco Manuel, Lexington
Cristina Marin, Spain
Lisa Renee Marko, Carrollton, GA
Julie Anne Marrett", Louisville
Gretchen Denise Marshall, Lockport
David P. Martin Ill, Lexington
Lori L.Martin, Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Lynn Mattox, Paris
Jeff E. Mayes". Louisville
Heather Leigh Mcbride'". Lexington
Racheal Ann McClary, Burlington
Thomas Jun McClendon, Radcliff
Shannon Johanna McCracken, St. Albans,
WV
Christopher Martin McDaniel III, Bowling
Green, KY
William Jess McDavid, Grayson
Carla Ann Mcfronald'", Lexington
Amelia Odessa Adams Mcfrougal'",
Whitesburg
Robert William McFal, [r., Lexington
Stephanie Leanne McGehee, Brandenburg
Travis Scott McMillan, Lexington
Catherine Elizabeth McNeill, South Bend, IN
Michael Travis Menifee, Danville
Glenn Brian Mercke, Louisville
Matthew Aaron Merkt, Louisville
Omid Mianegaz". Springfield, VA
Amy Rebecca Migliaccio, Defiance, OH
Byron Lee Miller'", Santa Marie, CA
Bryon William Miller, Bardstown
Dustin Scott Miller, Peachtree City, GA
Robert D. Mills [r., Kihanning, PA
John Justin Mirgeaux, Louisville
Cara Lynn Mohon, Louisville
Patrick A. Mohr, Tacoma, WA
Michael Brandon Moody", Franklin
James Robert Moore JJ**, Pikeville
Jason Bradley Moore, Paducah
Laura Ashley Moore'". Lexington
Jodi Renee Morris, Lexington
Matthew Alvis Morris, Lexington
Michael Christopher Morris, Tyner
James Alexander Moseley", Louisville
James Albert Mullan'", Burke, VA
John T. Murphy, [r., Malverne, NY
Thomas McKay Neb, Louisville
Robert Jefferson NeW, Upper Arlington, OH
Rachel Katherine Neikirk'". Richmond
Brett Alan Nelson". Lexington
Matthew Thomas Neuss'", Bellport, NY
Christopher Joseph Nicholason'", Richwood
Gary Raymond Nitting'". Lexington
John Herbert NoW*, Lexington
Kyle William Norman, Omaha, NE
Lisa Jean Oeltgen. Lexington
Vanessa Jean Oliver, East Haven, CT
Debra R. O'Neill'", Lexington
Julia Joyce O'Neill'", Erlanger ~
Jorn Earl Otte, Lexington /
Callie Renfro Owen, Paris
Colvin Jacob Owen*, Lexington
Robert Corlew Owen Jr., Ashland
Robin Elizabeth Oxnard, Ashland
Christopher J. Page*, Atlanta, GA
ErickJ. Palmer, Louisville
Elizabeth McNairy Parker**, Lexington
Jimmy Lee Partin, Siler
Toby Past, Lexington
Brian Carl Patten, Plano, TX
Elizabeth Anne Patterson**, Corning, NY
Alton Wesley Payton, Frankfort
Shawn Kenny Peden, Glasgow
Krystal Varie Penman, Lexington
Virginia C. Peppiatt'", Lexington
Patricia Monique Petit'", Kennesaw, GA
Katherine Anne Pettit", Portsmith, OH
Kimberly Ann Petty, Florence
Anthony Joseph Phelps, Nicholasville
Tammie Wood Phifer'"', Lexington
Paul Theodore Phillips, Brandon, MS
John Paul Pirolli, Watertown, MA
Amanda Fuller Pittner'", Milan, IN
Chastity LeAnn Plumlee, Bowling Green
Randi Lynn Polk'", Prestonsburg
Opal Marie Poll, Louisville
Paula Dawn Pollard, Georgetown
Rhonda Annmarie Powell, Barbourville
Nicholas Ratigan Pregliasco, Louisville
Brian Keith Privett, Corbin
Kurt Rademaker, Louisville
Michael Todd Rader, Winchester
Anthony Joseph Raisor'", Louisville
Gerald Reid Ramage". Paducah
James Thomas Ramsey III**, Lexington
Heather Amanda Randall'", Lexington
Russell David Rankin, Winchester
Susan E. Ranney'", Antioch, Il,
Cynthia Rhea Rasnick, Woodbury, MN
Susan Kay Rather"
Katie Rae Ratliff", Pikeville
Stephanie Erin Ray'", Louisville
Russell Alan Raymond'", Louisville
Kimberly B. Rector". Madison, IN
Angela Kay Reed, Champaign, IL
Colleen Elizabeth Reid, Stoney Brooke, NY
Edmund C. Reilly, Arlington, VA
Nathan Allen Reincheld. Stone Mountain,
GA
Matthew Scott Renfroe, Lexington
Cholo Cruz Repuyan. Zanesville, OH
Patricia Ann Rewwer'". Cincinnati, OH
Heather Lee Mays Reynolds, Hurricane, WV
Kevin Da vid Richards, Lexington
Mary Beth Richardson, Stanton
Andre Riddick", Brooklyn, NY
Mark Edward Riddle, Buxton, ME
Elizabeth Riffe'", Lexington
Natalie Loyal Riley, Lexington
Stephanie Dawn Roark", Mozelle
Clayton Travis Roberts'", Benton
John Bissen Roberts III, Louisville
Tom A. Roberts, Somerset
Rachel Christine Robertson, Hustonville
Elizabeth Lynne Robinson'", Louisville
Joseph John Rocchino JIT**,
<CollegeoCollegeville, PA
Michael Scott Rodman'", Ashland
Torrey Jay Rogers'", Russellville
Debra J Rone, Corydon
Matthew Taylor Ross**, Russell
Harvey William Rowe, Harrodsburg
Maura Anne Ruane, Syracuse, NY
Jason Joseph Carmine Russo, Lexington
Colleen Brietta Ryan, Bexley, OH
William David Rye, Russellville
Elizabeth Linville Safavi, Mt. Olivet
Robert Thomas Saffell*, LeXington
David Shawn Samford"", Mt. Sterling
Robert Mitchell Sartin*, Pilgram
Katherine Marie Sauerborn*, Lexington
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David W. Schatz'". Frankfort
Stacey Elizabeth Scherer, Louisville
Eric Paul Schildmeyer, Fort Thomas
Michael Ulrik Schlegel'", Harahan, LA
Martin Bradley Schmitt, Mansfield, OH
Michael Aaron Schoen, Shelbyville
Jonathan Hunter Schooling'", Danville
Lori Lynn Scott, Beckley, WV
Chad Allen Seabaugh, Hixson, TN
Scott Matthew Seager, Pittsford, NY
James Matthew Sears'", Paris
Cerlinde Christa Sekirnjak", Austria
Dominique Joel Serio, Paris
Catherine Sherrill Sevier'", Brentwood, TN
James Auston Sexton, Louisville
Wade Lambert Shacklette", Louisville
Amber Elizabeth Sharman, Lexington
Steven Charles Sharp, Falmouth
David Alan Shaw". Worthington, OH
Kevin Scott Shearer, Jamestown
Alan Blaine Shepherd'", McKee
Leslie Thomas Shepherd Ill, Louisville
Stanley P. Shifferd'". Florence
Michael Edward Shoemaker", Cumberland
Sarah Elizabeth Signorino, Elizabethtown
Lydia Mae Simmons'". Lexington
Rubi Ornelas Simon, Santa Ana, CA
Amanda Singh'", Central City
juva Marie Sizemore, London
Edwina Lynn Little Slone'". Pikeville
Chad Parrish Smith, Lexington
Lionell Tiger Smith, Versailles
Nancy Ruth Smith", Clarksville, TN
Patricia Yvonne Smith, Lexington
Phillip James Smyth, Lexington
Linda Jean Snyder, Lexington
Matthew Christian Solberg, Lexington
Nichole Marie Somerville, Lexington
Daniel Brian Souder, Florence
Jeffrey Allen Soukup'". Fredonia, NY
Michelle Spenlau'". Taylor Mill
Morgain Mary Sprague, Lexington
Thomas Elmus Springer lIT, Henderson
Laura Marie Stacy, Hazard
Albrecht Graham Stahmer, Prospect
Laurin Lentz Staley, Nicholasville
Deborah Sue Starns, Charlotte, NC
Laura Dewitt Steen, Midway
Jeffrey Mark Stein, E. Brunswick, NJ
Kurt Wilhelm Steinmann II, Lexington
Kristen L. Stephen, Owensboro
Angel Kaye Stevens, Jackson
Marty Lee Stevens'", Lexington
Ronald Sean Stewart, Mt. Olivet
Christopher James Stinnett'", Louisville
Brian Douglas Stocker, Louisville
Cindy Christine Stoops, Frankfort
Kimberley Shay Story*, Lexington
Kimberley Shay Story**, Lexington
Shambra L'annette Suber, Columbus, SC
Donald Jay Sudduth, Frankfort
Malinda Martin Sudduth, Versailles
Ludvig Sundin, Sweden
Rebecca J. Sutherland, Versailles
Maria Mequeil Sutton, E. Bernstadt
Darin Keith Swann**, Bremen
Brian Douglas Sweeney, Naperville, IL
Winston Adam Symmes, Gettysburg, PA
Dawn Marie Tabor*, Salem
Kathy Ward (Jones) Tackett, Georgetown
Pajar Tamin", Indonesia
Foo Keong Tan, Malaysia
Randall Kheng Juan Tan"'. Malaysia
Kathryn Ann Tattershall". Lexington
Eric Roy Tayce, Union
Jennifer Ellen Taylor, Louisville
Jennifer Renee Taylor, Strunk
Michael Efrem Taylor, Lexington
William Keller Taylor III, Paris
Antono Teang", Indonesia
Christopher Keith Thomas, Morehead
Kathleen Elisa Thompson, Dayton, OB
Charles Andrew Tipton", Bardstown
Patrick Michael Todd, Newbury Park, CA
Scott Millard Tomberlin", Chattanooga, TN
Christine Marie Tongate, Louisville
Jon Paul Tongate, Lexington
Mary Rose Tooms'", London
Robyn Lynne Tower, Oshkosh, WI
Robert Brian Teaughber, Louisville
Veronica Lynn Gault Triplett, Louisville
James Fugate Trusley IV", Seminole, FL
Chris Truijillo
Christina Kay Tuggey, Cleveland Hts. OH
Elizabeth Jane Turner'", Cave City
Heather Lee Turpen'", Barbourville
Richard Steven Tweddell, Henderson
Courtenay Leigh VanderWier, Lexington
Lee Russell Van Horn'". Lexington
Michael Shannon Vibbert ...., Paris
Shawna Lee Virgin'", Greenup
Shawn Howard Voils"", Russell Springs
Kevin Wayne Waddell, Shepherdsville
Leah Joy Wade, Greenville
Courtney Ann Waid, Acworth, GA
Frank W. Walker II*, Lexington
Kelly Jean Walters, Elizabethtown
Joshua Christopher Wardrip, Owensboro
Keith Eric Wardrip, Louisville
Brendon Michael Warnke, Lexington
Robert Daniel Warrington, Louisville
Audrey Marie Wassel", Lexington
Lucy [ett waterbury'", Richmond
Tonya Renee Webb, Turkey Creek
Robert Louis Webber, [r."". Louisville
Jonathan David Weber, Lexington
Renee Lynn Webster, Edgewood
Amelia Frances Weinfurtner, Ashland
Brian Koenig Welch, Louisville
Mark Aaron Welch, Lexington
Wendy Lee Wells'". Lexington
Daniel Edward Wells, Englewood, OH
Amy Anne West", Chillicothe, OH
Thaddeus Wade West, Harrodsburg
Tracy Erin West, Louisville
April Kathleen weston'", Villa Hills
Leslie Denise Weston", Madison, IN
Stephen Cory White'". Versailles
Tiffany Yvonne White", Louisville
Victoria Anastasia White, Lakeland, FL
Jennifer Leigh Whitlock, Danville
Krish Lynn Wichmann, Erlanger
John Robert Wicker II"',Louisville
Jason Paul Wigand, Richmond
Meg Britton Wiggins, Frankfort
Pamela Taylor Wilder"', Lexington
Douglas Gary Willets"'"',Beavercreek, OH
Jeffrey Alan Williams"", Waltonville, IL
Damon Blake Willis", Louisville
Benjamin Finley Willmott*", Lexington
Robert Douglas Wilson, Lexington
Mary Joan Wimberg, Independence
Samuel Steven Winstead", Madisonville
Sharon Lynn Winterhalter, Columbus, OH
Joseph Patrick Wise, Lexington
Thuy Charlene Witten, San Jose, CA
Lori Ann Wolfe, Springfield, OH
Christy Anne wood". Delaware, OH
Jeremy Douglas wood'", Lexington
Jennifer Jay worthington'". Danville
Amy Elizabeth Wright, Mayfield
Jonathan Newman Wright, Atlanta, GA
Justin Clark Yandell, Lexington
Christopher La-Don Yates, Elizabethtown
Joseph Yazvac Ill, Owensboro
Dana Ann Young, Lexington
John David Young, Rocky River, OH
John Deward Young, Erlanger
Stephen Allen Young'". Flatwoods
David William Yunt'". Louisville
Wanaporn Yuttayong'", Lexington
Michelle Husam Roth Zaghariet, Japan
Ryan Kelly Zimmerman", Somerset
Tricia A. Zodda", Monsey, NY
Bachelor of General Studies
William G. Malette IT,Visalia, CA
Mark Edward Murphy, Danville
Bachelor of Science
Tamara Dilrukshi Abhayawardhana, Sri-
Lanka
Stephanie Elise Ackner, Cincinnati, OH
Ronald (Bill) Adams, Jenkins
Wael Mohammed Ahmed, Lexington
Allison Leigh Akers, Pikeville
Charles Edward Akers, Jr."'"',Catlettsburg
Ali Ahmad Akhlaghi, Paintsville
Bouali Fredick Ameli, Lexington
Lily Anoja Arasaratnam
Aubre Ayn Arnett, Wayland
Nicole Rachele Arnold'", Lexington
Sean Michael Arthur, Chillicothe, OH
Christopher Todd Baker, Belton
Jennifer Faye Scott Ballou", Kenly, NC
Nicole Shunta Barnes, Louisville
Susan Vekie Banbel'". West Liberty
William Eark Barrett, Taylor Mill
Michael J. Bass, Greensburg
James Michael Bichler, Random Lake, WI
Kevin Michael Bickett, Shepherdsville
Dana Nadine Bigger, Owensboro
Melinda Kay Binegar, Athens, OH
Jane Bogdan Bogdanov", Macedonia
Michael Darrell Boggs, South Shore
Samantha Leigh Bohanon, New Albany, IN
Crystal Renee' Bond, Versailles
Scott Thomas Boyer, Dunwoody, GA
Christopher Robin Widing Brackney,
Lexington
Heather Diane Brown, Taylorsville
Kellie Jo Brown", Vine Grove
Robert Christopher Brown, Louisville
Kimberly Anne Buckner"'"',West Liberty
Joseph Lee Burnett, Louisville
Jason Robert Burns, Perrysburg, OH
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David Lee Butler'", Lexington
Julie Ann Byron", Lexington
Amber fl..nn Cable, Lexington
Jo~Nolan Caldwell"''', Ashland
Mark Alexander Campbell", Louisville
Lynn Ellen Carrico, Madisonville
Joseph Frank Caruso, Bound Brook, NJ
Lara Nicole Cassetty, Springfield
Jennifer Julie Cave, Louisville
William Michael Ceglinski, Paducah
Steven Douglas Chaffin'". Lexington
Steven Douglas Chaffin, Lexington
Pada ChaJothorn, Lexington
Kirby Michelle Chambers", Shelbyville
Gregory William Cherry'". Catlett, VA
[ahi Chikwendiu"', Lexington
Kyle Jamison Childers"', Corbin
Siew Yin Chow, Malaysia
Peter Austin Chrisco", Boonville, IN
Adrienne Brooke Clem, Nicholasville
Leah Shannon Cobb, Middlesboro
Alison LoAnn Bailey Collins, Manchester
Kenneth Dean Collova, Lexington
Cassandra Lynn Stacy Combs'", Hazard
James Darren Combs", Hindman
Kevin Scott Compton, Louisville
David Wade Conley, Lexington
Tina DeYonne Conrad'", Bronston
Robert Michael Cook, Lexington
James Kevin Cooper, Flemingsburg
Russell Hendren Cotton Ill, Danville
Jason Jacob Crawford, Felicity, OH
Tanaka Michele Cross", Louisville
Dawn Crutcher", Lexington
Robert Chadwick Cummins'". Louisville
Christopher Ross Cunningham, Louisville
Leslie Janelle Cupp, London
Stacey R. Curtis", Prospect
Shantha Sampath Dassanayaka. Srilanka
Daniel Aaron Davis, Mt Sterling
Emily Christina Deaton, Owensboro
Luca Richard Delatore, Steubenville, OH
Brian Patrick Delisle'". Orlando, FL
Kirsten Yvonne DeNoyelles, Lexington
Richard Shane Denton'". Henderson
Snehal Desai", Zambia
Ketah Dianne Doty, Lexington
Patrick Bryan Downs, Louisville
Erik Christopher Drake"''', Lexington
Erika Leigh Drummer'", Lexington
Melissa Anne Duncan'". Georgetown
Stephen Allen Dunlevy, Ashland
Scheryl Morrison Dunn, Lexington
Andrea Lynn Edelstein, Madisonville
Cynthia Denise Elam, Barbourville
Jerry Brent Elliott, Owensboro
Loren Rae Estill, Corbin
Rebekah Sue Bealle Faber, Hopkinsville
InSu Favia, Seoul, Korea
Kelly Ann Feltham, LaGrange
William Proctor Felts, Jr., Challis, 10
Stefan Fernandez"'*, Venezuela
Teresa M. Cook-Ferro"'"', Carlisle
Jared Alexander Fialkow""', Owensboro
Jason Matthew Fisk", Independence
Luke Carlos Fornari"', Huntington, WV
Christopher Brock Forsee"', Wheatley
John Daniel Franklin, Louisville
Roberto Steve Fusco"'"',Clifton, NJ
Devin Sumner Gary, Owensboro
Thomas Gregory Gash, Crestwood
Holly Kae-Brangwyn Gersch, Kokomo, IN
Jason Scott Gibson, Hopkinsville
William David Gill, Lexington
David Bertram Gillis, Versailles
Jacqueline Cividen, Brooksville
Douglas Brian Goetz", Independence
Rhonda Renee Goolsby, Lexington
Kevin Scott Coudy'", Louisville
Craig Stephen Graul, Versailles
Tyson Stewart HaW", Aurora, IN
Stephanie Renee Hammond, Russell Springs
Jennifer Kay Hamrick, Charleston, WV
Cindy [o Harp, Lexington
David Timothy Harris, Hopkinsville
John Brian Haspel", Pittsburg, PA
David Damion Hazlett, [r., Cincinnati, OH
Heather Marie Heaton'", Aliquippa, PA
Daniel Luke Helsten, Lexington
Ashley Broaddus Himes, Lancaster
Melissa Michelle Hiser, Louisville
Gregory Thomas Hoback'", Centerville, OH
LisaDeneen Hobson, Ligon
Marion Jack Hoffman, Ft. Thomas
Adam Brent Holt, Harrodsburg
David Austin Hudson ...., Lexington
Kimberly Hauser Huff, Versailles
Louis Eugene Hughley TIl,Lexington
RayPhilip Humphrey, Bedford, NH
Jennifer Anne Jackson, Lexington
Fahrnida Akhtar jahan'", B.S.B
Rebecca Shea [ohnson'", LaGrange
Marc E. Jones", Prestonsburg
JuliaMarie Juhasz, Lexington
JeffreyDavid Kauppi, Kalamazoo, MI
Mark Joseph Kazee, Ashland
Kenneth Brian Kelly", Franklin
Peter Terence Kiernan", Lexington
Cara Beth Kiger, Grayson
Michael Rhea King, Russellville
Monica Shenetta King, Lexington
David Ross Kirkpatrick, Tompkinsville





Douglas Allan Leach", Lexington
AllisonMarie Lile, Frankfort
Joshua Anthony Lile, Versailles
Hugh Daniel Liles, Lexington
Stephen Brent Lindsey, Beaver Dam
KarlGustav Lindstrom, Russell
EmilyJean Long ...., Lakeside Park
Charles James Lynch III, Vine Grove
Marilyn Renee Lyons, Lexington
Pamela Avery Adams Maguet, Corbin
Tammy Lee Mahan", Williamsburg
Edward Allen Mahoney", Campbellsburg
Erin Elizabeth Malone", Augusta
Tonya Susan Mann'", Louisville
Ami Elizabeth Marshall, South Beloit, IL
Bryan Patrick Mason'", Louisville
Christi Allison Masterson, Sonora
Laura Kaye Mathis, Montgomery, WV
Matthew Fredrick Mauller'". Lancaster, OH
Steven Christopher Mayes'". Hopkinsville
Andrea Keith Franklin McCubbin,
Campbellsville
Ellet C McDonald, [r., Frankfort
Matthew Aaron Merkt, Louisville
Sonia Merle", Canada
Alison Anne Messmer, Fort Thomas
Latonya Michelle (Abney) Miller, Lexington
Michelle Lynn Miller, Lexington
Carol Beth Mize ...., Cadiz
Patricia Brett Morris, Paintsville
Jennifer Lee Moses, Louisville
Callie Ellen Mullins, Mt. Vernon
Robin Chesney Muncy, Hyden
Erica Marie Murrell", Owensboro
David Claude Nelson"
Reginald Santiago Opimo ...., Huntington,
WV
Julie Elayne Osborne, Vine Grove
James Arnold Owens III", Lexington
Cynthia Susanne Palmgreen, Louisville
Paul Casey Lee Parker'", Paducah
Rose Angela Pary, Louisville
Nimesh Hasmukh Patel, Berea
Tamara Sue Perkins, Lexington
Steven Keith Perry, Madisonville
Trinity Damon Persful, Cincinnati, OH
Jason Richard Phillabaum, Taylor Mill
Donna Michelle Pierce, Richmond
David Dale Portwood, Winchester
Glen Ellis Powell II, Louisville
Beth Ann Preece, Turkey Creek
Jason Matthew Ramsey", Frankfort
Kenneth Joseph Randles
Elizabeth Paisley Reynolds, Springfield, IL
Clay Allen Redmond ...., Maysville
Peter Stuart Reed, Lexington
Bradley Steven Reveal ...., Dayton, OH
Gretchen Noelle Robinson", Toledo, OH
Nicolas Edward Robinson, New Zealand
Shadow J. Q. Robinson, Mouthcard
Gregory Keith Rodgers, Middleburg
Ahren Marie Roth, Milford, OH
Nevelyn Headrick Russell ....
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Nancy J. Samolitis, Peru, IL
Carmen Virginia Santana Bonnelly,
Lexington
Mario Peter Santulli, Louisville
Leslie Alison Schumacher, Knoxville, TN
Katherine Scott'". Ashland
Sean Christopher Seamonds'"
Kin Wayne Shaw, Owensboro
Jessica Adrena Shoopman, Liberty
Susan Elliott Short'", Lexington
Stefan B. Shown, Owensboro
Myra Sheree Sizemore , Hyden
Brian Duane Skinner , Madisonville
Stephanie A. Skinner
Michael Keith Smith, Hindman
Shannon 1. Snapp, Frankfort
Rodney Christopher Stigall, Hebron
Eric Michael Straub ...., Lexington
Gary W. Stone, Henderson
Alison Lynn Stotts, Lexington
Brandon Joseph Strobl, Danville
Michelle Leigh Stump, Charleston, WV
Diana K. Erikson Sullivan, Louisville
Eva Elizabeth Sum, Russell
William DeAngelo Tabor, Lexington
Vanessa West Tackett", Madisonville
Janak Talwalkar, Lexington
Sau-Ming Tam", Hong Kong
Kimberly Ward Testerman'", Lexington
Ryan Conley Thomas'", Lexington
Christopher Michael Thompson
Gina Maria Toombs, Moreland
John Michael Triplett'", Warfield
[arrod Morrow True, Frankfort
William Bradley Vernon, Danville
Jeffrey Thomas Vessels, Vine Grove
Amy Michelle Wagner, Erlanger
Ellen Elizabeth Walker ...., Lexington
Patrick Allen Walsh, Lexington
Martin R. Ward, Beech Grove
Jeremy Lee Warner, Marietta, OH
Dana Rachelle Weaver, Lexington
Philepia Joyce Weaver, Louisville
Robert P. Whelan, Lexington
Chanty Lynn White, Hopkinsville
Stephen Spalding White, Nicholasville
Gordon Daniel Wieland, Louisville
Barry R. Williams, Annville
Denise Elaine Williams", Lexington
William Clay Willmott'". Bowling Green
Aaron (Shawn) wilson'". Owensboro
Gregory Allen Woosley, Lexington
Andrew Rene' Zamora'". Flemingotn, NJ
Francis Gruezo Zamora, Charleston, WV
Christian Hale Zering, Litchfield, CT
Charles Marcus Zieba", Murphysboro, 1L
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Robert Scott Adams, Louisville
Andrew Kerr Aitken, England
Leigh Ann Alderson'". Paducah
Marti Krista Alexander'". Louisville
Perry Scott Alexander III, Lexington
Corey Jason Allen, Mayfield
Donna R. Allen ...., Lexington
Stephen N. Ananias, Normal, IL
Alex Michael Lee Anderson, Hopkinsville
John Reddick Anderson UI,Paducah
Kimberly Sue Anderson ...., Danville
Michelle Renee Anderson, Nicholasville
Jonathan Carl Andrews, So. Bend, IN
Amy Lawrence Andriot, Louisville
Tiffany Anne Arthur'". Dayton, OH
Emily Hayati Badroddin". Malaysia
David Hilton Baldridge, Lexington
Bradley Gene Baldwin'". Madisonville
Janet Ball...., Los Angeles, CA
Thomas Jason Ballard, Bardstown
Pamela Jean Watson Bancroft, Lexington
Thomas Ryan Bannon, Louisville
Geoffrey Borlase Bameby'". Lexington
Christopher Beh". Malaysia
Jennifer Michelle Bellman, Nicholasville
Robert Todd Benson, Ft. Mitchell
Lee Ann Berlin, Moundsville, WV
Mehrdad Bidarian. Lexington
Michael E. Biddle II, Corbin
Laura Marie Bird, Versailles
Kelly Leigh Bishop, Lexington
William Marshall Boso'". Lexington
Lyle Daniel Bowling", Frankfort
Dawn Michele Brandenburg, Lexington
William Maurice Brewer, Jr.", Lexington
James T. Brown'", Bardstown
Paul Brown, Frankfort
Kent Hamilton Browning", Louisville
Kim M. Bucci", Granger, IN
Michael Wayne Buckman, Louisville
James Stevens Burchett'", Lexington
Michael Bradley Burris'", Frankfort
Kyle Erwin Busch'", Lexington
Tamara L. Bush", Lexington
Tyler Timothy Butler, Louisville
Benjamin LeRoy Butters, Iowa City, IA
Amir A. Bux'". Pakistan
Gabriel Mark Byrne'". Louisville
Michael Clark Carr'", Prospect
Joe Charley Carroll, [r.t", Lexington
Angela Lee Case, Junction City
Christopher A. Casenhiser", Naperville, IL
Michelle Renee Cheffin'", Ashland
Hoi-Yen Chan, Dayton, DH
Kwok-Hung Chan'", Hong Kong
Ngai Tim Chan, Malaysia
Chin Chen Chang'". Malaysia
Tejen K. Chang, Taiwan
Stephanie Michelle Chaplin, Butler
Hae Nam Chee'", South Korea
Chee-Yeow Chen, Malaysia
Wan Leng Cheng'", Malaysia
Chee Hong Chew, Malaysia
Lai Vee Chin'", Malaysia
Donald Gilbert Clark'". Henderson
Steven Franklin Claypoole'". Louisville
Andrea Kathryn Clifford'", Lexington
Wesley A. Cohron, Bowling Green
Richard Kelly Colson'", Somerset
Elizabeth Anne Combs, Middletown, OH
Jason E. Combs'", Somerset
Phillip Ross Compton, Louisa
Anthony James Condi'", Lexington
Lee Congleton, Lexington
Rajneel Conhyea'". Mauritius
John Louis Conrad III*",Owensboro
Tanner Bixby Cork'", Ellicott City, MD
Brian Keith Cornett", Owensboro
Elbert Alan Cornett", Cumberland
Lisa Carol Cornett", London
Jason Matthew Costelle", Louisville
John Howard Cottrell, Crestwood
Herschel E. Creed"
Lucinda Dawn Cummins", Louisville
Everett Worthen Currier Ill. Louisville
Cheryl Ann Davidson, Fisty
David Lee Davis", Elizabethtown
John Jason Davis, London
Richard Patrick Davis, Naperville, IL
Kelley Suzanne Deaton, Elizabethtown
Elizabeth Ann Denny", Lexington
Tshonbosetga Modeste Djedi", Zaire
Petros Demetri Drakos", Cyprus
Carl Brantley Dreisbach
Jason Thomas Eibel'". Florence
Darci Marie Ellingson*, Union
Austin Scott Elmer, Louisville
Reha Mehmet Erman, Istanbul, Turkey
John Michael Falace, Lexington
Sandra Lynn Feeley, Lexington
Matthew Wayne Fink", Louisville
[onel Denise Fisher"*, Lexington
Aaron Bradley Fletcher'". Lexington
Hans Allen Plueck'"
Jason Jerome Flynn, Somerset
Shellie Lee Foard"", Louisville
Jessica Ann Folz ...., Lexington
Joel Anthony Fowler, Mackville
Tyrrell Jude Fox'", Baltimore, MD
Robert Michael Frank", Louisville
Scott Allen Fryzel, Rochester Hills, IL
Tim Michael Funke, Louisville
Shujiro Puruhashi'". Japan
Daniel Bill Gaeta, Bedminster, NJ
Andrew Michael Gall, Lexington
Michael Christopher Garcia", Collierville, TN
Robert Harold Gayle III, Louisville
Kevin L. Gibson", Louisville
James Calvin Givens II, Hopkinsville
Jennifer Lee Glenn, Crittenden
Kerri [o CoW, Lexington
Joshua Patrick Craven'". Louisville
Brian Thomas Cravitt'", Lexington
Kimberly Ann Creenwell'". Owensboro
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Mary Kathleen Gribbins, Lebanon
Michael John Cuelcher'", Mechanicsburg, PA
Scott Eric Gurney, Lexington
Jennifer Anne Hagan'", Owensboro
Quinton James Haight, Highland Park, IL
Jennifer K. Halloway, Lexington
Afizah Hamzah'". Malaysia
William Michael Hannold'", Prospect
Susan Cayle Harmon, Danville
Crystal Lynn Harris, Hopkinsville
Ronald Edward Harrison", Lexington
David Lee Hart, Lexington
Laura Lea Hartline, Louisville
Joanna L. Hatton, Toledo, OH
Melissa Anna Hawes, Buffalo Grove, lL
Sarah Elizabeth Hayden, Owensboro
Ulysses Christopher Hayes, Japan
Sophia Justice Hays'", Pikeville
Douglas P. Heinrich'". Dayton, OH
Shannon Lynn Hensley, Munfordville
Shannon S. Herron'". London
Brian A. Hersh, Lexington
Andrea Leagh Higgins'". Louisville
William Eric Hines ...., Jamestown
John Freeman Mason Hockensmith II"*,
Floyds Knobs, IN
Cara Ashley Holloway", Prospect
Emily Stowe Hood, Harrodsburg
William E. Hopkins, Lexington
Brian Joseph Hovekamp'", Louisville
Amy Elizabeth Hoy, Williamsburg, PA
Gregory Alan Hoying, Sidney, OH
Shu-Ching Catherine Hsieh, Taiwan
Connie Jo Huddle*, Napoleon, DH
Matthew William Hughes, Indianapolis, IN
Tracy Nicole Hughes", Liberty
Amy Leigh Hunter, Lexington
Catherine Squifflet Hurt'", Murray
Nathan Edward Hutchison, Memphis, TN
Thomas Shelton Hyams, Hopkinsville
Robin A. Hyden", Danville
Ruziana Ayu Ibnu Ruslen", Malaysia
George Henry lmorde III, Newport News,
VA
Takashi Ishida, Japan
Matthew Dale Jackson, Adairville
Matthew Hale jacobs". Lexington
James Fredrick [ett, [r."', Miamisburg, OH
Marcus Anthony [ohannesmeyer
Bryan Louis Johnson, Ogden, UT
Daniel Alexander [ohnson'", Greeneville, TN
Paul Shane [ohnson'", Henderson
Jennifer Lee Jones, LaGrange
Stephen Troy [ones'". Winchester
Willie Eddie Jones, [r., Radcliff
Russell Patrick Kaelin'", Lexington
Adam David Kane, Oscola, IN
Scott Andrew Karch, Louisville
Carolyn Sue Kash, Lexington
Nermal Kaur'", Malaysia
Deanna Leigh Kearns, Lexington
Christopher Reed Kerr, Wheeling, WV
Francis Peter Klein III", Louisville
Jacqueline Rosetta Knox, Memphis, TN
Luann Marie Kovar'"
Jon David Krebs, Louisville
Rebecca Marsh Kreissl, Villa Hills
Brian Joseph Lail", Lexington
Patrick Ryan Lake, Henderson
Tung-Sheng Lan'", Taiwan
Ford N. Lankford, Lexington
Francisco Esteban Larrea", Ecuador
Shannon Angela Laws". Villa Hills
Damien Shawn Laymon'", Harrodsburg
Lisa Marie Lee'", Louisville
Demond Brent Leggs, Paducah
Lucy Clare Leibel'"', Lexington
Ping Sian Leow'", Malaysia
Brandy Leigh Lewis, McMurray, PA
Lingyun Li'". China
Ming Hui Lim, Malaysia
Karen Aultz Linkous, Lewisburg, WV
Marcia Diann Little'". Hamilton, OH
Michael Anthony Livingston, Alexandria
Kevin Charles Lloyd, Louisville
Darrell Eugene Loutner'", Lexington
Iasna Lucic'". Yugoslavia
Amy Cheree Luckett'", Dunmor
Wendell Anthony Luckett, jr.:", Lebanon
Cory Alan Luebbehusen", Jasper, IN
William John-Porter Lyons'", Monticello
John Wallace Madden 11*"",Louisville
Chris Joseph Mallory, Louisville
Kimberly Darlene Mangan", Clarkson
Vijay Manoharan, Malaysia
Gopalan Mariappan, Malaysia
Sharon ~ee Martin'", Fairmont, WV
Alwiyah Masbah'". Malaysia
Ashley Blair Matthews, Mt. Washington
Edward Anthony Mayer, [r."', Louisville
Allison Rae McAllen**, Dallas, TX
Charleyne Evelyn McArdle, Lexington
Sean M. Mct.arthy", Marietta, OH
Kristy [o McDaniel, Lexington
James Brandon Mclfonald", Lexington
Jennifer Lynn McGhee"""",Greenville
Christopher Kevin McGinnis*, Russellville
Jessica Manion McGurk, Columbus, OH
Kristen Fair Mckibben'", Louisville
William S.Meadows'", Louisville
Scott Eugene Mertz", Lexington
Christopher Jason Miculis, Henderson
Steven Ray Mock". Hopkinsville
Keith Edward Monsour'", Louisville
David A. Montgomery". Lexington
George Edward Moore IV**,Shelbyville
Clayton Thomas Mooring"""",Louisville
Michael James Moran, Cincinnati, OH
Adonis Jermaine Morris, Louisville
Melissa Carol Morris"""",Lawrenceburg
James Luther Morrison, Jr., Brandenburg
Maurice Lamont Morrison, Louisville
Angela Morton, Lexington
Joseph David Moses, Westlake, OH
Michelle Jo Moss"""",Louisville
David Lawrence Mount*, Louisville
Anne A. Moyer**, Louisville
Carl David Mullins, Lily
Bridgette Nichole Murphy, Owensboro
Lowell David Murray, London
AliAsad Murtaza"""",Marseilles, IL
David L. Muse, Lexington
LeeMiles Muster, Calhoun
Simone Alessandra Nalli", Aliquippa, PA
Tiffany Carol Neidhardt'", Longwood, FL
Jeffrey William Nelson, Lexington
Perry Arthur Neuman, Lexington
Elliot William Newman, Williamsburg, VA
Oi Geok Ng'", Malaysia
Kamilah Allene Oakley, Providence
Timothy Eugene Palummo, Radcliff
Nicholas Andreou Panayi'", Cypress
Hari Neveen Paranthaman, Malaysia
Frank Curtis Parker III, St. Louis, MO
Karen Lynne Pence, Decatur, IL
Danette Ann Pennington, Mahonet, IL
Autumn Lee Percefull, Radcliff
Julie Carol Pierce, Lexington
Clayton Alan Pixler'", Florence
Stuart Clark Poage, Salem, OH
Shannon Denise Poole'", Lawrenceburg
Douglas Floyd Gene Poore, Florence
Bryan Clark Pope, Naperville, IL
Jodi Lin Popham'", Independence
Kimberly Kristine Porter, Louisville
Brian Seldon Prater'", Jackson
Anthony Joseph Price
Gary Joseph Priel, Louisville
Yongwat Prugsanuwong*, Thailand
William Richard Pulliam III"""",Georgetown
Lisa Marie Punzo, Elmira, NY
Patrick Joseph Quirk, Cold Spring
Thomas Eric Raible, Goshen
Timothy Clore Ratliff", Louisville
Kevin Michael Reed'", Central City
Susan Shephard Reed'". Prospect
Donna Kay Reeder, Lexington
Gregory Alan Reid'", Louisville
Clayton Barrett Reynolds'", Louisville
Francis Mark Reynolds, Lebanon
Passion Ia'Kenya Richardson, Palmetto, FL
Daniel Alan Rider, Fairfield, OH
James Allen Risinger, [r., Evansville, IN
Kimberly [o Ann Roberts", Versailles
Melody Ann Roberts, Pikeville
Sheldon Lee Roberts", Lewisport
Eric Ryan Robertson, Owensboro
Catherine Bernice Rogers'"', Lawrenceburg
Allison Kaye Rosenzweig'", Sebree
Mark Alan Ross'", Somerset
Keith Varyan Roush, Alexandria
Joanna Lynn Routh, Louisville
Justin Luke Ruschell, Grafton, VT
Ken-Yong Saap'", Malaysia
Hassiyah Salleh", Malaysia
Lily Elias Samaan, Nicholasville
Vijayan Santhirasegaran, Malaysia
Anne Christina Sarkalahti, Finland
Lauren Elizabeth Satterwhite"""",Bristol, TN
Stephanie Schroder, Ft. Mitchell
Mike Anthony Shanahan"", Pittsburgh, PA
Heather Annette Shanks, Maineville, OH
Theresa Marie Shaw, Beavercreek, OH
Brian D. Shrensker, Louisville
Pei-Huang Shu"""",Malaysia
Matthew Paul Shuler, Louisville
Phillip Jeffrey Simmons, Simpsonville, SC •
Nicholas James Skrodzki"", Clarksville, TN
David Patrick Smith, Springfield, IL
James G. Smith"",Lexington
Nancy Carol Smith"""",Lexington
Jason Lucas Squires**, Louisville
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Carl Edward Stacy'", Versailles
Jennifer K. Stephens, Somerset
Christina Marie Steuck, Lexington
Jennifer Maggie Stiles'", Greenbrier, TN
James Michael Stone, Clay City
Gideon Hoe Han Tan, Malaysia
Tai-Aik Tan, Malaysia
Peter Chung Teck Tang, Malaysia
Derrick Joseph Thompson, Owensboro
Elizabeth Ellen Thompson", Charleston, WV
Tiffany Shiloh Timmons, Pittsburgh, PA
Aaron Zachary Tobin'". Richmond
Stephanie Lynn Ferrell Tolson'". Sudith
Diane Tyree Adcock Tokar
Sherry Jean Kirkwood Tomblingson,
Madisonville
Michelle Marie Tonietti, Glendale
Tay Nghi To Trong, Beaver Dam
Stacey Lee True, Crittenden
Jason Bradley Tussey", Danville
Darren Wayne Valentine, Versailles
William P. Vaughn'". Pewee Valley
Tara Jane Waddell, Cub Run
Matthew Stith wetters'", Versailles
Keith Joseph Walukas, Solon, OH
Mark Jeffrey Wandall"", Sarasota, FL
Jason Bradford Webb I"",Charleston, WV
Kenneth W. Weber, Louisville
Monica Lyn wets. Lexington
Brian David Wells, Lexington
Darin Theodore Weyer, Louisville
Holly Rae Weyer, Louisville
Kevin Patrick Whelan, Villa Hills
James Jeremy White, Frankfort
Joseph Cornett white", Manchester
Trever T. White**, Bloomfield
Amy Jean whitlow", Lexington
Ranney Valla Wiesmann, Bowling Green
Scott Patrick Willett, Pikeville
Robert Terry Scott Willhoite, Georgetown
Kenneth Thomas Williams, Providence
Marc Christopher Williams, Valparaiso, IN
Craig Philip Wilson, Lexington
Shane Howard wilson", Jackson
James Richard Wombles, Lexington
Hsien Hui Wong, Malaysia
Brian Douglas Wright", Owensboro
Chen-Chen Wu, Taiwan
Ben Shiow Yap, Malaysia
Najib Hussein Yatlm
[in Ann Yeoh, Malaysia
Theresa Pei-Ling Yeow'", Malaysia
Amy Lou Young, Madisonville
Christopher Michael Young, Richmond
William Lawrence Young"""",Lexington
Darren Mun Cheong Yuen, Malaysia
Jeffrey David Zinger, Louisville
Bachelor of Science in
Accounting
Bruce Roger Albertson, Jr., Louisville
Tanya Marie Allman, Cincinnati, OH
Ann Marie Kathleen Alvord, Westchester
County, NY
Michelle Renee Anderson, Nicholasville
Pamela J. Anderson"""",Lexington
Gretchen Leigh Arrington, Ashland
Amanda Joy Aymond, Paducah
Brian Wade Bailey, Crittenden
Jennifer Lynn Baker'". Granite City, IL
Shanon Marie Baker, Lexington
Steven G. Ballard, Lexington
Ronnie Scottilynn Barnes, Lancaster
Jon Zachary Barnum, Bowling Green
Richard Hardy Barrows III, Ottawa Lake, MI
David Neil Bedwell, Whitesburg
Thomas Joseph Bennett, Ir.", Louisville
David William Bevins'", Pikeville
Deborah Ann Bewley'". Rineyville
Jason K Bewley'". Rineyville
Amit Bhagat'". New Delhi, India
Timothy C. Bihl,Richmond
Thaddeus Andrew Bishop'", Owensboro
Michael Christopher Blumetti'". Lexington
Christopher Ray Bolin'"', Shelbyville
Jeffrey Daniel Bolis, Egg Harbor Township,
NJ
Karen Eileen Boyd, Frankfort
Stacy Renee' Boyd, Pikeville
Brittany Paige Bradshaw", Nicholasville
David Scott Bramel", Georgetown
Hope E. Braverman, Livonia, MI
Shawn Phillip Browning'"', Madisonville
James Hansford Bryant III, Lancaster
Brian K. Buchanan'"', Paris
Kimberly Bumpus, Henderson
Andrew Christian Bunnell", Hardyville
Thomas Lee Busby'". Henderson
Rebecca Gail Bussell, Charleston, WV
Charles D. Butler**,Nicholasville
Melissa Edwards Byrd'", Owensboro
Kristen Michele Campbell, Henderson
April Elizabeth Raider Caraballo'"', Versailles
Melissa Dawn Carman, Kings Mountain
Vickie Rae Carpenter'", Mt. Sterling
Jerrod Allen Carrico'", Springfield
Anthony Murrel Cecil, Winchester
Lynda Denise Clark, Lexington
Brenda Michelle Coats'". Glasgow
Evan Patrick Collins", Houston, TX
Lee Congleton, Lexington
Allison Ingram Cooper, Ashland
Stephanie Yvonne Cooper", Brooksville
Lisa Carol Cornett'", London
Nick Lane Cross", Brandenburg
Yimin Dai'"
Stacy Lynne Davis, Grand Blanc, MI
John Withington Day'", Lexington
William David Deans'", Goshen
David Brock Denton, Bowling Green
Valerie Michelle Domanico, Villa Hills
Randall Anthony Downs'"', Radcliff
Cassondra [o Dunning, Fremont, MJ
Leo Pate Ebanks, Grand Cayman Islands
James Thomas Ehmann**, Lexington
Brian T. Eller**,Paducah
Dawn Michelle Evans**, LaCenter
Marc Ashley Evans**,Lexington
William David Farrar**,Sparta
Jonathan Spencer Faught, Bowling Green
David Matthew Fisse, Greensburg, IN
Kara Marie Fistek, Cleveland, OH
Hans Allen Flueck**,Lexington
Jessica Ann Folz**,Lexington
Kelly Dawn Foshee, Paducah
Julia Christine Foster**,Lexington
Stacie Lynne Freeman, Opelika, AL
Mark Steven Gallegos, Des Plaines, IL
Larry Darryl Garrett, Lexington
Erin Elizabeth Ciles'", Warsaw
Christopher Hudson Goodman", Lexington
Rick Morris Crant'", Liberty
Tanna Margaret Green, Dixon
Tracy Arden Criffith'", Lexington
Betty Smith Cunnels", Nicholasville
Matthew Dean Hall, Henderson
Kathleen Anne Halley, St. Louis, MO
Ryan 1.Hardy, Lexington
Gregory Shawn Hermon'", Lexington
Gwen Ann Harring", Fairfield, OH
Ronald Edward Harrison", Lexington
Carrie Ann Hayden, Louisville
Jason Cooper Henderson, Somerset
Christopher Allen Henry'". Maysville
Tammy Ann Hensley, Hyden
Stuart Randall Hibbs, Radcliff
Joseph Shane Hicks, Radcliff
Brice Alan Higdon'", Bronston
Andrea Leagh Higgins'", Louisville
Jennifer Kara Hodge, Princeton
Elizabeth Ashley Hudson, Louisville
Brian Daniel Huntington'", Louisville
Nicole Larkin Hurt'". Lexington
Thomas Shelton Hyams, Hopkinsville
Cherie Lynne Iackson'", Lexington
Ellen Brooke Janes, Bardstown
Jeremy Lee [anes'". Bloomfield
Jason Kevin [ohnson'". Georgetown
TeNisha Nicole Johnson Collins'". Louisville
Jennifer Lee [ones'", LaGrange
Sherry Ann [ones", Paris
Wesley Kent jones'". Lexington
Dana Michelle [ordan'", Paducah
John Stephen luhasz". Lexington
Nicole Abbott Key, Flatwoods
Iqbal Khan
Leslie Patricia Kitchens, Kansas City, MO
Jennifer Ryan Koon, Hopkinsville
Luann Marie Kovar'", Lexington
Jill Krieger"
Martin Eugene Lanham", Owensboro
Mark Richard Lasky"
Christi Shannon Lee,Mt. Sterling
Amanda Jeanne Lillie, Louisville
Amy Rae Livesay, Woodstock, VA
Eric R. Maeder", Lexington
Alicia Victoria Mapp'", Chattanooga, TN
John Morrison McAtee, Louisville
Christopher Michael McCoy, Winchester
Laura Ann McCreary*, Harlan
Robert Thomas McKiernan, Louisville
Molly Elizabeth McKinney, Marietta, OH
Joel David Melloan", Louisville
Kelly [o Meredith*, Rineyville
Dina Hendrickson Milliner, Louisville





Stephen Ryan Mulligan*, Lexington
Lowell David Murray, London
Jeffrey William Nelson, Lexington
Clara Nicole Nicholson**, Nicholasville
Mas'ud Nordin, Malaysia
Kevin Alan O'Bryant, Hodgenville
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Jon Michael Panor", Lexington
Sujeevan Pathmerajah, SriLanka
Stephanie Gayle Pearson, Florence
Danette Ann Pennington, Mahonet, IL
Lori Roane Pettit
John Martin Preston", Paintsville
Cheri Lynne Pulliem'", Lexington
William Richard Pulliam III**,Georgetown
Jeremy Joseph Ratiff'", Leburn
Tiffany Danielle Reynolds'", Frankfort
Shannon Marie Rhoton'". Dry Ridge
Larry Denzil Roberts'", Ashland
Melody Ann Mullins Roberts, Pikeville
Valerie June Robinette'", Lexington
Bradley Lewis Robinson'". Louisville
James 1.Rodgers, Jr., Lexington
John Allen Rogers, Danville
Colleen Patrice Ross, Louisville
Derek Edward Rutledge, Glasgow
Jennifer Denise Sanders, Harrodsburg
Scott Edward Sanders". Louisville
David Joseph Scheve, Lexington
Susan Ann Schiffner, Lexington
Brian C. Schultz, Louisville
Paul Jonathan Scott, Beech Grove
Steven Wayne Sebastian, Lexington
Mary Beth Seiter, Ft. Thomas
Lori D. Senters'", Louisa
Elizabeth Mattingly Serey", Morehead
Pei-Huang Shu, Malaysia
Shannon Lee Sims, Owensboro
Jill Susanne Smiley, Madisonville
Jeffrey Andrew Smith'", Lexington
Julia Ann Smith, Madison, WI
Lori Lyn Smith'", Nicholasville
Patrick Charles Smith, Montgomery, WV
Richard Trevor Smith, Louisville
Scott Alan Smith, Brooksville
Gerald Edwin Smyth, [r.", Englewood, OH
Heather Nicole Soto, Louisville
Joseph Carroll Spalding, Louisville
Angela Renee Sparks, Florence
Kathleen Gentry Spears", Lexington
Christopher Todd Spencer, Somerset
Cooatay Raynonda Stafford'", Louisville
LeMeka Renee Starks". Louisville
Kevin Scott Steier, Louisville
Mary Elizabeth Stengel, Lexington
Christopher Darrell Stephens, Hamilton, OH
Robin Renee Stephens'". Greenup
Leesa [o Rania Stines, Loyall
Justin Kent Stone, Lexington
Kana Sugisaki", Japan
Amy Jean Sullivan, Rochester
Chadwick Lee Thomas", Lebanon
Adrian O. Thompson'"
Todd Woodard Tipton, Lexington
Lisa G. Tooley, Louisville
Carrie Ann Turner, Uniontown
Shelley Renee Vaught*, Harrodsburg
William Michael Voorhees, Ft. Mitchell
Nathan Andrew Wain
Susan Lynn Walander, Radcliff
Laura Marie Walters, Lexington
Sarah Gray Walters*, Pikeville
William Watkins Walton, Houston, TX
Stad 1.Warnock-Receveur, Lexington
Mark Aaron Washington**, Dallas, TX
Billy Jerrod Watson**,Wortland
Rebecca Kathryn Watts, Mayfield
Sylvia Ann Wendell, Lexington
Thomas Dale Wethington, Casey Creek
Charles F. Whelan II"", Frankfort
Brad Thomas White*", Atlanta, GA
Matthew Devon White, New Castle
Gina Lynn Whitis, Somerset
Crystal Marie Williams, Cerulean
Kenneth Thomas williams'", Providence
Marc Christopher Williams, Valparaiso, IN
Brian Alan Wilson", Poole
Dax Ryan Womack, Henderson




Amy Gill Young, Charleston, WV
Carrie Io Young, Lexington
Joyce Carol Young, Lexington
Natalie Lynn Young", Portsmouth, OH
Richard David Zander", Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Business & Economics
Stephen N. Ananias. Normal, IL
Kristi Renee Anderson, Crystal Lake, IL
Chin Chen Chang'". Malaysia
Neal Adam Fitch, Louisville
Jonathan Lee Foster, Louisville
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[ae Young Hyun, South Korea
Gregory Mark Kolodziej, Lexington
Michael Charles Larrow, Bahamas
Jeffrey Michael Levak, S. Charleston, WV
Eric Allen Ludwig, Louisville
Bret Alan McKitrick, Vienna, WV
Mei Yu Mok'", Hong Kong
Sujeevan Pathmarajah, SriLanka
Thomas Eric Raible, Goshen
Stephen Phillip Roach", Owensboro
James Michael Stone, Clay City
Jeffrey Eugene Thomas, Louisville
Connie Lynn Verrill, Louisville
Travis Brett Wolfinger, Findlay, OH
College of Communications & Information Studies
Dean: Douglas A. Boyd
Bachelor of Arts
Lesley Michelle Abell, Lebanon
Alan Anthony Aja, Louisville
Diane Noren Andal'", Lexington
Nathan Robert Anderson, Princeton, WV
Katie Baker, Covington
Stephanie Laing Baker, Stanford
Joseph Michael Banks, Nicholasville
Amy Elizabeth Bames'"', Louisville
Jessica Lynn Bayer, Cincinnati, OH
Jessica Sophie Bean", Alexandria, VA
Vanessa Nicole Bentley'", Louisville
Daniel Alan Bishop'"', Louisville
Sonyia Beth Blackburn, Rockport
Millicent Lee Bolton, Winchester
Brandon C. Bowlds, Louisville
Allison Brashear Ramsey, Williamstown
Bethany Ann Brewer", Elizabethtown
Melissa Anne Brinke'", Lexington
Michael Eugene Brown, Louisville
David Jerome Burke, Louisville
Ruth Helen Campbell, Winchester
Rachel Lynn Capps, Prospect
Mary Amanda Cawood, Pineville
Tak Shing Chan", Hong Kong
[i Yeon Choi'". South Korea
Erin Heather Church, Alexandria
Steven Raymond Closs, Teaneck, NJ
Jodi Lea Cobb, Milford, OH
Strauzie Lynnetta Collins, Louisville
Robin Wayne Cosby". Louisville
Ashley Ellison Cox, Louisville
Kimberly J. Croft**, Ledbetter
Michael D. Cuson". Atlanta, GA
Alanna Marie Dalton, Wellesley, MA
Shelia Kay Dalton
Jason Anthony Dattilo, Louisville
Matthew D. DeFoor**, Troy, IL
Danielle Marie Dennison'". Louisville
Laura Sue Dickson, Beavercreek, OH
Andrew Thomas Dietz'", Louisville
Monica Dimond'", Summerhill, PA
Erin Michelle Draper, Richmond, VA
Andrea Lynn Duncan, Uniontown
Brittany Allyn Dykeman, Winchester
Samantha Leigh Eades, Lexington
Brian Matthew Eads. Lexington
Stacey Melissa Eidson, Asheville, NC
Emily Brooks Ezell", Cadiz
Mary Jacqueline Flegle, Bardwell
James Andrew Forbush", Lexington
J. Kyle Foster Newton'". Owensboro
Andre Don Foushee'"', Louisville
Michelle 1.Gibbons, Lakeside Pk
Tiffany Ann Gilmartin, Santa Clara, CA
Amy Lynn Glenn, Bowling Green
Trevor Cristin Goodman, Elizabethtown
William Jamie Cray'". Barbourville
Allen D. Greer, Lexington
Erin Amanda Greer, Lexington
Leona Lou Hacker, Richmond
Heidi Lynn Hahn*, Ft. Mitchell
Keli Denise Handley'", Hartford
Bennett Lee Haney, Winchester
Amy Lynn Harris, Springfield
George Sterling Harris, Oakland, CA
Elizabeth Suzanne Hartlage, Crestwood
Bradford Thomas Hebebrand
Carmen Marie Hemesath'". Louisville
John S. Henderson IV,. Louisville
Angela Marie Hettinger, Louisville
Regina Marie Heustis. Louisville
Megan Leigh Hirsh'", Cincinnati, OH
Benjamin Isaac Hoffman, Lexington
Charles Cleveland Holden Ill, Englewood,
TN
Christina Louise Holman", Lexington
Katharine Lee Hood, Louisville
Paul J. Hughes UI*, Louisville
Caroline Maureen Humphries, Bowling
Green
Sarah Kay Hunt, Las Vegas, NV
John Barry Hynes", Louisville
Ernest Augustus [asmin", Louisville
Nefertiti Lee Jenkins, Lexington
Sarah Beth Jennison, Plainfield, IN
Jennifer Lyn Johnson, Bowling Green
Shawn Kent johnson", Harold
Lea Ann johnston", Owensboro
Mario Franic [ugo'", Croatia
Jason Fitzgerald Kazee, Ashland
Kari Nicole Kirby, Chapel Hill, NC
Tracy Lynn Knott, Brandenburg
Karmin Elaine Kupper, Louisville
Dae Hoon Kwon'". South Korea
Bobby Gene Lacer, [r., Henderson
Martha Ellen Lamb, Frankfort
Michelle Anne Lauer, Florence
Martha Helen Law, Owensboro
Lynette Elizabeth Lawson". Shepherdsville
Poh Li Lee**, Malaysia
Tracey M. Lewis'"', Louisville
Kimbra Dawn Lynch, Vine Grove
Cynthia Emily Mackerwicz, Duxbury, MA
Allison 1.Marsh, Hamilton, OH
Mary "Molly" Martin, Owensboro
Lisa M. Matthews**
Walter Lee McCarty*, Evansville, IN
Amy S. McCroskey, Ashland
Rich Walton McKinney, Elizabethtown
Neil Allen Medley". Louisville
Jessica Danielle Meyer'", Crestview Hills
Sonya R. Mills'", Winchester
Sarah Morris Monahan
Patrick Scott Monroe, Cave City
Shaun Patrick Montgomery". Winchester
Holly Suzann Morrison, Paducah
Jennifer Lee Mueller, Louisville
Jamie Collings Norton, Louisville
Jason Wayne Oney, Raceland
Ashley Millison Page, Somerset
David Charles Palmer, Lexington
Michael William Parks**, Clayton, MO
Mary Elizabeth Pattengill, Lexington
Elizabeth W. Pearce", Louisville
[acqualine Lanee' Pelphrey". Paintsville
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John Gabriel Pendleton", Columbia
Amelia Roxanne Perkins, Providence
Holly Carole Peterson, Cincinnati, OH
Robin Perkins Petty, Brentwood, TN
Katherine Anne Pickett, Campbellsville
Chad Eric Preston, Russell
Kristy Renee Puckett". Bowling Green
Tracie Lynn Purdon, Maysville
Thomas Leonard Raymond", Lexington
Adam John Recktenwald'", Dwale
Brenna Mary Reilly, Louisville \
Courtney Gayle Roberts, Lexington
Elizabeth Gayle Roberts". Louisville
Greg Colin Robinson, Dallas, TX
Andres Michelle Roob
Anthony Chad Sarver'"', Glendale
Julie Hahn Schmidt", Anchorage
Patricia Carol Schulte, Crestwood
Stephanie Lee Short", Harrodsburg
Bradford Scott Shultz, Mt. Sterling
Clark Bernard Shuman, Lexington
Susan Kathleen Sigman". Germantown, TN
David Norman Siria'", Frankfort
Christopher Scott Smith, Chattanooga, TN
Darlene Nichole Steckhan
Paul Ronald Steensland'", Lexington
Jessica Corey Tackett", Hazard
James Michael Taylor, London
Sondra Kaye Taylor, Corbin
Chrystal Shannon Tompkins, Slaughters
Patricia Claire Villavicencio, Louisville
Jeffrey Allen Vinson, Versailles
Kimberly Ann Vogel, Bowling Green
Nicole Susanne Walker*, La Grange, NC
Kathleen Wallace, Paris
Hillary Brooks Weigel, Vernon Hills, IL
Jamie Marie Welch, Cincinnati, OH
Heather Renee Wilkins, Goshen
Buckita Gail Williams, Louisville
Frank Marcel Williams, Lithonia, GA
G. Denise Williams, Lexington
Pax William Rocky Wilsher, Lexington
John Halle Wilson'". Lexington
Labron Nicole Wordlow, Louisville
Brittany G. Wright
Jennifer Lynn Wright", Crystal Lake, IL
Lisa Renee' Wright", Louisville
McCall Robertson Yancey, Paducah
Bachelor of Science
Christopher Scott Adams, Lexington
Richard D. Adolph, Ventura, CA
Michael Bryan Barefoot'", Raeford, NC
Tamara Barriger'", Lawrenceburg
Matthew Alan Blandford'"', Louisville
William Florent Brassine II**, Elizabethtown
Lindsay Michelle Burke'". Louisville
Michael Coleman Camenisch'", Stanford
David Arthur Carrano, Setauket, NY
Tollie Elizabeth Damron'". Maceo
Kimberlyn Nicole Davis, Louisville
Charles Nathan Deaton, Southgate
Tony Lorenzo Delk". Brownsville, TN
Mindy Ann East ...., Lexington
Gregory Alexander Elrod ...., Hendesonville,
TN
JasonArthur Fahlbush ...., Alexandria
Carlton Lamont Gaynor"
TracyRyan Graham", Louisville
JohnW Halenkamp, [r., Edgewood
Aaron O'Neil Hall, Lexington
JohnS. Henderson IV, Louisville
JohnD. Hobson, Lexington
MaryNancy Hubbard ...., Prospect
Bengamin W. Johnson II, Flatwoods
Steven Roger Kaufmann, Philpot
LoreleiTobin Keeton, West Liberty
Cecelia Lee Love", Lexington
Mark Lawrence Mason, Mayfield Village,
OH
Elizabeth Wright Mckenzie'", Cynthiana
John Michael Meadows", Lexington
Kathleen Michelle Nowell'"
Stephanie Michelle Parker'", Lexington
Shawn Kenny Peden, Glasgow
Jared Bradley Prickett, Barrackville, WV
Damien Scott Raimondi, Hampton Bays, NY
Diane Marie Rajca'", Libertyville, IL
Alan Patrick Rietze'", Paducah
Amy Marie Roberts, Owensboro
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Mark Thomas Schirmer", Lexington
Toya L. Shanks", Lexington
Susan Michelle Sharp'", Lexington
Sheer-lin Soon ...., Malaysia
Mara Bridget Spalding, Louisville
Melanie Dawn Swope'", Owensboro
Zoya O. Tereshkoue'", Lexington
Alison Paige Thomas", Louisville
Jason Towne Thomas, Louisville
Raina Danielle Turner", Toledo, OH
Charles Dalton Weaver III, Lexington
Angelo Carnomot witten", Bowling Green
Chad Michael Yelton, Villa Hills
College of Education
Dean: Shirley C. Raines
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Thomas Anthony Aberli, Louisville
Samantha J. Adkins'". Morehead
Shawnda Marie Adkins, Flatwoods
Victoria Maria Antolini, Milford, OH
Rebecca Claire Asher, Lexington
Dana Michelle Baker, Mt. Washington
Gregory Scott Banks'", Hillsboro, OH
Lisa Renea Bargo", Harlan
Angela Kay Baxa'", Danville
Michael Daniel Bayless, Middlesboro
Ava Crafton Beckett ...., Henderson
Debra Lynn Beckham, Williamstown
Brandi Leigh Bell, LaGrange
Margaret Porter Benningfield'". Glasgow
Stephanie Walker Black, Ft. Thomas
Kimberlee Dawn Blevins Blakeman,
Lexington
John Gregory Block, Bagdad
Natalie Anne Bolton". Ft. Meade, MD
Diana Carol Moore Boor, Lawrenceburg
Erika Leigh Stockholm Bowles, Lexington
Jennifer Ann Mullins Bowling, Mayking
Leman Edward Boyd, Bowling Green
Jill Sueann Branstetter, Louisville
Megan Maura Brierton. Cincinnati, OH
Susan Renee Bums'". Harrodsburg
Donavon Ray Burton, Faubush
Kevin Scott Butcher, Catlettsburg
Nancy C. Byrum, Lexington
Melinda Fay Caldwell'", Ligon
Jacqueline Sue Campbell, Grand Rapids, MI
Amiee Janel Cantrell, Paintsville
Audra Terrelle Carpenter", London
Karen Diane Cash, Eddyville
Robin Renee Cheatham'", Columbia
Angela Denise Christ, Edgewood
Christopher Thomas Clark, Lexington
Jason Alan Clemons, Connersville, IN
Alison Leigh Cobb, Lexington
Michelle Hart Cole, Lakeside Park
Craig D. Collins"", Prestonsburg
Shannon Lora Colville, Louisville
Brian S. Combs, Corbin
Clay Combs, Lexington
William Daniel Courtney, Paris
Wayne B. Cox, Lexington
Jimmy W. Craft", Burkesville
Julie Denise Dailey'"', Berry
Raetta Lynn Demron'", lvel
Tressa Lynnette Davis'", Providence
Kristine Geier Deatherage'". Hopkinsville
Lori Baird Delili, Stanford
Nell C. Demaree, Lexington
Mary Kristen Dexter'", Danville
James Brian Dowell, Elizabethtown
Curtis Lee Downs'"
Brian Kelly Duncan, Lexington
Derek Shane Eastham", Somerset
J. Bradley Eggert, Westerville, OH
Mara Linda Bglitis'", Canada
Nicole Ann Eilers", Villa Hills
Shelley Marie Engle, Milan, Ml
Bertha [aynie Enright, Louisville
Gillian Elizabeth Eovaldi, Villa Hills
Katherine Melissa Etherington,
Lawrenceburg
Micah Allason Faust'". Lawrenceburg
Jennifer Ferrell Favorite, Paris
Dara Michelle Felts, Georgetown
Grant Alan Ferguson, Newburgh, IN
Rebecca Anne Ferguson, Middlesboro
Katie Lynn Ferrin, Glasgow
Gregory H. Fertig, Worthington, OH
[ana Scott Fortner", Lancaster
Stephen Bret Foster, Leitchfield
Carol Bowling Franks, Lexington
Tracy Ann Fuelling", Louisville
Brian Wayne Gardner, Henderson
Shellie Pauline Garr"", Louisville
Robin Lynne Godin
Phillip Joel Goodwin, Lexington
Trisha Rae Crau, Fort Thomas
Stephen Madison Cray'". Henderson
Jennifer Leigh Gritton
Kimberly Michelle Guiler, Lexington
Scott Walden Gullett'", Mt. Sterling
Jason Herbert Habermel, Evansville, IN
Daniel G. F. Hacker'". Palm Harbor, FL
Matthew Sean Hamlyn, Lexington
Ashley Wood Hampton", Somerset
Stefanie Leigh Hardin, Marion
Deborah Scott Harrison'". Lexington
Tara Michelle Hatfield, Glendale
David Christian Headspeth. Elizabethtown
Michelle Renee' Heil'". Louisville
Shawn Anthony Henry", Upr Arlington, OH
Sharon Dale Hibbard'". Lexington
Brian Thomas Hicks, Charlotte, NC
Stachia Ann Hicks'". Frankfort
Kim Rae Hillier"", Lexington
Melissa Arm Hitt, LaGrange
Kenneth R. Hobbs'". Ross, OH
Gregory Keith Hollon'". Lexington
Della R. Horton'". Winchester
Emily Anne Howard, Lexington
Melissa Renee Brock Hunley, Pineville
Brandi Nicole Hunter, Owensboro
Jeanine Elizabeth Hutcheson, Florence
Lisa Marie Ille'", Loveland, OH
Rachel Ann Isaacs'". Ft. Thomas
Christine Hampton Jackson, Nashua, NH
Lana Carol Jacobs", Danville
Matthew Stephen [aeger'", Paducah
Casey T. Jenkins, Ironton, OH
Julie R. Iones'". Winchester
Linda Michelle Kelley, Stanford
Estol L. Kidd
Jennifer Michelle King, Philpot
Nicole Lin Kirkbride, Henderson
Emily Beth Knight, Greenville
Kimberly Ann Kranz, E. Falmouth, MA
Matthwe Brian Leach", Louisville
Leslie Anne Lickfold, McKinney, TX
Olivia Ann Lipps, Rock Cave, WV
Genevieve Lynne Barton Lusby",
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Georgetown
Eric LeRoy Madison, Lexington
Retta Kathleen Mallaney, Centerville, OH
Robert Clemens Manchester II, Paducah
Thomas Joseph Marshall, Lexington
Shahla Mazdel'"
Jennifer Lynn McAnany
Rodney Thomas McAninch", Waynesburg
Maureen Greenlee McAuliffe, Pickerington,
OH
April Lynn McClanahan, Georgetown
Kristi Rhea McClary, Owensboro
[amee Patricia McClintock"", Radcliff
Melanie Carol Mcfraniel'", Somerset
Amy Deanna McElfresh"", Elsmere
Michele Leigh McGhee, Lexington
Brian Ronald McKinney
Jennifer Mangin Meadows, Brandenburg
Timothy Edward Mefford", Corinth
Ashley Boardman Miller, Signal Mtn, TN
Judy Rae Allen Mohr, Glasgow
Kristen Renee Moore'". Kettering, OH
Melinda Lee Moore'", Ft.Wright
Melinda Sue Morehead", Lexington
Kimberly Kay Mulberger'", Versailles, PA
Susan Elizabeth Murrow". Louisville
Heather Lynn Neiheisel, Lexington
Sarah Ann Nelson, Gahanna, OH
Victoria Anne Nelson'". Lexington
Deanne Michelle Nevels", Florence
Noah Silas Newcomer, Columbus, OH
Marilyn J. Nichols, Lexington
Sarah Kathryn Northcraft, Louisville
Antonio Jesus O'Ferral'", E. Patchogue, NY
Carrie Leigh O'Ferral"", Lexington
Nicole Lee Pack'". Bellbrook, OH
Megan Danielle Panje, Wilmette, IL
Angelia Marie Paul, Erlanger
Shannon Denise Pawlak, Nicholasville
Joseph 1. Percefull'", Vine Grove
Alicia Rene Perdue, Henderson
Audrey Michelle Perkins, Lexington
Wendy Anne Petersen, Lexington
Michael John Phelan, Winfield, IL
Karsten Piep
David 1. Pinson", McCarr
Kathleen I. Pitts", Buffalo, NY
Laura Ann Poletto. Melbourne, FL
Anjanette Smith Prewitt
Candius Leighann Putman, White Plains
Molly Ann Putnam, Lexington
Carla Jean Ralston, Harlan
Kristen Sloop Ramsey", Lexington
Jennifer Linn Sutton Rase", Lexington
Melissa Renee Ratcliff'". Hazard
Joseph Kyle Reed, Hodgenville
Christie Renee Reynolds", Munfordville
Jeremy Anthony Reynolds, CampbeUsviIte
Michael Kevin Reynolds, Danville
Jennifer Anne Richmond, Ashland
Jennifer Renee Rigas, Middletown, OH
Amanda Starr Robbins, Hawesville
Jennifer Lea Robertson'". Lexington
Verdie Anne Robinson, Lexington
Mitzi Lou Rogers, Florence
Stephanie Lynn Ross, Tega Cay, SC
Leah Nichole Roth, Milford, OH
Katharine Elizabeth Rowe
Heather Marie Schloss'". Chagrin Falls, OH
Charles Clinton Schrader III", Leitchfield
Stacey Marie Scott, Lexington
Christy Rebecca Seiter, Ft. Mitchell
Aaron James Seul", Naperville, lL
Lara Kathleen Sharmon'", Lexington
Megan Michele Sharpe'", Weirton, WV
Tracie Louise Slone'". Auxier
Heather Renee Smith'", Lexington
Betsey Collins Smithdeal, Stanley, NC
Andrea Nicole Spanish, Connellsville, PA
Cari Alisha Spear, Paducah
Charity Shea Stephens, Glasgow
Christiana Rose Wolfe Stephens'", Corbin
Jennifer Elaine Stewart, Rushville, IN
Robert Harrison Stinson'", Cadiz
John Edward Stith, Rineyville
Mechele Lynne Sublett, Louisville
Leslie Michelle Sutton, Danville
Myra Anne Tabb, Glendale
\
Joshua Donald Tarter", Dunnville
Bryce W. Tearney", Versailles
Tarita Lynette Terrell, Louisville
Janie D. Teter, Lexington
Elizabeth Marie Thomas, Carrollton
Mark T. Thompson, Pikeville
Paul Joseph Thompson, Louisville
Joshua Marshall Thornburg, Louisville
Steven Gordon Toler", Boise, ID
Brandon Michael Tosti, Paintsville
Brian Conway Toy, Lexington
Darrin Eugene Travillian'", Brookfield, IL
Jennifer Lynn Tucker, Paris
Jennifer [o Vincent, Frankfort
Kelly E. Vincent, Florence
Matthew Colby Vincent, Owingsville
Stacey Ann Wagner", Cox's Creek
Darrin THowald'", Frankfort
Carla Sue Walker, Cynthiana
Robin Antoinette Walker, Lexington
Craig Byron Lancaster Wallace, Woodstock,
GA
Lucy Prim wathen'". Lexington
Priscilla Lana Watson-Hill
Shannon Brooke Weldon, Lexington
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Jeffrey Kirk Wethington, Owensboro
Bradley Quinn Wheeler, Nashville, TN
Mignon Du puis Wheeler'"'
Briget Meade Whitaker'"
Travis Alan White'". Louisville
Kevin Wilder, Vandalia, OH
Lee Anne willliams'". Louisville
April Mae Williamson
Michele Reg williamson'", West Germany
Erin Marie wobbekind'", West Milford, NJ
Susan Drake wood'", Louisville
Anthony John Zechella, Fort Thomas
Jennifer Lynn Zimmerman, Erlanger
Bachelor of Science in
Education
Stephanie Tira Bixler, Lexington
Stephanie Leigh Cannon, Lexington
Tara Barnes Graves, Frankfort
JaLynn Perkins, Fredonia
Brian Louis Reed, Lexington
Stefanie Lea Runyon, Shelbyville
Patricia Ann Scannevin, Louisville
Marla K. Taylor, Danville
Eugenia Rose wages", Paintsville
College of Engineering
Dean: Thomas W. Lester
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
Amy jo Hubbard Anderson, Corbin
Eric Lee Dawalt ...., Dry Ridge
Christopher T. Ellington, Owenton
Joshua Rees Evans'", Georgetown
Albert Louis Peterson, Lexington
Douglas Logan west'", Paint Lick
Bachelor of Science in
Chemical Engineering
Sean O'Brien Alteri. Lawrenceburg
Tracey Eugene Baker, Greenup
Jeffrey S Blank, Taylor Mill
Jonathan Matthew Bruser'", Lexington
Peter Raymond Brushaber, Wilmore
Jason F Bullock, Waverly
William Joseph Clements, Henderson
Joshua Thomas Colvin, Edgewood
Jason Craig Crossett'". Kevil
David Steven Daniel, Owensboro
Angela Jean Gambrel, Fairfield, OH
Maria Cerali, Lexington
Darren Glenn Gibson, Bowling Green
Erica Ann Gordon, Lexington
Danny Holton Hamilton 11**,Prestonsburg
Michael David Herndon, Arlington
Heather Leigh Hewett'", Lexington
Charlotte I Hicks, Hopkinsville
Mark Lewis Hogge, Ashland
Charles Farrell Holloway III, Elizabethtown
Jennifer Lynn Ingalsbe, Sturgis
Anthony Leon Johnson, Versailles
Marwan E [urban, Lebanon
Chiat Lin Lai, Malaysia
Ralph Jason Lear, Central City
James Christopher Leslie, Russell
Fung-Bin Lim, Singapore
Peng Lam Loh, Malaysia
Millie Kathryn Lynn'", Paducah
Michael E. Matheny, Fulton
Thomas Barton McGurk, Lexington
Sean Jess Miller, Hopkinsville
Wai Meng Mook, Malaysia
Yunn Chyn Ng, Malaysia
Jonathan Matthew Osborne, Middlesboro
Norizah Othman'", Malaysia
Sneha Bhikhubhai Patel, Danville
Toma Dawn Powell, Raceland
Zankhana Desai Punwani
Adrian Thomas Raiche, Russell
David V. Rice, Flatwoods
Ryan D Rice, Catlettsburg
Bethani Theresa Scheurich, Louisville
Kai Tern Sih
Barrett Alan Steele, Grayson
Caroline Anne Steineker, Louisville
Jennifer Rochelle Strait, Franklin, OH
Lei Wen Tee, Malaysia
Tara Renee Thornbury, Ashland
Emilie Carol Warner, Ashland
April Joy Webb, Mt. Sterling
Danita D. whelan", Bardstown
Keith Edward Wilson, Paducah
Simon Tsz Chung Wong, Hong Kong
Jason Dale wynn'", Madisonville
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Michael Forrest Adams'". Lexington
Angela Dawn Adkins'", Logan, WV
Carey Susan Aitken'". Cookeville, TN
Jason Ray Allinder, Madisonville
Bradley Bart Asher", Frankfort
Grover Bevins'", Lexington
Benjamin Abel Bird, New Richmond, OH
Jason Lee Bivins'", Owensboro
Daniel Crawford Blakeman, Middlesboro
Joel Shane Blankenship'". Scottsville
Jason James Bricker'", Catlettsburg
Collin Philip Browning'". Fort Thomas
Joe Arthur Burchett [r."", Prestonsburg
William Brian Burchett, Portsmouth, OH
Charles Adam Byers'", Crofton
Christopher Alan Carmicle, Louisville
Kim Denice Carter'", Louisville
Lester Brian Cash'"', Shepherdsville
Corbett Ryan Caudill, Viper
Tack Weng Chan, Malaysia
Chan Kong Chong, Malaysia
Ching Chiaw Choo. Malaysia
Nicholas Kok-weng Chow'". Malaysia
Ai Vee Chua, Malaysia
[in-Khiam Chua'", Malaysia
Susan Tocash Cody, Lexington
Brett Durward Cool*, Pikeville
Christopher J Corwin'", New Richmond, OH
Robert Scott Cox, Corbin
Kelley Lynn Coy, Shepherdsville
Michael Joe Craft'", Ashland
Richard Todd Davis'". Walton
Todd Anthony Dewalt, Dry Ridge
Susanne Dawson, Prestonsburg
Juanita Carlie Baynard Demaree'", Stanford
Michael Edwards, Manchester
Kong Lim Ee, Malaysia
John Glenn Eisiminger, Frankfort
Shannon Diann Faulkner, Lexington
Eric Benjamin Fister, Lexington
Tracey Clark Flowers, Corbin
Ronald Flynn", Lexington
Jeffrey Norwood Garrison", Manchester
Brian Shawn Gillum, Sandy Hook
John Eric Glahn, Owensboro
Maynard Joseph Hardison, Sebree
Michael L Hill'", Newport
Joshua David Howes'", Louisville
Robert Keith Hughes'", Louisville
Dawn R. Jones*, Frankfort
Robert Darrell Jones*, Louisville
Samantha Sullivan Jones**, Lexington
Tyler Wade Julliard, Lynchburg, OH
Lay Theng Khoo, Malaysia
Brian Charles Knapp**, Lexington
Swee Poh Lee**,Malaysia
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Michael Joseph Liebert'". St. Louis, MO
Siong Leong Lim, Malaysia
Ralph Newell Lindop, Prospect
Daniel Brandon Lowe, Prestonsburg
Chu-Seng Luang'", Malaysia
Michael Keith Maggard'", Wooten
Travis Aaron Mann'", Mt. Sterling
Neal McGee, [r., Lexington
Michael Patrick McGregor**, Paducah
Jack Lynn McNear**, Louisville
Heather Ann McNeely, Newark, OH
Eric Alexander Meister, Owensboro
Scott Andrew Millay", Florence
Valerie Ann Miller'", Paducah
Christopher Michael Moore'", White Mills
John William Moore, Paducah
Jeffery Scott Neal", Winchester
Ping-Cheow Ong'", Malaysia
Darrin S Parrent'", Lawrenceburg
William Stanley Payne III, Berea
Kevin Thomas Perry", Benton
Christopher David Poe'", Bedford
Traci Michelle Powell'". Mortons Gap
Robert Lee Prewitt, [r."', Frankfort
Eric William Price'", Clintwood, VA
Kevin McCann Regan'", Lexington
Bryan Gavin Ricks", Paducah
Jeffrey William Rivers'". Grayson
Arlen Christopher Sandlin, Hazard
Mark Edward Sears, Lewisburg
Corbet Michael Shull", Leitchfield
Robin Siddiqui, Liberty
Andrew Williams Simpson", Chillicothe, OH
Cynthia Denise Sims, Harrodsburg
David Alan Soper'", Lexington
Mark Scott Stephens, Corbin
Ooiguan Tan'", Malaysia
Sion Leon Tesone'". Columbia
Kok-Teng Tham'", Malaysia
Amy Joy Thomas'", Lewisport
Chad D Tyree'"', Morgantown
Kok Chung Wai**, Malaysia
Zhenming wang", China
Graham Walter Warren", Bowling Green
Michael Sean wedding'". Morganfield
Barry Todd White, Leitchfield
B. Shane Wilkerson, Philpot
Charles Steven Winn, Louisville
Vee Phai Wong, Malaysia
Todd Jeffrey Young'", Lexington
Cheah Yeong Yu. Malaysia
Adolph Frederick Zell TV**,Anchorage
Bachelor of Science in
Computer Science
Ronald (Bill) Adams, Jenkins
Erik Konrad Anderson, Peachtree City, GA
Laura Beth Beaver**, Buffalo Grove, IL
Alexander D. Boster, Lexington
William E. Britt, Jr.
David Michael Burton*"",Ashland
Tomas Fielding Campbell, Henderson
Chun How Chew**, Malaysia
Stacey Renee Christopher, Winchester
Michael Cook'", Lexington
John Cutler'", Lexington
Emilie Suzanne Detzel, Fort Thomas
Jeffrey Todd Duggins'", Lancaster
Billie Sue Chafins Fite, Belfry
Michael S. Fleener, Versailles
Anthony Joseph Foltz, Burlington
Neal Andrew Haggard, Beverly
Mark Anthony Hart, Corbin
Zhuo Huang'". China
Ray Lloyd Hyatt", Barbourville
James Francis Iaconis, Moundsville, WV
Fahmida Akhtar [ahan'", Brunei
Chiew Leng Kok'", Malaysia
Wee Hoong Kuan, Malaysia
Scott Homer Lambert, Lexington
Gregory Alan Lawrence", Lexington
Yong Ket Liang, Malaysia
Yong Soon Liang'". Malaysia
Charles William Lickfold'", Grosse Pointe,
MI
Danny Lie'", Indonesia
Greg Steven Lobring, Cincinnati, OH
Boon Kheng Looi, Malaysia
Paul ChuengLow'". Malaysia
Michael Wayne Manion, Jr.**,Louisville
Thomas Jay Mansfield, Richmond
Rick M. Matlock**
Michael Robert Mcljonald'", Walton
Sean F. McLaughlin, Lexington
James Daniel McLellan, Unicoi, TN
James Thomas Meeks, Georgetown
Robert W. Morgan Ill", Lexington
Gordon Wendell Moss'", Lexington
John Douglas Nally", Louisville
Giao T. Nguyendon'", Austin, TX
Chuen Siew Ong", Malaysia
Yoon Telk Ooi, Malaysia
Bradley Cowan Ratliff, Elkhorn City
Ronald Lynn Russell [r., Danville
Michael Frederick Schnuerle, Louisville
Sean Christopher Seamonds'"
Jerry F Spalding, Lousiville
Mahathir Sulaiman, Malaysia
Yong Gee Tan", Malaysia
Peck Yun Tee, Malaysia
Michael William Ticknor'", Grayson
Henry Harris Williams, Lexington
Lori Ryle wray'", Florence
YeeSiew Yap**,Malaysia
Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Alfian Rukmini Abdul Rashid**, Malaysia
Demuni Dilrukshan Abeysiriwardena, Sri
Lanka
Ebrahim Hassan Abu-Rashid
Kabir Reazuddin Ahmed, Bangladesh
Howard Christopher Atherton, Maysville
Arnaldo Ariel Barbacone, Morehead
Lucas David Barkley**, Frankfort
ElijahWilliam Bass*, Louisville
Timothy Michael Bates, Brandenburg
Stanley Richard Baumgart**
Vinod Manohar Belani, India
Jason Stuart Birch, Lexington
Chuck Brandon Bishop*, Glasgow
I
Hal Wayne Black, Lexington
Nathan Robert Black'", Taylor Mill
Eric Dennis Blom, Plymouth, MA
Sami N. Boustany'". Lebanon
Michael Calvin Brent, Crescent Springs
Iarrod Vance Brooks, Morgantown
Charles Matthew Carter IV, Owensboro
Min-Bui Chai'", Malaysia
Wing Kong Cheong'", Malaysia
[in Churn Chong, Malaysia
Su Khang Chong, Malaysia
Yar Ming Chong, Malaysia
Mun-Yeong Choy, Malaysia
Matthew David Clarke, Lexington
Ange M. Derrick, Lexington
Christopher Patrick Disponette, Frankfort
Joseph Charles Eaton, Ashland
Jefferson Lee Ensor, Crestwood
Hisham Khalil Fadel, Lebanon
Ungamandadige Chameera Rajika Fernando,
Sri-Lanka
John Patrick Fleming, Lexington
Francis V. Kong Faa, Malaysia
Gretchen Yvonne Gibson, Lexington
Stephen Neal Glover
Kheng-Aik Goh, Malaysia
Larry Goins'". Fleming Neon
Lisa Ann Gray, Crawley, WV
Michael Griggs, Central City
Timothy Jay Grizzle, Ashland
Carlis Ray Cross", Jackson
Christopher Lee Harris'". Loyall
Gregory Vernon Harrison'", Lexington
[ee Hong Heng. Malaysia
Gregory Robert Hugenberg, Walton
William Lewis Jones III, Lexington
Piyumani Karunaratna. Sri-Lanka
Peik Hooi Khor, Malaysia
Vinit Kutty**, Sambia
Alex Chee Fang Lee**,Malaysia
Craig Peter Lefevre, Louisville
Weng Dean Leong, Malaysia
Li-Kheng Lim, Malaysia
Teri Lynn Lockard, Louisville
Brian Frederick Long'", Ashland
Wai Khuan Long, Malaysia
Heath A. Lovell, Harrisburg, IL
Bill E Lunsford, Lexington
Jamie Douglas Mcfraniel'", Paducah
David Brian McGee**, Edgewood
Ronald Joe Miller Jr., Beaver Creek, OH
Chwei-King Mok, Malaysia
Ajitha Sanath Moonesinghe**, India
Roger Dale Morgan II, Stanville
Vadeam 1.Nemad*, Glenwood, IL
Chee Hoong Ng, Malaysia
Poh Keong Ng**,Malaysia
Dragomir M. Nikolic, Yugoslavia
Jit Aun Niuh*, Malaysiai
Edwin Y. Ong, Malaysia
Keat Ghee Ong, Malaysia
Sherman Lloyd Owen, Jr.**,Lexington
Robert Don Palmer**, Flatwoods
Laura Riley Patton, Chesterfield, MO
Mohammed Masud Pervez, Bangladesh
Joseph Evan Porter, Orlando, FL
Chadi Joseph Radi*
Shanti Selvi Ramasundram, Malaysia
Patrick Nehmetallah Rassi, Lebanon
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Alan Keith Ref-alo'". Frankfort
Bryan Douglas Rice'". Somerset
Russell Lee Rice'", Ashland
James Lynn Rodewald'", Morganfield
Anthony Stephen Todd Russell, Henderson
Susan Elaine Ruth, Louisville
Robby Wayne Sparks'", Manchester
Calvin Keith Stone'"
Theodore Andrew Swansegar. Louisville
Chee-Cheng Tan", Malaysia
Foo Keong Tan, Malaysia
[in-Hing Tan, Malaysia
Wei-Chow Tan, Malaysia
Yee Fun Tan, Malaysia
Yi Bien Tham. Malaysia
Scott G. Tomlin'", Wilmore
I Ling Tong'", Malaysia
Tracy Denise Trowel'". Lousiville
Cameron Ray Vandiver, Madisonville
Robert Ferdinand Vaughn'", Irvine
Jason Eric watson?'. Stanford
James Andrew weitlauf'", Louisville
Sajitha Shanaka Wijesuriya, Sri-Lanka
Mark Raymond Wilzbach'", Lexington
Elizabeth 1.Wolfe'", Beavercreek, OH
Chun Dik Yong, Malaysia
Jason Todd Zimmerman, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Materials Engineering
Melissa Ann Bailey'", Harold
Tim K Chu, LaCrose, WI
Colleen Shea Frazer, Latrobe, PA
Susan Denise Hatfield, Somerset
Julie Christine Partington, Crestwood
Geoff W Pfeiffer**, Villa Hills
Stephen Michael Reynolds'", Lexington
Keri Ann Shaffer, Battle Creek, MI
Eric Lee Thompson'". Shepherdsville
Alberto Vargas, Mexico
William Peter Wischer'", Park Hills
Tian-Fui Yan, Malaysiar
Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Keith Thomas Aldridge'", Bagdad
Robert Harold Bator, Lexington
Ishmael Bentley, Virgie
Bryan Michael Blair**,Crestwood
Jason Adam Boone, Bardstown
Renita Rose Bradley, Kingsport, TN
Michael Travis Chambers**, Hopkinsville
Anil Charan, India
Jiunn Shyong Chia**, Malaysia
Tong-Soon Chiah, Malaysia
Je Son Chiew, Malaysia
Chin-Eu Chong, Malaysia
Keng Hoo Chuah, Malaysia
William C. Cloyd, Lexington
Christopher Michael Dahlman*, Lexington
Jonathan David Dick, Ashland
Qi Dong, China
Kuen Chee Ee, Malaysia
Thomas Douglas Erpenbeck**, Union
Paul Wesley Etter**, Lexington
Kevin Joe Fields**, Whitesburg
Khee Siang John Fung*, Malaysia
Hong Woon Coh'", Malaysia
David Lynn Groce, Albany
Mark Allen Cunter'", Jamestown
Bobby Eugene Hale, [r.:", Pilgrim
Jack Todd Heesch, Lexington
Michael Allan Hellmann, Erlanger
Andrew BHenrich, St. Albans, WV
Aaron V. Hilliard, Dry Ridge
Jesse Ray Knight, Clay
Kah Keong Leong, Malaysia
Hoong Chun Loh, Malaysia
Yeong-Yau Loh'", Malaysia
Li-Wei Loo, Malaysia
Teik Wan Low'", Malaysia
Michael Patrick Luchtefeld'". Mt. Sterling
Earl Wayne Lyons, Ir., Lexington
Timothy Patrick Maupin, Fairfield, OH
Stoney Quint McGowan**, Henderson
Jason Alex McGuire, Catlettsburg
Joseph Earl Mitchell, Clay
Shawn Christopher Mowery, Owensboro
Eddy Murphy, Covington
Kevin Douglas Mussier, Louisville
Mark Aaron Neal'". South Point, OH
Cheng How Ong, Malaysia
Justin Brent Owens, Russell
Lee Anthony Parker", Nicholasville
Stan Michael Paulic'", Willoughby Heights,
OH
Nan [ou Pern, Malaysia
Jonathan Patrick Phillips'". Carlisle
Denzil Devon Ratliff'", Leburn
Michael Scott Reynolds, Glendale
Robert Francis Ristaneo, [r., Lexington
Joseph Thomas Shaffer'". Lynchburg, OH
Loretta Sue Shelton, Albany
Brian Matthew Simpson, Crittenden
Eric Sigurd Slaasted, Lexington
Jonathan Bernard Smith, Hindman
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Shawn Marwin Smith, Pippa Passes
Karin Lea Sturgeon'", Ona, WV
Aik Teng Tan, Malaysia
Kar-Khim Teoh, Malaysia
William Edward Thompson'", Wayne, WV
Thomas Michael Tretter, St Louis, MO
Edward Lynn Triplett'". Frankfort
Dorian Udovicic, Willowick, OH
Phillip Ewell walker'"', Franklin
Charles Jerry Walls, [r.:", Lebanon
Craig Weldon Watson'", Columbia
Kuok-Yoong Wong, Malaysia
Bachelor of Science in Mining
Engineering
Benjamin Michael Hopkins, Pikeville
Bradley Kenneth Slone'", Millard
Karen Denise Wallace, Robinson Ck
Marvin Shane Watts'", Mallie
College of Fine Arts
Dean: Rhoda-Gale Pollack
Bachelor of Arts
Christi Maria Biondo", Lexington
Kori Leigh Bloom, Louisville
Alalesa Marie Bowles, Owensboro
Shawn Jesse Brack, Radcliff
Jennifer Suzanne Brannock, Paris
Kelly Chinen'". Kailua, HI
Coy Jeffrey Cornett, Annville
Julienne Foster'". Frankfort
Ann Marie Friderich, Louisville
Timothy Dean Goodley", Henderson
James D. Gordon Ill", Teaneck, NJ
Shane Adam Graff, Louisville
Melia Louise Craham'", Lexington
Ashley Elizabeth Gray, Louisville
Victor Lamont Hagans, Sassafras
Barry Lee Hardwick, Somerset
Courtney LeeHarreld'". Owensboro
Matthew Hugh Hazzard, Florence
Anna Luisa Hess, Castro Valley, CA
Carl Jefferson Hughes, Carlisle
Yvette Dianne Hunt ...., Lexington
Robin Doris Jenkins, Elizabethtown
Jennifer Lynn Johnson, Worthington, OH
[inwook Iun, Seou, Korea
Maryam Kaykavoosi", Frankfort
Steven Kurtsinger King", Russellville
Onn-Pooi Lee, Malaysia
Gloria Suzanna Leon, Northfield, NJ
Melanie Dent Mcrtown'", Bowling Green
Melissa Day McGown""*,Bowling Green
Tracy Ann McMahon, Paris
David Donald Mitchell, Hodgenville
Daniel Robert Mizer, Independence
Elizabeth Ann Moberly, Winchester
Thomas Noel Mosgrove, Lexington
Jane Yoko Nakadomeri'", Manassas, VA
Cornelia D. Nash"
Jennifer Gail Poole", Louisville
Joanna Lisa Richards, Portland, ME
Teresa Cecilia Rivera'", Prestonsburg
Denise Renee Rohmiller. Villa Hills
Susannah Lura Reitman, Richmond
Anthony Rhea Rollins, Florence
Laura A. Weeks Sebastian, Lexington
David Senatore, Lexington
Brian D. Sivinski", Lexington
Nicole Lynn Smalley, Columbus, OH
Alicia Marie Smyth, Elizabethtown
Deana Renee Taylor, Lexington
Kelly Susanne Temple, Glenview
Kopana Lynn Terry, West Liberty
Julie Anne Thies, Ballwin, MO
Nancy Weems Triplett, Jackson, MS
James Kevin Troxell, Glasgow
Kenneth Charles Weinfurtner'", Lexington
Chad Jameson Willett, Zanesville, OH
Dawn Marie Wilson, Clarksville, TN
Lori Jane woodyard". Parkersburg, WV
Dan Hong Wu, Wuxi P.R.e.
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Thomas Matthew Baker, Cynthiana
Lori Suzanne Bell, Lexington
Sean Paul Bryan, Lexington
Gina Marie Gentile, Louisville
Christina Maria Godsey, Edmonton
Clifton Kenneth Grimm, Cupertino, CA
Crystal Nicole Heis, Xenia, OH
Bruce Leonard Humphries, Lexington
Michael Edward Lauin [r., Scottsdale, AZ
Jennifer Marie Nacke, Lexington
Brenda Michelle Schaefer, Washington, DC
Corey Benjamin Shiffman, Lexington
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Justin Alexander Smith, Alexandria
Regina Ann Stratton, Lawrenceburg
James Gregory Thomas, Henderson
Jerry Russell Wallace II""*,Owensboro
Kenneth Charles Weinfurtner'", Lexington
Kevin Lee Wilcoxson, Louisville
Bachelor of Music
Sherry Holbrook Baker, Lexington
William Allen Greene", Louisville
Catherine N. Hamblin'", Baldwinsville, NY
Amy Marie Lyons, Lexington
Jared Leigh Scarbrough, Columbus, OH
Jennifer Lynn Sgroe. Middletown, NY
Elizabeth Dell Taylor, Harrodsburg
Kelly Susanne Temple, Louisville
Clyde William Thorpe, Ir., Owensboro
Lesley Cheryl Wigginton, Owensboro
Bachelor of Music in Music
Education
Michael Sheridan Baker, Bardstown
Christopher David Dale'", Lexington
Joshua Adam Dekaney'". Houston, TX
Preston Clark Gorman, Frankfort
Kelly Scott Hash, Radcliff
Michael Tyrone Hornbuckle", Huntington,
WV
Jeffrey Matthew Labarbara'". Cross Lanes,
WV
Lowell Scott Lanham'", Charleston, WV
Jed Tracy Manire. Hopkinsville
Keith Dwayne McCutchen*"",Woodburn
Bradley Nunn'", La Grange
David Claude Ruckdeschel'", Lexington
Kevin Lee white'", Frankfort
College of Human Environmental Sciences
Dean: Retia S. Walker
Bachelor of Arts in Interior
Design
Aseel Abdul-Aziz
Matthew Hamilton Carter, Lexington
Kathleen Dawn Convery, Solon, OH
Carrie Elizabeth Cross, Radcliff
Maureen Teresa Doyle, Washington, WV
Amy Marie Drury, Hopkinsville
Amy Michelle Eilers", Ft. Wright
Ee Lin Evelyn Poo
Sharon K. Frantz
Heather Lorraine Frederick, Burkesville
Brenda Ann Heinecki- Tackett, St. Albans,
WV
Lee Conley Helwig, Owensboro
Christine Marie Herrmann, Oliver Springs,
TN
Karen Michelle Hickey
Ann Elizabeth Hrovat, Cincinnati, OH
Pamela M. Hunt", Lexington
Jason Stuart Hurt, Peoria, IL
Courtney Ann Komara, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Kopatz, Louisville
Kathryn Marie Kostecki, Kalamazoo, MJ
Kimberly Dawn Luckett, Owensboro
Claudette Renee Males, Williamsburg
Yah-Bee Ng
Elisabeth Ann Nickels, Richmond
Stephanie Gwyn Ritchie, Lexington
Laura Lynn Roquemore, Barboursville WV
Angela Michelle Schum, Louisville
Ruby Ann Stoner'", Yorktown, VA
Bachelor of Science in
Dietetics
Ashley Michelle Boone, Bardstown
Joseph Patrick Bowman, Frankfort
[enna Christine Broeg, Crescent Springs
S. Marlene Ca te. Lexington
Mary Jane Chappell'". London
Millicent Hacker Childers, Corbin
[ayla Marie Colegrove, Olive Hill
Stacey Michelle Cosentino, St. Louis, MO
Kerry Louise Curtis, Madisonville
Amy Suzanne Freer'", Leitchfield
Jill Teresa Pucillo, Hamilton, MA
Joy Kathlena Carner", Catlettsburg
Doreen Lee Granai, Pomona, NY
Jason Douglas Grillot, Greenville, OH
Tina Christine Cronefeld'". Florence
Leslie Michelle Hall'", Whitesburg
Sarah Lynn Hall, Boca Raton, FL
Andrea Renee Hinson, La Grange
Tamara Kaye Hodgkins, Jacksonville, FL
Kimberly Carol Howard, Nicholasville
Katherine Ann Lindgren'", Brighton, CO
John J. Lopresti'". Greenup
Kristen Stahr Marshall'". Lexington
Julie Doretha Martin, Lexington
Andrea Lynn Noble, Ashland
Suzanne Kay Odor, Winchester
Sandy Michelle Overturf'", Frankfort
Brandy Suzanne Pack, Paintsville
Kimberly Gail Richardson, Louisville
Tricia Franciel Rivera"
Andrea Toebbe Roberts, Jeffersonville, IN
April Llewellyn Roberts, Pikeville
Sherri Jane Sparks, Fairview Heights, IL
Amy Coo Tiu, Henderson
Daniel John Todd, Jacksonville, FL
Steven Brent Turley, Winchester
Judy E. Vogel-Essex, Lexington
Amy Kristin Ward'", Tipp City, OH
Janet Leigh wilder'", Louisville
Bachelor of Science in Family
Studies
Illya Nezhmet Adams, Lexington
Stephanie Michelle Andrews, Closplint
Julie Anne Benjamin, Louisville
Susan Claire Best'". Lexington
Kirsten Melissa Black, San Jose, CA
Ashley LeAnn Browning, Greenville
Linda S. Clark, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Cole, Louisville
Laura Lee Coleman, Champaign, IL
Kimberly Anne Conley, Centerville, OH
Misty jo Coyle'", Lebanon
Tressa Lynnette Davis'". Providence
Christine Lynn Eggers, Lexington
Kari Denise Elder"""",Glendale
Carol Ann Peatherston'", Lexington
Dominique Michelle Feckter, Bowling Green
Robin Salyer Fleischer", Lexington
Kevin Scott Fraser, Chesterfield, MO
Carisa Kay Frasure, LaGrange, IN
Maeondus Lee Frye'", Winchester
Victoria G. Cary'", New Castle, IN
Lisa Kaye Creen'", Lawrenceburg
Nathan Carrlisle Creenup'"
Ainsley Michelle Grimes, Louisville
Brittany Gray Gustafson, Danville
Robert Michael Hampton, Gray
Kimberly Ann Hardin'", Springfield
Karen Tiron Harris'", Lexington
Dianna Charisse Hendricks, Lexington
Susan Beth Hines, Lexington
Angela Renee Howard, Lexington
Monica Renee [ackson'", Winchester
Sandra Michele Johnson, Lexington
Mary Teresa Jones, Stockton, CA
Bryan Michael Kasey, Henderson
Joseph A. Krimple. Paducah
Carrie Lynn Landrum, Fairfield, OH
Amber Lynn Lenning". Louisville
Jennifer Lippert'". Frankfort
Carolyn Ellen Mack'", Henderson, NV
Warren Jason Markwell, Libertyville, lL
Elizabeth Irene Maxedon, Louisville
Susan Taylor May, Louisville
Brenda Marie McCubbin*"",Louisville
Ked Tish McDaniel, Bowling Green
Andrew M. Mcftarland'", Ambler, PA
Angela Carol Moore'", London
Margaret G. Murphy, Lawrenceburg
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Shawna Richele O'Daniel'", Henderson
Julie Anna Ogden, Cynthiana
Stephanie Elaine Owen, Nicholasville
Marlene Zygadlo Perdan, Willowick, OH
Angie Sepideh Phalsaphle, Henderson
Heather Elise Phillips'". Burke, VA
Christy Annette Polston, Albany
Mollie Jean Powers, Decatur, CA
Calvin Richard Rasey, Louisville
Christine Maria Rickert, Lexington
Erin Kathleen O'Connell Roland'",
Lexington
Suzanne Michelle Romine'", Louisville
Nicole Marie Ruszkowski", South Bend, IN
Sharalea Mae Sampson", Prospect
Justin Shayne Schroader, Philpot
Rebecca Kay Scott", Wilmore
Natalie Frances Sea'"
Barbara Bonasso Seitz, Versailles
Robert Daniel Sherrard'", Irvine
Krista Lamone Sipes, Ekron
Alisha Watts Skaggs, Owensboro
Jennifer Marie Slapikas, Louisville
Chad Lamar Sledd'", Hopkinsville
Brian Scott Smart'". Louisville
Jennifer Lee Smith'". Peoria, IL
Che' Bianca Snyder, Sidney, OH
Robyn Michelle Stanifer". Lexington
Whitney Alexander Stevenson, Irvington
Cassie Stivers", Lexington
Erin Kathleen Sullivan'", Louisville
James Kevin Taylor'", Springfield
Erin Elizabeth Thompson, Louisville
Deanna Dawson Topa, Lexington
Drema Gwen Trent, Campton
William Alexander Vickery'", New Orleans,
LA
Tamara Lea wachtel'", Lexington
Dewana Kaye Warrix, Prestonsburg
Jody Marie Whitehouse, Lexington
Letitia Camille McKenzie Wilburn'".
Lexington
Wanda M. Wiley, Nicholasville
Gina Marie Williams, Lexington
Megan Ruth Wilson'", Owensboro
Susan M. Wubbolding'". Champaign, lL
Shannon LaCrecia Yerber'". Mayfield
Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Tammy Jean Hanna, Boxborough, MA
Jeanie Lynn Looney, Whitesburgh
Bachelor of Science in Home
Economics
Emily Katherine Moore Gockley, Frankfort
Sarah Denise Hillard, Seaver Dam
Laura June Keith, Owenton
Paula Layne, Prestonsburg
Angela Leigh Perkins
Elizabeth Amanda Williams, Georgetown
Bachelor of Science in
Hospitality Management
Valerie Lynette Alderman'". Hinesville, CA
Michael J. Beneke, Louisville
Rebecca Lynn Brown, Lakewood, NY
Matthew Todd Clay'". Lexington
Randall Keith Fleming'", Louisville
Richard Allen Glenn*
Megan Lawson, Naperville, lL
[aeyoung Lim"
Charles Emory Lusk'", Staffordsville
Jason Randall Pike", St. Louis, MO
Todd Shock'", Owensboro
Jay Jon Slowinski'", Goldsboro, NC
Daniel Sullivan'". Wexford, PA
CecilOwen Trump IJI**, Annadale, VA
Christine Lynn Vonsick", New Port Richey,
FL
EricaAnn Waitman, Lewisport
Alyssa Erin wells'", Bentleyville, OH
John Dudley Williams, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Merchandising, Apparel &
Textiles
Kelly Louise Blanchard'", Columbus, OH
Juliette Kalant Carlson", Northbrook, IL
Hoon-Hoon Chua". Malaysia
Shannon Denise Cobb'". Louisville
Michelle Renee Crouch, Lexington
Alison Leigh Cummins", Lexington
Lindsay Shay Deats'", Prospect
Bradley Jean Dick'". Louisville
Amy Susan Elliott*, Villa Hills
Kristy Marie Criswold". Abingdon, VA
Laura Anne Haley'", Bowling Green
Katherine Kara Hotz, Lexington
Amy Rebecca House, Louisville
Rhonda Jean Hubbard'", Lexington
Catherine Windler Hughes'", Memphis, TN
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Anne Corley Liter, Louisville
Alexis Lee Lukehart", Punxsutawney, PA
Tamara Suzanne Meyer, Louisville
Kristie Lynn Nally'". Lexington
Waynna Elizabeth Ockerman",
Lawrenceburg
Martie Kathleen Parker'". Paducah
Julie Ann Pierce", Big Stone Gap, VA
Kelly Hope Reeves'". Augusta
Jeffrey Lewis Robenson", Louisville
Mannajai Mairzeah Sabounchi, Mt. Sterling
Lai Shan 50, Hong Kong
Stephanie Lynn Solagan, Louisville
Stephanie Leigh Starn'", Worthington, OH
5hulesia La'Nae Stewart, Louisville
Regan Michelle walsh'", Louisville
Kimberly A. Weaver, Owensboro
Ann Marie Wilder, Louisville
College of Nursing
Dean: Carolyn A. Williams
Bachelor of Science in
Nursing
Trina Lynn Adkins, Wayne, WV
Daniel Christopher Albertson, Wilmore
Verna Elizabeth Ward Allara, Ashland
Annette Janice Andreoli, Lexington
Brandy McKaye Andrew, Columbia
Mary Margaret Baldridge, Prestonsburg
Melanie Ann Ball, Catlettsburg
Maureen Renee Barnett, Louisville
Kelly Wright Blankenship, Central City
Susan Charlotte Blanton, Somerset
Michael Ray Bloyd'", Greensburg
Aretha Lynn Bowling, Ricetown
Krista Faith Bridges, Cape Cirardea, MO
Deborah Hanna Brown, Parkland, FL
Tara Lee Bruce, Louisville
Stephanie Elizabeth Burczyk, Louisville
Dana Kelli Butler, Greensburg
Amy Lynn Calvert, Crestwood
Christy Ann Campbell'". Stanford
Emmily Lynn Cartinhour. Versailles
Angela Dawn Chapman, Canada
Thomas BClark, Lexington
Melissa Lynn Shuler Clem, Winchester
Amanda Kay Cutler, Bloomington, IL
Lois Ann Davis'". London
Diane Bass Dawson, Elizabethtown
Megan Ann Dembinsky, E Grand Rapids, MI
Ellen Maria Brown Demos, Lexington
Mary Elizabeth Dickens, Lexington
Larry Wayne Disney, Barboursville
Tonya Jean Edelen'"', Louisville
Carla Anne Fritschi, Cincinnati, OH
Pamela Ann Frye, Lexington
Julie Elizabeth Ceyer-Little, Ashland
Cathy A. Gibson, Hazard
Bonni Lee Gilvin, Lexington
Rhonda Renee Goolsby, Lexington
Catherine Spalding-Cannon Green,
Louisville
Diane Lynn Guggenheim, Dunwoody, GA
Ludrenia Sue Adams Hagans, Sassafras
Abigail Joyce Hall'". Edgewood
Trena Faye Cornette Hall, Hindman
Anita Camille Hamm, David
Denise Rhea Hane, Madisonville
Rebecca Kay Harthun, Park Hills
Tanya Michele Hayes, Louisville
Ben Thomas Hieronymus [r, Somerset
Jennifer Ann Higdon, Louisville
Baeda Lynet Hodges, Greensburg
Sandrine Renee Holcombe, Raleigh, NC
Lori Ann Holter, Washburn, IA
Jeffery Todd Hulen, Lexington
Sara Ellen Humphrey, Louisville
Dawn Ashley Jennings, Lexington
Daniel Jones, Huntingburg, IN
Andrea Noelle Kanabroski, Florence
Lillian Gale (Studer) Kincade", Cynthiana
Nicole Legeay'", Ft Mitchell
Kim Fook Lian, Malaysia
David Thomas Logsdon'", Leitchfield
Pamela Lane Malone'", Campbellsville
Christina Lynn Martin, Louisville
Heather Anne Messina, Chesterfield, MO
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Mark Allen Miller, Stanford
Melinda Dawn Miller, Maineville, OH
Kelley A Moore, Lexington
Patricia A. Morgan'". Lexington
Julie Ann Morris, Mt. Washington
Priscilla Eileen Mullins, Pikeville
Kristina Angela Napoli, South Bend, IN
Melanie Dawn Nickles, Lexington
Denise Noel Ostovich, Lexington
Carol Kaylene Poff'"', Campbellsville
Terra Lee Powers, Stanford
Melissa Anne Procanya'", Nicholasville
Trena Lynn Ratliff, Prestonsburg
Lorri Tereese Samuels, Louisville
Ellen Renee Scott, Newport
Connie Taylor Smith", Whitesburg
Gonnie Claudette Smith'", Houston, TX
Sherri Elizabeth Spencer, Glasgow
Virginia Fay Stewart'", Hodgenville
Brandy Deanna Stinson, Charleston, WV
Roberta Tackett, Pikeville
Donna Christine Allen Thomas, Garrett
James Thomas Truitt, [r., Lexington
Heather Dawn Velazquez, Longview, TX
Bruce John Warren, Louisville
Norvetta Whitson**, Mt. Sterling
Amelia Susanne Williams'". Lexington
Linda Williams, Feds Creek
Christine Marie Wilson, Kinsale, VA
Kay Gingrich Wilson, Lexington
Robin Van Bever Wilson, Middlesboro
Susan Domenica Ziringer. Murrysville, PA
--------------------------------------------
College of Social Work
Interim Dean: Edgar L. Sagan
Bachelor of Arts in Social
Work
Stephanie Paige Akers, Lexington
Andrea Suzanne Anderson, Carlisle
Dawn Renae Applegate, Maysville
Florence Lalean Baker, Lexington
Balinda Perri White Barnett, Lexington
Serita Montiel Baskin, Lynch
Katherine Ann Tucker Bean'", Millersburg
Holly S. Bell, Lexington
Patricia Lyn Biggerstaff, Bradenton, FL
Angela Michelle Bishop, Lexington
[ana Nicole Bowling, Louisville
Kristy Renee Branham, Pikeville
Keith Evans Brockman'", Paris
James Levi Brown, Mckeesport, PA
Sheryl Flora Bruner, Lexington
Mildred Sale Buchanan, Bowling Green
Carla Lynette Buford", Glasgow
Sharon Kay Bunce'", Fisherville
Aundria Donyelle Elam Burkhart, Lancaster
Kevin 1. Burris, Franklin
Dulcena Kaye Cantrell'", Pikeville
Jessica Jean Carney, Prairie View, IL
Wade Alan Carpenter", Lexington
Melissa Lena Faye Childress", Lexington
Wanda Shannon Clark, Hopkinsville
Caroline Suzanne Cornell, Hamilton, OH
Megan Marie Cox", Louisville
Carrie Leigh Cunrdngham'". Owensboro
Isaac Fisher Curtis Ill, Cincinnati, OH
Stephen Francis Daugherty, Bristol, VA
Kimberly Aynn Dean'", Varney, WV
Mary Michelle Deskins, Paintsville
Patricia Ann Devine", Madisonville
Beth Lynne Dixon, Dayton, OH
Jennifer Renee Dorroh, Louisville
Kerry Beth Eilers, Louisville
Marjorie Leah Eskridge, Owensboro
Angelia Feltner, Lexington
Kedra Lynn Fitzpatrick", Frankfort
Janna Lancaster Freeman", Lexington
April Rebecca Fugate", Austin, IN
Ki~berly Prenatt Carrison'", Lexington
Jessica Marie Gaskins, Lexington
Jeri Ann Gates, Grand Blanc, MI
Stephanie Jane Gibson, Danville
Susan Wendella Codsey". Emmalena
Michelle Cecelia Gray'", Lexington
Jennifer Mari Hancock'", Louisville
Julie Dawn Harmon'". Sarahsville, OH
Amy Elizabeth Helm", Louisville
Susan Lynn Hicks, Lexington
Kimberly Elaine Hiler, Lexington
Vicki Lee Horner, Louisville
Lynetta Renee Houston", Lexington
Rachel Ann Isbell", Louisville
Christopher Wayne Jackson, Versailles
Dorothy Michelle [acobs'", Louisville
Brandan M. [akway, Lexington
Candace Renee' Jeffers, Lexington
Marcus Jenkins, Long Beach, CA
Christe Lyn jordan", Oklahoma City, OK
Jerry David Keith**, Radcliff
Paul Jeffrey Keller, Cincinnati, OH
Donte' Lamont Key'", Franklin
Jodi Lynn Kolf Lexington
Lori Em Kotzbauer", Lexington
Dena Denise Lee'". Albany
DeMarcus Kirktran Lindsey, Mobile, AL
Ronald Eugene Lockridge, [r., Louisville
Laura Lynn Long'". Lexington
Devonia Olivia Love'". Lexington
Kristen Michele Lundin, Bowling Green
Kyle Mitchell Lynch", Louisville
Dawn Marie Mallory, Lexington
Lesley Anne Maner", Lexington
Jennifer Diane Marshall, Milford, Ml
Kimberly A. Marshall, Shelbyville
Rochelle Antoinette Mask'", Louisville
Barbara S. Masterson'"', Bardstown
Cari Leigh McCollam, Philpot
Victoria Caroline McConnell, Lexington
Diane Mcfadden'". Lexington
Elizabeth Clayton Meredith, Louisville
Laura Elizabeth Miller'", Prestonsburg
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David Weston Moore", Lexington
Melissa Raenae Moore, Lily \
Wendie M. Morgan, Dry Ridge
Lori Janel Mullins, Chattanooga, TN
Quinton Murdock", Amelia, OH
Gennine Marie Necessary'", Elizabethtown
Katherine Ann Nemecek'", Lexington
Christopher Lee Northam, Palm Harbor, FL
Tara Ann O'Bryan'", Owensboro
John Byran Perkins, Lexington
Amy Lynne Rasor, Kettering, OH
Rachael Mae Ratliff, Elkhorn City
Chris Myles Redmond, Princeton Junction,
N)
Tiffinea Michelle Reid, Clarksville, TN
Karen Marie Rickert, Louisville
Jeffrey 1. Roback'", Somerset
Denise Grace Rowe", Streamwood, IL
Elizabeth Ann Sanders, Elkhorn City
Andrea Nicole Scott'", Louisville
Brooke Miller Scranton, Lexington
Dawn Marie Sharpe'", Florence
Stephen Kyle Sherrard'", Cecilia
Dorisa Ann Slaughter", Lexington
David 1. Snardon, Louisville
Carolyn Leigh Knight Steffen, Nicholasville
Carrie Marie Sutton, Lancaster
Kathy Annette Taylor, Lexington
LaNedra Lynn Thomas, Louisville
David 1. Tolliver", Lexington
Robbin G. Vandiver. Lexington
Jennifer Leigh Vane", Knoxville, TN
Lori Ann Vanover, Lewisport
Andrea Rae Vilinskis, LaGrange
Christopher Jamal Ward, Decatur, GA
Michelle Rejean Webster, Lexington
Angela Henderson Williams'". Lexington
Ronnie Lee Williams, Los Angeles, CA
Kiyoshi Tivon Wilson, Paducah
Michael Dale Woodfork, Paducah
Beth Ann Woods, Valparaiso, IN
Craig Dylan Wyatt, Maniton
Michael Randall Wyatt, Ir.:", Paducah
Kimberly Lind Zbin'". Bay Village, OH
Graduates with Honors
Students who attain a grade point average of 3.8 or higher for at least three years (90 hours) are graduated with "Summa
Cum Laude." Students who attain a grade point average of 3.6 to 3.79 for at least three years are graduated "Magna Cum
Laude." Students who attain a grade point average of 3.4 to 3.59 for at least three years are graduated "Cum Laude." A
student who has spent only two years (60 hours) at the University may receive any of the above honors if he or she attains
a standing of .2 higher than the three-year (90 hours) requirement.
Students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided cord worn on the left shoulder. Students graduating
Summa Cum Laude wear a gold and white cord; students graduating Magna Cum Laude wear a blue and white cord; and












































































Kristi Lynn Hawkins ....
Sarah Elizabeth Hayden
Michael Christopher Henning




























































































































A va Crafton Beckett'"
Shannon Elizabeth Bell












Joe Arthur Burchett, Ir.:"
































































































































































Rhonda Ann Marie Powell
Melissa Anne Procanyn'"
Adrian Thomas Raiche





































































































































































































































William Carl Gruen III*
Kimberly Michelle Cuiler
Tina Tipton Hagenbuch
Norieta Maye Darcus Hagerty"*



















































































































































































































































Degrees for those students whose names are not denoted with asterisks will be awarded "with honors" if required scholastic standing is attained.
This list was completed as of April 1997. Additional honors may be determined at a later date.






























































Departmental Honors in Communications
Michael Coleman Camenisch'"
Keli Denise Handley**
Departmental Honors in Decision Science and
Information Systems
Christopher Beh"
















































Departmental Honors in French
Karyn Hayes Cook'"
Departmental Honors in Foreign Lnnguages
and international Economics
Shu-chen Chen"'
Departmental Honors in Geography
Claudine Marie Costich
Departmental Honors in History
Steven Nicholas Allen*
Jason Stewart Belcher*









Departmental Honors in Linguistics
Craig Alexander Hilts























Gregory Alan Reid **
Allison Kaye Rosenzweig?"
Jennifer Maggie Stiles'"
Stephanie Lynn Ferrell Tolson'"
Jason Bradley Tussey"
Matthew Stith walters'"


























John Freeman Mason Hockensmith 11**
Catherine Squifflet Hurt**





















Departmental Honors in Mathematics
Erik Christopher Drake**
Departmental Honors in Philosophy
Parker Davis Eastin
Timothy Lawrence Fisk











Departmental Honors in Political Science
Nancy Elizabeth Humphrey
Mary Joan Wimberg

































Departmental Honors in Spanish
Harvey Dean Harris*
University Honors Program
Interim Director: James c. Albisetti
Lori Renee Adcock



















Shadow Jason Quinn Robinson
Students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided blue and white cord worn on the right shoulder

























CHANCELLOR'S AWARDS FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING
In 1990, the Chancellor of the Lexington Campus established the Chancellor's Awards for Outstanding Teaching for tenured and
non-tenured faculty and teaching assistants. Qualities of dedication, imagination, creativity, inspiration, and concern for students are
among the traits considered for this award.
1997 RECIPIENTS OF THE CHANCELLOR'S AWARDS FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING
Distinguished Scholar Award for Tenured Faculty
Clayton R. Paul, Electrical Engineering
Ernest J. Yanarella, Political Science
Rising Star Teacher-Scholar Award for Non-Tenured Faculty
Pamela W. Rountree, Sociology
Karen Tice, Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Exceptional Teacher-Scholar Apprentice Award
Michael J. Dorff Mathematics
Christi A. Hundley Psychology
THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIA nON GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association established awards to be presented annually to
members of the University teaching and research staffs who had achieved distinction in writing and/or research and teaching. In
1967,the award was modified to recognize faculty in the Community College Sector as well as the Medical Center and Lexington
Campus Sectors. Nominated by student organizations, a select number of professors is chosen annually to receive the Association's
Great Teacher Award.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1997 GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
Professor Susan Elizabeth de Carvalho, Spanish and Italian Department
Professor Alan D. DeSantis, Communication Department
Professor Bill R. Gillis, Prestonsburg Community College
Professor Clayton R. Paul, Electrical Engineering
Professor Roberta W. Pratt, Southeast Community College
Professor Russell C. Ward, Ashland Community College
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RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS
In 1977, research professorships were established to enhance and encourage scholarly research productivity and to recognize outstanding research
achievement. The recipients are excused from teaching duties for a year allowing them to conduct full-time research.
RECIPIENTS OF RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS
Professor Dennis J. Clouthier, Department of Chemistry
Professor Mark P. Mattson, Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology
Professor Mark W. Summers, Department of History
THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
In 1975Mr. William B. Sturgill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees at the University of Kentucky, established a $2,000 award to recognize annually
the member of the graduate faculty who has made the most outstanding contributions to graduate education at the University ofKentucky.
RECIPIENT OF THE 1997 WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
Dr. D. Allan Butterfield, Professor of Chemistry
ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
In recognitionof the collaborativeresearch effortsof their parents, ElizabethH. and Albert D.Kirwan,UK'sseventh president, WilliamE.Kirwan II and
Albert D. Kirwan, Jr. established the Kirwan Memorial Prize, in 1994,to recognize contribution to original research or scholarship by a University of
Kentucky faculty member. A $5000.00 award is given to this year's recipient.
RECIPIENT OF THE ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
Professor John J. Allen, Spanish and Italian Department
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
Theaward ismade tooneman and onewoman ofthe graduating classof theUniversityofKentuckyeachyearand to oneother personwho isnot a student
oftheUniversity,who need notbeagraduate ofanycollegeoruniversity,butwho shallhavesomeinterest in orassociationwith or related totheUniversity
ofKentucky,officialor otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognitionobviously appropriate. The SullivanMedallions are awarded to persons
whose characteristicsof heart, mind, and conduct evince a spirit of love for and helpfulness to other men and women.
RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS FOR 1997
Alfred Crabb - Citizen
Laura J. Keith ~Graduating Woman
William David Johnson - Graduating Man
This charge and the pledge which
follows were written by Dr. Frank L. McVey, President of the University of Kentucky from 1917 to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the University, to the State and to Life. The University that has given you
of its store of learning looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your
part in the government, development and guidance of the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual interests and widened your powers of understanding, the
University feels a part of its duty done; and if in the doing, character has become your possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State
is satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with open minds, to set aside prejudice in your judgment of men and
affairs. It hopes that you will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for what is right.
Mayyou have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the feeling of work well done, and a spiritual
and intellectual interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and deeds you now reflect your heritage. To your fellow man, the
University is measured by your character, by your deeds, by the company you keep. It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you
to be true to the larger things of life, to be men and women of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By granting of the degree you have been admitted to the fraternity of letters, and to the larger fellowship of the University. It is right
and fitting that you should stand and solerrmIy raising your right hand repeat this pledge with me:
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The Pledge
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Common-
wealth and members of the University, with strong sense of my
responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will come
to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon my loyalty
to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the service of God and my
fellow man.
In Testimony of your conduct and purpose, the University Senate
recommending, the Board of Trustees of the University has conferred
upon you the Diploma of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and
acknowledged by the Great Seal of the University.
